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This research was initiated to evaluate assurptions regarding rapid police 

response as an effective operational strategy and to identify problems and pat

terns Mdch account for citizen delays in reporting crUEs to the police. This 

volune deals with Part II crimes. 

To test these assumptions, response time was conceptualized as consisting 

of three intervals, citizen reporting t:im:!, cOOlIUllications dispatching tinE, 

and police travel tiIoo. Variations in these intervals were analyzed for Part II 

crinEs to see how they affected the probability of making an on-scene arrest, 

contacting a witness on-scene, and llcM they affected recovery from injuries sus

tained during the coo.mi.ssion of Part II cr:iIoos. 

Additionally, the problems citizens encounter when reporting crim!!s, and 

the patterns or actions citizens follow prior to reporting were ~dentified and 

analyzed for their effects on reporting delays. Relationships between citizens' 

social characteristics and both reporting time and problems and patterns were 

analyzed. 

To see if the length of response time affected citizen satisfaction, police 

response times were analyzed along with other factors considered possible deter

minants of citizen satisfaction. These factors included citizens I social char-

acteristics, how long citizens expected response to be, citizens' perceptions 

of how long response took,· and how :i.rrportant citizens thought response tinE was 

to the outc~ of the incident they reported or in which they were involved_ 

Results indicated reporting time was longer than either the time taken to 

dispatch a call or the time taken to travel to a call and, on the average, was 

longer than dispatch tim:! and travel time canbined. Citizen apathy and misunder-
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standings about the reporting of Part II crimes were fOlmd to result in signif

icant reporting delay. The probability that an on-scene arrest attributable to 

rapid response ~d be made was greater for crimes involving a victim or wit

ness when both reporting and travel times were srort. Reporting time affected 

the probability of a witness being available on-scene for both crimes that were 

discovered and crimes which involved a victim or witness. Citizen satisfaction 

with police response time was m::>re closely related to citizens' expectations and 

perceptions about response time than actual response time. 
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PREFACE 

Rapid police response has long been an accepted pr~edurein law enforce

llElt. The need to reduce response t~ lk'lS served as justification for bol

stering officer strength and for large expenditures on equiIElent. While it is 

not tmreasonable to a.ssume that rapid police response will produce roore arrests, 

mre T.v1.tnesses, fewer serious citizen mjuries, and mre satisfied citizens, 

little enpirical data exists which can support that assUIption. 

The Response Time Analysis study was designed to provide a carprehensive 

assesStlE\t of issues and assurptions regarding the value of police response to 

a variety of cr~ and noncrinE, anergency and nonanergency, incidents. Spe

cifically, two objectives were established for study: 

1. Analysis of the relationship of response time to the outcanes of 

on-scene criminal apprehension, witness availability, citizen 

satisfaction, and the frequency of citizen injuries in cormec

ticrl1 with crime and noncr~ incidents. 

2. Identification of problems and patterns in reporti.ng crime or 

requesting police assistance. -:':"- '- .. ,.;':;' 

This is the third in a series of reports which exarrliner-the nexus between the 

time ta.lcen by citizens to report crirre or reqv~st police service, the time required 

for the police to process, dispatch, and respond to calls, and various out~s 

~~lated to police response. This volure presents findings fran analysis of the 

relationship of response time to Part II cr:iIres, and follCMs voltm1eS one and two 

and an executive surmarywhich detailed the methodological design of the study' 

an& analysis and findir~s for Part I crimes. Additional reports. which are cur-

17ently :in various stages of clevelopnent, will focus upon the follCMing areas: 
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1. A prosecution and disposition follCM-up of suspects who were ar

rested either on-scene or through subsequent investigation for 

both Part I and Part II crimes. 

2. An analysis of "general service" calls including traffic, poten

tial Crime calls, e. g., alarms, disturbances, suspicious parties, 

etc., and l1OnC.!ri.ma medical-anergency incidents. 

3. A StmDary of results presented in previous reports wi"dch provides 

an over-a1:;' asSesSInel1t of operational :ilrplications regarding the 

value of police response strategies. 

Although technical treatment of data is necessary to perfonn statistical anal

ysis of relationships studied, emphasis was placed upon prepar:ing a report condu

cive to ftmctional interpretatic:n by police administrators. Administrative inter

pretation of findings regarding crime and noncrime incidents nust include the 

realization that only citizen generated calls processed through the department's 

ccrrmmi.cations unit were eligible for inclusion L.'"1 s..fmlPle data analyzed. Calls 

resulting fran officer self-initiated activities, citizen flagdOtVIlS, a..l1.d either 

walk-in or phone-in self reporting of cr:i.m:s were excluded fran data analysis. 

UnlLl<:.e the tOOre prestigious experimental research which controls outside fac

tors 't<.hlch might influence predicted results, the design and implanentation of 

the project methOdology was exploratory. Hence, effort has been devoted to report 

all procedures rather t:l'i.:h"1 testing hypotheses. It wruld not have been tmprece

.dented to report all procedures as if they had resulted fran sagacious insight and 

logical deduction. This, hCMever, wasrtot the case, and an effort has been rrade 

to report all deficiencies and deviatiOll..B fran the original design. Those 

instances where it was discovered after the fact that an alternative procedure 

might have produced a tOOre desirable result have' been ci.."Cunet1ted. 

xii 

It is hoped that while taking admitted li.'llitations of the study into ac

count, the questions sttrnu1~ted by this researc~l and the :ilrplications cited 

within wight provoke serious discussion which will help improve police poli

cies enabling police to more effectively serve the public. 

Appreciation is extended to project consultants Dr. Albert J. Reiss, Jr., 

Yale University, New Haven, Conn.; Dr. Lee Sechrest, Florida State University, 

Tallahassee, Fla.; Dr. Cris Ku.twk, Social In\1)act Research, lawrence, Kan.; 

'Ihcmas J. Sweeney, Portsmouth, Virginia, Po lice Depart::Ilelt; and :twf.aj. Charles 

Key, Kansas City, Missouri, Police Department, for their guidance and evalua

tions during the analysis of the data and preparation of trds volume. 
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EXEClJI'IVE SlM1ARY 

Because of the lack of quantitative evaluations of the effect of various 

patrol strategies on crime outcomes, police have been compelled to accept rea

sonable but untested assUll'tions as the basis for decision-ma..kJ,ng. The present 

study was conceived to provide canprehensive baseline data to assess one of the 

most basic assumptions of policing - that rapid response is a critical factor in 

obtaining on-scene arrests, locating witnesses, minim:i.zing citizen injury, and 

enhancing citizen satisfaction. This volume presents findings which address the 

impact of response time on these specific outcomes for Part II crimes. 

The data presented in this volune were collected in Kansas City. Missouri., 

between March 1975 and January 1976, as part of a study to evaluate the role of 

response time in all types of calls for police service. Response time was de

fined in its broadest context to include the times taken by citizens to report 

incidents, by dispatchers to relay incident infonnation, and by field officers 

to arrive at the dispatched location and begin investigation. 

The data collection process was divided into three basic components analo

gous to these portions of the response process. First, civilian observers rid

ing with field officers collected travel time data, descriptions of on-scene 

activities, and the identities of crime victims and persons who reported the 

incidents to the police. Utilizing the infonnation obtained by the field ob

servers, analysts were able to identify the c~rresponding tape recordings made 

in the departJnent' s Coom.m:i.cations Unit of the telephone conversation between 

the reporting citizen and the dispatcher and the radio camn.nri.cation between 

the dispatcher and the field officer. . Fran these tapes, analysts obtained dis

patch time data. Finally, interviewers used the data provided by field obser-
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vers to locate citizens associated with the observed incidents and obtain infor-

mation on reporting time, expectations and perceptions of police service, any 

problE!l1S and the actions taken in reporting the incident, and satisfaction with 

police response time. 

By tying the collection process together, response time could be calculated 

for particular' calls from the tin~ the citizen could report the incident until a 

field officer had begun ~ investigation. The effect this time might exert on 

the outcane of the call for police service could then be assessed. 

Reporting Time 

The first step in the response process required that a citizen make the de

cision to request police assistance and then place the telephone call Which re

layed the nature and location of the incident to a dispatcher. On the average, 

rrore than one-half of the total response time was taken in reporting the incident. 

A majority of the Part II crimes were not reported within 7 minutes. Part II 

discovery crimes had considerably longer reporting times than Part II involvement 

crimes. Discovery crimes were crimes detected after they had occurred and then 

reported to the police. Involvement crimes were those crimes in which a victnn 

or witness saw, heard, or otherwise became involved in the conmission of the 

crime and then saw that the crime was reported to the police. Discovery crimes, 

which made up 18. 7 percent of the Part II sample, had a median reporting time of 

20 minutes, 16 seconds . Involvement crimes, which made up 8l. 3 percent of the 

sanple, had a median reporting time of 5 minutes, 39 seconds. Many of the Part 

II crimes were not reported within hours or even days after they occurred or 

were discovered. 

The act of telephoning the police about a crime cannot account for the 
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reporting delay observed. In IOOre than 1,000 telephone calls placed by project 

personnel in the Test Call Experiment, * the average time required to reach a 

dispatcher after dialing was approximately 30 seconds. Data reported in this 

vol~ indicated that, on the average, only about 20 seconds were required to 

relate the nature and location of a Part II crime incident to a dispatcher. 

These findings suggest that, in IIDst cases, the time taken to telephone the po

lice constitutes relatively little delay compared to the time that is taken be

fore the citizen is able or has decided to call the police. 

TWo factors were identified which significantly delayed tl1e act of reporting 

Part II crimes. First, reporting citizens who indicated that they were apathetic 

toward the outcane of the incident took significantly longer to report than indi

viduals who did not express this attitude. Expressions of apathy included state

ments from reporting parties that the incident ~vas not personally important, that 

they did not want the responsibility of calling the police, or that the situation 

was perhaps not serious .enough to require police assis tance. The second factor 

found to produce reporting delays was a misunders tanding between the persons with 

knowledge of the incident and the reporting citizen. Situations in which the re

porting parties indicated that they had not been imnediately infonned of the 

crime or rrdstakenly believed that the police had been previously called resulted 

in' greater reporting delays than situations not involvirlg this problan. 

The importance of assessing reporting delays and contributing factors is in

dicated by the role of reporting time in determining the probability of locating 

one or nnre witnesses to an incident and in detennining rates of arrest and 

* For a rrore complete discussion of this experiment and its findings, see Response 
Time Analysis, Volune II: Part I Crime Analysis. 
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response-related arrest. Response-related arrests were arrests not attributable 

to factors such as the suspect being identified by the victim, the suspect being 

held by a security guard, the suspect being injured and unable to leave the 

scene, etc. When incidents of nonaggravated assault, involvenent vandalism, and 

involvement forgery, fraud, and embezzlement were reported within 1 minute, they 

resulted in response-related arrests in about 70 percent of the cases when police 

t.'t'avel tlIDa was also short. If the reporting t:im2 for the same type of incidents 

increased from 1 to 5 minutes, response-related arrests dropped from about 70 per

cent to about 45 percent, even though travel t:im2 was tmchanged. Wi th an addi

tional increase in reporting time to 10 minutes, even the shortes t travel times 

produced response-related arrests in only about 35 percent of these types of 

cases. 'The effect police field response was to have on the probability of a 

response-related arrest was largely predetermined by the delay in reporting. 

'The time taken to report Part II crime incidents also influenced the proba

bility of locating witnesses to the incident. For involvement cases, the chance 

of contacting one or tmre witnesses decreased slightly with increasing lengths of 

reporting time. Essentially the opposite pattern was noted for discovery crimes 

in that increasing reporting delay resulted in a greater proportion of cases with 

witnesses. These results suggest that for Part II crimes involving one or tmre 

citizens, rapid reporting enhcinced the chance that witnesses were still available 

at the scene, while roore delay in reporting discovery crimes allowed witnesses to 

be contacted by the discovering party and to return to the crime location prior 

to police arrival. This interpretation is further substantiated by the finding 

that a greater proportion of discovery vandalism and discovery forgery, fraud, 

and errbezzlement incidents involved the patterns of talking or telephoning another 

person prior to calling the police than many of the involvement crime categories. 
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It should be noted at this point, however, that nore rapid reporting 

resulted in greater dissatisfaction with police response to Part II crime inc i-

dents . Citi~ens who reported incidents nore prClTptly expected police service 

tmre quickly and preS"umably, were therefore less satisfied with response tlIDa. 

Thus, though tmre expeditious reporting might have a positive effect an inci

dent outcanes, it might also depress citizen satisfaction tmless police response 

times were also reduced . 

Attsnpts should be made to identify those involverrent incidents reported 

quickly and min~ze police response to those incidents, especially if citizen 

reporting delays can be reduced. Not only does such a policy appear necessary 

to maintain citizen satisfaction with response time, it might also result in a 

tmdest increase in the proportion of involverrent incidents with witnesses avail

able and arrests made, with the possibility of rather substantial increases in 

arrest rates for certain types of involvement incidents. Attempts to minimize 

reporting delay, however, should focus on involverrent crimes without creating 

the expectation that rapid reporting might result in nore favorable outcomes 

for all types of Part II crimes. All data presented in this volume indicate 

that an-scene outcomes of discovery incidents cannot be impacted by reductions 

in reporting delay. 

Dispatch T:iJre . 

'The time required by a police dispatcher to broadcast the information 

necessary for response and to assign a specific car, if one had not already be

gtn1 responding to the call, represented 19 percent of the total response time 

in Part II crinE incidents. The m=dian dispatch tlIDa was 2 minutes, 13 seconds. 

The length of dispatch time correlated with the probability of arrest in 
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Part II crinEs but did not play an inportant role in m9ki.ng response-related ar

rests. Situations resulting :in arrests in 'Which a suspect was being held by a 

security guard or was kna..m by the victim or witness were dispatched more praq>t-

1y tlt.sn other types of incidents. However, in situations in which ranid citizen . - --.-
and police actions were primarily responsible for the arrest, dispatch time was 

not significantly shorter than in the remaining arrest and nonarrest cases. Dis

patch time did not affect the probability of contacting witnesses. 

The time taken to dispatch a call was also not directly related to citizen 

satisfaction with response tinE. Greater dispatch delays tended to correspond 

with citizens recalling longer response times. However, neither the length of 

the actual dispatch time nor the perceived response time was as important in 

determ:i..n:ing citizen satisfaction as the difference between citizens' perceptions 

of In·'l long response titres were and how long they expected police response to 

take. Consa1uently, long dispatch times may not have produced dissatisfaction 

if citizens perceived response time to be less than they expected. Likewise. 

short dispatch times did not guarantee satisfaction with response time. 

Travel Time 

The final step in the response process involved an officer's field travel 

tim=, including any time required to locate either the actual incident scene or 

a citizen associated with the call. Travel time represented approximately 29 

percent of the total response tfue. The tredian titre was 4 minutes, 20 seconds, 

while observed travel times ranged fran 20 seconds to nearly one-half hour. 

The speed of officer response did influence the probability of an on-scene 

arrest in incidents of nonaggravated assault, involvemmt vandalism, and involve

IIElt forgery, fraud, and arbezzlement. The probability of a response-related 

6 

ar'rest in nonaggravated assault and involve:nent vandalism cases was IIOre than 20 

percent gr~.ater when an o~~.l. '.er arrived wi.thin 1 minute than if travel time was 

as long as 5 minutes. In·: ... r·'emfC!I'lt incidents of forgery, fraud, and EIIbezzlement 

were especially susceptible to the impact of rapid po~ice actions . 

Response-related arrests were nearly 70 percent !IDre likely to result when trav

el time was 1 minute canpared to 5 minutes. For all types of involvanent :inci

dents examined, the Chance of making a response-related arrest after travel 

tms of 10 minutes or IIOre was essentially nil. The speed of officer response 

was not found to affect the likelihood of on-scene arrest in discovered Part II 

incidents. Travel time also had no effect on the probability of contacting a 

witness. 

The high degree to which incidents of invol venent forgery, fraud, and errbez

zlement appeared to be susceptible to the response strategy warranted a closer 

examination of this type of incident. Forgeries, frauds, and arbezzlements were 

classified as invol vanent incidents only when the victim became suspicious of 

the suspect's actions while the cr~ was occurring. In slightly IOOre than 

one-third of the observed forgery, fraud, and enhezzlsnent cases (36.4 percent), 

the crime was discovered later, rendering rapid response ineffectual. Typically 

in involve:nent incidents of this type, the citizen who had becane suspicious 

notified a supervisor or checked with a bank or credit card canpany employee who 

verified the crime, and the person who verified the ct'inE telephoned the police. 

'!hough the safi1l1e size of ~lU.s group did not allCM trore fo't'mal analysis, this 

pattern was noted in 52.4 percent of all forge-ry, fraud. and enbezzle.cnt inci

dents and in 71.4 percent of those that resulted in a response-related arrest. 

\t1hile the reasons a suspect fled cannot be specified, it seems apparent that the 

speed with which the incident was reported and handled by the police was crucial. 
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Travel t:ine affected citizen satisfaction only indirectly through its affect 

on citizens' perceptions of response tiIoo. Citizens' levels of satisfaction with 

response time were detennined by whether they perceived officer response t:ime to 

be greater or less than they expected. Since it was citizens' perceptions of re

sponse time in relation to thefr expectations which detennined their level of 

satisfaction, there w,as no guarantee that a short travel time ~rould result in a 

citizen's being satisfied with response tilE. This was the SaIOO result noted 

for dispatch time. 'nle consistency of this finding suggests that providing the 

expected time of officer arrival based on the availability of officers, the type 

of incident 'reported. hCM quickly it was reported, etc., might be an important 

consideration in maintaining citizen satisfaction with response time. 

'lWo factors were identified that affected an officer's travel time. First, 

as might be expected, the distance that Tl'IJSt be cO'Jered in response to the call 

exerted a significant influence on the time required. '!he only other detenni

nant of field response time that was isolated was the type of Part II crime, with 

incidents of discovery vandalism resulting in times disproportionately long for 

the distance traveled compared to other types of crimes. 

Sunnary 

'nle analysis of the Part II crim:! findings indicate that response strategies 

can and should be refined and applied only when warranted. One out of every five 

, Part II crms was discovered sanetime after carmission, rendering rapid response 

ineffectual on the outCC1.res examined. Additionally, a large proportion of the 

involvement incidents were reported with such lengthy delays that the possibility 

of realizing any response-related outcares was minimal. Even 81 percent of the 
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reporting citizens supported this viewpoint when they said a faster response to 

their calls would not have affected the outcane of that call. 

Increased expenditures to reduce police dispatching and travel times do not; 

appear to be justified withoutcorrespondL"lg efforts to reduce rE~porting delays. 

If significant reporting delays can be substantially reduced, field response 

t~ is still limited by the danands of the distance that nust be traveled, 

which can be mi.n:im:Lzed only to a point. The realization which lIIJS:t be made is 

that rapid response is mt a universal tactic, but rather a specif:~c tool appli

cable only to certain types of incidents under specific circumstances. Finally, 

police adninistrators 11l.lSt assess whether the cost of rapid response capabilities, 
~c . .. 

in teriris~()f_ the hara.vare and manpcmer requirements, the chance of c1ar:Mget6 pub-

lic property, and the l:'isk of injuries to officers and civilians, is justified 

by the gains that can be made for. those incidents which could be affected. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INl'RODUcrIOO 

One of the 11l)st basic asstIIptions of policing has been that rapid police 

response, is a critical factori..'"1 making on-scene arrests; locating witnesses 

to incidents, min:im:i.zingcitizen injudes. and maintaining citizen satisfaction 

w~th police perfonnance. The assuned importance of responding rapidly to calls 

has influenced departmm.ts in determining the need for additional officers. new 

police cars. and the acquisition of ccmmmications eqlliprent. ~oJhile it is reason

able to assu:ne that rapid response is important, data supporting this assumption 

have not been systenatically gathered and evaluated. 'TIle Response T:i.rre Analysis 

study was developed to pro~.ride the kind of comprehensive baseline data necessary 

fO'.t' an assessmznt oy-tt"1a valuec9f rapid response time. 

Objectives 

The main objectives of the study are as follCMs: 

1. Analysis of the relationships of response time to the outCClJ}eS of 

on-scene arrest, witness availability, citizen satisfaction with 

response tiIre, and the incidence of citizens I injuries in connec-

tion with crime and noncrime incidents; and 

2. Identification of problerrs and patterns in reporting crime or re

questing police assistance. 

Practical police experierlce indicated res!,onse time does not begin with a 

- citizen's call to police,Bs mst previ6dS:stUdies have defir.ed it, but actually 

begins when a citizen fir-st becaoos aware a crime is Occurringprbas occurred. 

It was £u .... -ther realized that citizens often delay betweentl"le- time they know a 

crime is occurring and when they contact -police, and that these delays would have 
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sane effect pn whether police respoose resulted in on-scene arrests, location 

of witnesses, etc. To assess the effect of delays by citizens when reporting 

crlmes,"tbeir report~ t:l1ms were included in the study's definition of re

sponse time. 'Reporting tim! was defined as the time fran when a citizen was 
;;-

free fran involvement in a crime or had discovered a _ crime tmtil the citizen 

had moo initial telephone connection with a police dispatcher. 

This study's definition of response time was also broadened to include a 

second time period gener&lly left out of otberstudy definitions of response 

time. This was the time fran when an officer arrived at the dispatched loca

tion until the officer's initial investigatioo of the situation began. This 

time ~iod was considered essential. because time spent by, an officer to lo

cate the actual crime or Inciderlt sc~or to locate a citizen who knew SaDe>-> 

thing about the situation could give suspc.~ts erough time to get SMay or for 

Wi~ses to decide to leave. 

With the inclusion ,of these two additional time periods, response time was 

ult:imately defined as the time frah when a citizen was free fran invol"V'E!lElt in 

a cr~ or had discovered a 'crime until an officer's initial investigation of 

the incident began. This total response time was then conceptually divided in

to three intentals' which were the time taken by citizens to report crimes, the 

time taken by dispatchers to process the infornation, and the tiIoo take,n by p0-

lice officers to travel to and locate incident scenes. Each of these intervals 

could then be related to the outcomes. The results of the analyses of the rela

tionsh,i..ps of response time to ootccmes are presented in Cll.apt~rs Three through 

Six. 

h'l addition to assessing the direct effects of reporting, dispatch, and 

travel time on crime outcCX'res, the st:ucty was interested in identifying the fac-
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tors which might cause citizens to delay before calling the police. These 

factors were divided into problems, tmcontrollab18 hindrances encotmtered when 

calling police, and patterns, voltmtary actions or attitudes which result in 

reporting delays. These problems and patterns and their effects on reporting 

time are presented in. Chapter Seven. 

.~ examination was also made of the relationship persons calling police 

had to the crirre, whose telephone they used, the nunber they called, and hat'7 

they knew the nunber to see if these factors also affected the time taken to 

contact the police. 'This analysis is presented in Chapter Eight. 

Finally, an assessment was made of such factors as whether an officer was 

in his car, in his assigned beat (patrol designation), and the tn."gell.cy of the 

situation to determine if such factors affect how much time an officer takes 

to travel to a call. This infonnation is provided in Chapter Nine. 

Methodology 

The Part II crime data presented in this volume were primarily collected 

fram 56 of the city's 207 beat-watches.* These beat-watches were selected for 

their high rates of robberies and aggravated assaults. The collection design 

specified that observers were to accompany officers assigned to these high 

crime areas and times but did not preclude the collection of data for calls 

in which officers were dispatched to nontarget beat-watches. Data for 24.2 

percent of the Part II crime incidents carne fran calls made to nontarget 

beat-watches. Calls to nontarget beat-watches were sanetimes made to beats 

which were in the target area during a different watch, however . Accordingly, 

~-----

A beat-~atch is an 8-ho:rr ~our of duty in a car territory. There were three 
watches In each of the C1.ty s 69 beats, so there were 207 beat-watches. 
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dispatches to rontarget beats, regardless of watch, occurred in only 14.8 per

cent of the OOSel:Ved Part II crime incidents, 

Data Collection. nle data collection process was divided into three basic 

canponents analogous to the three response time intervals. Observers riding 

with patrol officers collected travel time data, analysts collected dispatch time 

da ta fran tape recordings made in the depart::ment' s Ccnm.mications Unit, and in

terviewers collected reporting time data fran victims and other citizens who had 

reported incidents to police. 

With infonnation obtained by the field observers, tape analysts could 10-

cate the calls on tapes which corresponded to the observed crllnes, and inter

viewers could contact the citizens associated with the observed calls. By tying 

the data collection process together, response time could be calculated for par

ticular calls fran the time they originated until an officer had concluded his 

investigation. Field data were collected from March 1, 1975, tmtil January 2, 

1976, while the other data collection processes extended into the Spring of 1976. 

Field Observations. Civilian field observers rode four, 8-hour tours of 

duty each week with police officers assigned to the city's upper 27th percentile 

of beat-watches, based upon 1974 robbery and aggravated assault crime data Ob

servers recorded times documenting officer dispatch, response, arrival, and cit

izen contact at the incident scenes Pulsar wristwatches with digital displays 

were used to record these times. Descriptions of on-scene activities such as 

arrests, the administration of first aid, and requests for ambulances were ob

tained along with the identities of crime victims and persons who reported the 

incidents to the police. 

Tape Content Analysis. The Camumications Unit of the Kansas City, Missouri, 

Police Department records all telephone conversations between citizens and dis-

13 
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patchers and radio conversations between dispatchers and field officers. Using 

information provided by the field observers, analysts were able to locate the 

recorded conversations corresponding with the incidents for which the field ob

servers had collected data. Analysts recorded times pertaining to the initial 

connection between citizens and dispatchers, the length of time necessary for 

citizens to explain the nature and location of an incident, and the length of 

time required for a dispatcher to assign a field eff~~er to a call. 

~itizen Follow-up Interviews. Using the identities detenmined by the field 

observers, the citizens who were victims of observed criIres or who had reported 

the crimes or requested police service were contacted for interviews. Inter

viewers obtained data for determining the approximate time the crime had oc

curred or was discovered and how rrruch time had elapsed between when the citizen 

discovered an incident or was free fran involvem:nt in an incident and then re

ported it to the police. 

Interviewers also questioned citizens about their expectations of police 

service, their satisfaction with police response time, and any problems they 

encountered when attempting to contact the police. If a citizen was injured 

during the carmission of one of the crimes in the san;>le and taken to a hospi

tal, the hospital was contacted about the length of stay required for the cit

izen. Interviewers also collected information about the social characteristics 

of citizens interviewed. 

Data Base 
ok 

There were 359 eligible Part II crimes in the data base classified first 

1(A review and verification of the Part II criIre data base revealed that one inci
dent was inadvertently excluded from analysis. The case involved two juveniles 
who were a:rested on scene for disorderly conduct, making the case eligible for 
Part II cr:ure analysis. HCMever, the case also involved a warrant arrest and was 
incorrectly categorized as a noncrime call. Cases which involved warrant arrests 
in which no offense report was taken \Jere analyzed as noncr:ime data. 
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according to what type of crime they were and secondly according to whether 

they were an "involvement" or a "discovery" crime, Table 1-1. The type of 

crime classifications were nade according to the FBI Uniform Crime Report (UCR) 

classifications except where severed classifications were grouped to fonn a 

single classification. The involvement and discovery categories were created 

for this study to analyze the differences in outcanes reported for cases in 

which there was a victim or witness who could report the crime while it was 

occurring, or inmediately afte:rward, canpared to cases which were discovered 

-. after they occurred. 

Discovery crimes were defined as those crimes detected after the crime 

had occurred. Involvanent crimes were defined as those crimes in which a cit

izen saw, heard, or became involved at any point during the carrnission of an 

offense. Ar1t involvement crime may have involved a victim, as in a nonaggra

vated assault, or simply a witness, as in a case where a citizen witnessed a 

neighbor's property being vandalized. For a witnessed crime to be cL'lssified 

as an involvement crime, however, the witness to the crime had to call police 

or have someone else call police. If a crime was witnessed but the witness 

did not report the crime, and the crime was later d~tected and reported, the 

case was classified as a discovery crime. 

As illustrated in Table 1-1, two crime categories were formed by camining 

several individual categories. Because of the limited number of cases in the 

individual forgery, fraud, and amezzlement categories. and because of their 

sindlar natures, these three types of crimes were grouped into one classifica

tion. Individually, forgery occurred in 11 cases, fraud in 19, and errDezzlement 

in 3. 

Because of their lindted individual ntmlbers, the following five types of 
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TABLE 1-1 

Part II Crime Data Base 

1YPE OF CRIME N ..PERCENl' OF 'lUl'AL 

Involvanent 292 81.3 
Nonaggravated Assault 59 16.L} 
Vandalism 54 15.0 
Forgery, Fraud, and Embezzlanent 21 5.3 
WeapOn Possession 17 4.7 
Druiikenness* 37 10.3 
Disturbin8 the Peace 58 16.2 
Disorderly Conduct 20 5.6 
Other 26 7.2 

Discove:t.-y 67 18.7 
Vandalism 50 13.9 
Forgery, Fraud,. and Einbezzle:nent 12 3.3 
Other 5 1.4 

All Part Il Crimes 359 100.0 

'~enness was an offense when the data for this study were collected so cases 
of drunkenness were included in ti1e sample. However, as of September i977 
drunkenness was eliminated as an offense in Hissouri. ' 
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crime were classified as "other" offenses: arson (7 cases), narcotic violations 

(5 cases), sex offenses (4 cases), garrbling (1 case), and incidents classified 

by the UCR. as "all other offenses" (13 cases). * In addition, one drunk case was 

discovered and classified as "other." Since the six types of crime mking up 

the "other" offense category were so dissimilar, the 31 cases in this category 

were not included in any analysis of type of criIoo. 

Two types of crime listed in the UCR were excluded fran analysis in this 

volute altogether. Juvenile status offenses were excluded since the Kansas City J 

Missouri, Police Department does not treat than as cr:i.rninal offenses. I lOri ving 

mile intoxicated" cases were excluded fran this volune but will be analyzed in 

a volume on noncr±me and traffic calls. 

The type of crime classification given to a call was determined by the way 

the call was classified by the responding officer. Those calls involving nulti

pIe offenses had to be classified according to only one of the offenses so the 

response tine for the call would not be analyzed roore than once. There were 28 

cases (7.8 percent) in the Part II data base with nrultiple offenses which were 

classified according to the following two criteria: 

1. Primacy. Incidents involving multiple offenses were classified ac

cording to the priIPary offense. An offense which occurred subse-

quent to police invol vanent, such as assault on an officer, would 

not be the primary offense when multiple offenses had occurred. 

Also, any offense dependent upon the occurrence of other criminal 

actions to be considered a crime would not be the primary offense. 

c 
7'The "all other offenses" category included city ordinance violations (one case), 
banb tlu.-eat (one case), nonpayment (four cases), trespass (four cases), and 
extortion (three cases). 
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For exanple, contributing to the delinquency of a minor would not 

occur unless other criminal actions were involved. If this cri

terion could rot be used to categorize an ::Incident, the second 

criterion was used. 

2. Seriousness. Incidents were classified according to the mst 

serious offense involved. Seriousness of Part II cr:im:!s was 

based on injury or threat of injury to persons, and loss or de

struction of personal 1;)roperty. Crimes against persons were con

si.dered Dm'e serious than property crimes, and property crimes 

were taken to be toore serious than crimes not falling into either 

of these categories, e.g., "regulatory" offenses. 

Once the cases had been classified by type of crime, they could then be clas

sified as involV€lleIlt or discovery crimes. Five of the seven types of Part II 

crime represented in the sample generally involved a victim or canplainant and 

so were virtually always involvanent crimes. They were the nonaggravated assault, 

weapon possession, c:lrunkermess, disturbing the peace, and disorderly conduct cate

gories. Only vandalism and forgery, fraud, and enbezzlemmt occurred undetected 

in a significant proportion of the incidents, and were therefore the only cate

gories which also included discovery cr:imes. For the study, a victim was defined 

as ths citizen against whan a crime was ccmnitted. Unlike mst statuatory defi

nitions, the victim of a forgery, by study criteria, would be the citizen taking 

the forged check, not the business to which the check Y.-"ClS written. 

Interview Completion Rates 

For a case to be included in the data base, the police response to the crime 

had to be initiated by a citizen's telephone call. Proj ect interviewers then at

tsnpted to contact and interview the victims of the crimes and the persons who 
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called police, if they were rot also the victim, to collect reporting time data, 

information about problE!IlS and patterns and citizen satisfaction, and socio

econanic infonnation about the respondents. 

For the interview process to be considered canplete by original study cri

teria, interviews had to be canp1eted with a victim who had called police 

('lJit.~tim-ca11er), or both the victim and the person who had called police (either 

a wit:ness-.~a11er or caller). However, an exception had to be made for the Part 

II "victimless crimes" of drunkermess, disorderly conduct, gambling, narcotic 

violations, weapon possession, and other ordinance violations. For these crimes, 

only a witness-caller or caller interview had to be canp1eted. 

Of the 359 Part II cases, 211, or "58.8 percent, had the necessary interviews 

canp1eted (Appendix A, Table A-1). Another 60, or 16.7 percent, were partially 

cooplete, with a victim or a caller interview having been canp1eted, but not both. 

There were 88 cases, or 24. 5 percent, which had no interviews and so were incan

p1ete. 

The interview ccrnpletion rate was highes t for victim-callers, 87. 2 percent, 

with 136 of the 156 victim-callers interviewed. The canp1etion rate for victims 

was 60 percent, with 75 of the 125 victims interviewed, and the canpletion rate 

for callers and witness-callers was 48.5 percent, with 98 of the 202 callers and 

witness-callers interviewed. Usually, interviews were not canpleted because the 

citizen had called about mre than at1e incident and confused the other incidents 

with the one eligible for the study. In three cases, the interviewer erred by 

neglecting to interview the victim. Several citizens were not eligible for inter

vie;vs because they were less than 12 years old, had been arrested during the inci

dent, spoke no English, or were mentally deficient. A large 1lI.IIDer of citizens 

could not be located because they had roved or had given false identification to 

the police. 
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Socioecornnic Data Base. Citizens were asked to provide socioeconanic infor

mation about themselves at the end of telephone and personal interviews. Twelve 

questions were asked of each respondent pertaining to various social characteris

tics. * These data were obtained to detenni.ne if a citizen's socioeconard.c situa-

tion affected the attitudes expressed or actions taken. Because interviews were 

considered canplete whether the citizen refused to answer any or all of these 

questions, the s~le size varied am:mg the measures. Statistics for the 12 

socioeconanic variables are provided in Table 1-2. 

The first four variables pertained to the citizens' patterns of residency. 

TI-,e length of residence in Kansas City, Me., and the length of residence at the 

current address were the firs t two. !my aroount of time less than 1 year was 

coded as 1 year, and answers given in years and m:mths were rounded to the near

rest l\hole Il.tI'Ii:ler of years. The third residency question asked citizens to esti-
*k 

mate the population of the city they had lived in roost of their lives. Finally, 

the citizens were asked to indicate l\hether they owned their hane, rented, or 

boarded (tenure). 

Marital status was a dichotanous variable, being coded either married or not 

married. Single, widowed, divorced, and sepa.rated individuals were considered 

"not married. II A rating of the socioeconanic status of a respondent's occupation 

was obtained fran the Duncan Socioeconanic Status Scale I *** an ordinal scale of 

nearly 500 different types of jobs. Occupations listed in the 1950 United States 

* See Appendix M, Response T:ime Analysis Volume I: Methodol~ . 

** . ,-
The population oe-a city was based upon its metropolitan population and not on 

the population within the city's boundaries. 

*k* • 
Re~ss, A., Duncan, 0., Ratt, P" and North, C' I Occupations and Social Status. 

New York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1961. 
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SOCIAL CHARACI'ERISTIC 

Length-of Residence 
in K.C., ~. 

length of Residence 
at Address 

Population of, Respondents' 
Longes t Address 

Tenure 

tvBrital Status 

Socioeconcmlc Status 
(IAmcan Scale) 

Age 

Education 

Head of Household 

Incane 

Race 

Sex 

(Total CitizeJ'1'i! Interviewed 

'. '"l.l - •.••. ,. 

TABLE 1-2 

Social Characteristics of Citizens Interviewed 

N NEAN 

241 20.7 years 17.7 years 1 to 71 years 

270 6.3 years 3.3 years 1 to 49 years 

249 8.7-;'r 9.8* 1. to 10* 

270 N/A N/A N/A 

270 N/A N/A N/A 

188 38.2 37.4 4 to 85 
266 36.8 years 34.4 years 13 to 82 years 

269 4.7-k;,( 4. (Jk"k 1 to 9** 

266 N/A N/A N/A 

185 7.6m'ri( 8.6*''<:* 1 to 13*** 

264 N/A N/A N/A 

2'71 N/A N/A N/A 

271) 

- ... , t 

RESPOOSES 

N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

CMn 43.3% 
Rent 45.6% 
Board 11.1% 

Married 58. 5% 
Not ·M:1rried 41. 5% 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

Yes 71.4%, 
No 28.6% 

N/A 
TNhite 61. 0% 
Blar-k 39. 0% 
Male 54.6% 
FernIe 45,4% 

~--------------------------------------------------------------~.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
*f!.;n ordirl.al scale fran (1) "rural" to (10) "city over 500,000 " 
iclAn ordinal scale fran (1) "less than 8th grade" to (9) "graduate work." 
***An ordinal scale fran (1) "under $2,000" to (13) "$25,000 and over." 
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Census are rated fran I to 99, according to the ccrrbined educational status and 

incane level with a sligJ:1t adjustment for the age ranges in scme categories. 

Data regarding the respondent's age, level of education, and._ inccm:; were~

also obtained throug}:1 these inte:tVi.a-is, as well as an 4ldica.tion of whether .. cit-
- . -

izens considered themselves ''head of the household. "Those :indicatipg they 
~ ... ~, -, 

shared this responsibilit'Jw.h:h-~ spouse were also classified-as heads of their 

household, -A respondent's l:".a.ceF and sex were obtai.ned :fran several sources, e. g. , 

persorul1 observation by the interviewer,WOl:mation listed on the police rePOrt, 
*.::-

or data given on Attachment A,' a fonn c~leted during data collection by field 

observers which gave certain identifying infonnation about citiz~ eligible for 

an inter.riew. 

Th.e AnaIY;3is 

Because of the diversity of the outcanes being~tJV$tigated, the analysis 
, - -

techniques utilized were also dive:t'~~,-:Wftfteach outcane assessed, brief rrention 

is made of the ~~_abi.sti&l p~~edures used and the location (Appendix and Table) 

o£tni:i:suiInary statistics. Several multiple regression techniques were used 

throughout analysis. These techniques incl.uded analysis of variance and covari

ance through ch.nny variable regressionafialysis. When analysis of variance in

dicated systematic variation arrong c'1tegaries, t-tests were used to perform . ". . 

a p0.6:teJUoltJ. contrasts of the group means. In the ana.lysis' cit citizen satisfac-
.- .. -" 

tion. pa~"1 analysis was used. In all of the analyses, when type of crime was 

entered into D1lltiple regression, the "other" category was deleted because of 

the dissimilarity of the cases in this category. llire specific infornation on 

* See Appendix G, Response Time Analysis Vol~ I: Methodology. 
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the statistical and analytical tec1:miques used may be foUnd in Appendix A, Sec

tion A-2. 

The total response time ,was di:vided :into the time taken bycitizens to re

port crimes. by dispa!;~rs to process the informtion, and by officers to re

spond to the call. For the dispatching process and officer response, exact 

point times were obtained. The citizeIl::t:~ti:bg times were constructed fran . 

estimates obtained dud.ng.~u~~~''"~terviews of the citizens who had called 

the police. If the' citizens interviewed were not consistent :in their estimations 

of heM long i,t took to report a crime, the min:im.m tima delay given by the citi

z~.:..mS;~loyed. 

Despite the choic.e of the shortest possible reporting time cited by citizens; 

Sall! rather lengthy reporting delays were noted resulting in a skewed distribution 

of reporting data. The dispatching and officer response time distributions were 

also skewed, although not as severely as the reporting dist""cibution. Because 

these extreme times were the result of actual situatioos, they were included 

throughout the analysis. Because the skewness is reflected in the means of the 

response times reported, the roodian time is suggested as nm-e representative of 

the time taken to report, dispateh, and travel toa ~ incident. Furthe:t'mJre, 

logaritluni.c transfonmtions were used to nonnalize the t:ime distributions so dif

ferences in response times could be mre adequately assessed. 

It should be noted that each crima incident was entered into analysis, 

rather than a IlUlIber of cases grouped by response timas. Grouping results in an 

outcane based on an average tima rather t..1-tan a precise tima. It also severely 

restricts the nunber of additional factors which can be assessed as predictors 

since these fac40rs would have to relate- to a group rather than an incident. 

Finally, because of the small sample size of the variables analyzed, caution 

should be taken in interpretation of results. 
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CHAPTER '00 

RESPCNJE TIME 

For the purposes of the study, resp<X".Be tine was defined in its broadest 

context as the time frem when a citizen discovered or was free frem involVE!DE!nt 

in a cri.Tne until an officer began an on-scene investigation. Total response 

t~ was divided into seven ccm;xment times which correspond to distinct proc

esses or procedures which require a definable proportion of the total time to 

perform. To address the studyi s objective of evaluating the relationship of 

response t~ to certain incident outcanes, the seven time canponents were con

ceptually cClIbined into three min response time intervals; the reporting inter

val, the dispatch interval, and the travel time interval. 'Ihese intervals re

flect the role of the three contributors to total response; the public, the po

lice dispatcher, and the police patrol officer. 

Response T:im= Canponents 

Figure 2-1 illustrates occurrence time, the seven response time cClnponents, 

and the three response time intervals. Occurrence time, the length of tim~ a 

victim or witness was physically detained by the comnission of the crime fran 

calling the police. was not considered part of response time and is included 

for descriptive purposes only. It "{¥as available for mnaggravated assaults 

only because in other Part II crimes, citizens would rot: be physically detained 

by suspects. 

Occurrence time and the first response time canponent, the time 8L citizen 

knew of a call and was free to call police until initial connection wlth a po-

lice dispatcher, were based on citizen estimates. The other six canponents canv= 

fran exact times taken fran Carmmications Unit tape recordings, or were obtained 
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Time Estimates 
Ti me Measurements -y-------.A...... 

Crime Discovery Initial Information Dispatcher Dispatch Officer Arrival Begins or End of Connection Available Calls Car Terminates Responds Involvement 
I 
• to to to to to to to to Involvement Initial Information Dispatcher Dispatch Officer Arrival Investigation Ends Connection Available Calls Car Terminates Responds Initiated 

,Occurrence fL 

~-~------~~~-----------------------Total Response Time--------________________ >~ 
Reporting 

* I 

Dispatch 

Travel 

*The overlap of the dispatch and travel intervals indicates that in some 
cases an officer began responding to a call before the dispatch was 
terminated; operationally ending the dispatch interval and beginning the 
travel interval. 

Figure 2 -1. -- Conceptual model of response time components and response time intervals 
of the total response time continuum . 
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by civilian observers who accompanied patrol officers. The operational defini

tions for the seven response time components are presented in Appendix B, Sec

tion B-1. 

Descriptive statistics for the components for all Part II crimes, involve

trent crimes. and discovery crimes are given in Ta'ble 2-2. Statistics provided 

include the median (Md) and mean times (X), the standard deviation (SD) , mininn..m1 

(Min) and maximum (Max) times observed, the sample size (N), and the proportion 

thi8 component interval constituted of the total time. The last statistic was 

computed by first dividing the component times by the total response :t~ for 

each incident and then computing the mean of those quotients. These data are 

provided for each type of Part II crime in Appendix B, Tables B-2 through B-5. 

It can be seen from Table 2-2 that for all Part II crimes, three of the 

seven response time components, one fram each interval, comprised 91.8 'percent 

of total response time. Nearly one-half of the total time (49.6 percent) was 

taken after a citizen was free from involvenent or had discovered a crime until 

the police dispatcher was contacted. The reported times for this component 

ranged from 1 rrrinute to over 19 days, with a median time of over 6 rrrinutes. On 

the average, it took citizens discovering a Part II crime longer to contact po

lice than those citizens involved in a cril1e. The cUllIponent IIBde up a larger 

proportion of total response time in discovery cases than in involvement cases. 

The canponent time from v.tlen the dispatcher knew the nature of the incident 

and the location to which an officer should be dispatched (information available) 

until the dispatcher first contacted a car with an observer IIBde up 17 percent 

of the total response time. This component had a median time of 1 minute, 54 

seconds, with a minimum of 10 seconds and a rraximum of 37 minutes within the 
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Table 2 - 2. - - Time statistics for each response time component for the categories 
of all Part IT crimes, Part II involvement crimes, and Part IT discovery crimes. 

Occurrence: Discovery Initial Information Dispatcher Dispatch Officer Arrival 
Crime Crime or End of Connection Available Calls Cor Terminates Responds **Total 

Begins to Involvement to to to to to to Response 
Category Detainmen"t to Initial Information Dispotcher Dispatch OffiCerj~ Arrival Investioot~ Time 

Ends* Connection Available Calls Cor Terminates ResDond Initiat~d~ 
Md 1 :57 6:01 0:14 1:54 0:19 0:03 3:44 0:17 15 :55 
X 3:09 5:37:35 0:20 3:33 0:21 0:23 4:32 0:22 5:48 :43 

All SD 5:56 37:24:04 0:19 5:01 0:13 1 :24 3:21 0:46 37:28:42 
Port II Min. 1 :00 1 :00 0:04 0:10 0:06 - 1 :21 0: 11 -5:45 4:05 

Crimes 
Max. 45:00 456:00:00 3:28 37: 13 2:48 15:58 29:45 5:10 \456: 06: 15 

N 57 286 352 334 337 353 359 359 285 
% - 49.6 2.1 17.0 2.5 1.5 25.2 2.1 100.0 

Md 1 :57 5:01 0:14 1 :51 0:19 0:03 3:35 0:15 14:37 
X 3:09 1:01 :13 0:19 3:08 0:22 0:21 4:13 0:20 1: 10:34 

Port ]I SD 5:56 8:23:56 0:19 4:10 0:13 1: 16 2:52 0:48 8:25:34 
Inl.Qlvement Min. 1:00 1 :00 0:04 0:10 0:06 - 1 :21 0: 11 -5:45 4:05 

Crimes 
Max. 45:00 106: 53:00 3:28 37:13 2:48 15:58 29:45 5:10 107:11:37 

N 57 224 286 268 271 288 292 292 223 
% - 46.3 2.3 17.8 2.8 1.4 27.1 2.2 99.9 

Md - 19:50 0:15 2:25 0:18 0:03 4:28 0:21 35:01 
X - 22: 16:06 0:20 5:15 0:20 0:33 5:54 0:31 22:29:13 

Port II SD -- 76:55:49 0:15 7:20 0:10 1 :53 4:42 0:37 76:56:30 
Discovery Min. - 1 :00 0:05 0:16 0:10 -0:34 1 :08 0:00 5:31 

Max. - 456:00:00 1 : 31 35:41 1: 10 13:55 23:45 3:42 1456:0 6:15 Crimes N - 62 66 66 66 65 67 67 62 
% - 61.5 1.3 14.2 1.5 1.6 18.3 1.6 100.0 

,; 

* Data are for nonaggravated ossault only. 

**occurrence time estimates were not included in total response times. 

*** Negative times resulted when the officer began to respond before the dispatch was concluded. 

**** Negative times resulted when an officer initiated the investigation before an officially dispatched officer or-rived . 

... 
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semple. The average t~ taken during this c~ent was greater for discovery 

than for invol vanent incidents. Hoilever, this ccrnponent made up a smaller pro

portion of total response time for discovery cases than for involvement cases 

because total response time was longer for discovery cases. 

Over one-fourth (25.2 percent) of the total response t~ was made up by 

the canponent fran the t~ the officer responded to the call tmtil arrival at 

the dispatched location. This cooponent had a median time of 3 minutes, 44 

seconds, and times ranging fran 11 seconds to nearly one-half hour. Again, the 

average time taken by this cooponent was greater for discovery crimes, while 

proportionately this component was shorter for discovery crimes. 

These three components represent the significant processes of each of the 

contributors to response time. The component fran the time the citizen knows 

of the incident and can, without threat fran the suspect, call the police tmtil 

that call is actually placed is the responsibility of the public. The situation 

may warrant other actions which delay reporting, or citizens may hesitate because 

they are unsure of the necessary or appropriate activities. The police dispatcher 

is prirrarily responsible for the time fran when the nature and location are kno;.m 

mtil an officer is requested to respond to the incident. Of course, many other 

actions may be demanded of the dispatcher before a specific car is assigned to a 

call. Other more serious calls may take precedence, or information concerning 

the incident may be broadcast before a specific car is assigned. Finally, the 

role of the field officer in response is reflected in the time elapsing in field 

travel Again, IM11y additional factors such as traffic or road conditions, the 

type or seriousness of the call, etc., may affect response. These three coopo

nents canprise the bulk of the three response intervals used throughout the anal

ysis; the reporting, the dispatch, and tl:e travel interval. 
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Response Time Intervals 

Descriptive statistics for the response time intervals for all Part II 

crimes, involvement crimes, and discovery crimes are given irt Table 2-3. These 

data are provided for each of the Part II crime divisions in Appendix B, Tables 

B-6 through B-9. 

Reporting t:ime consisted of the first;: two response canponents, and there

fore began when a citizen knew of a crime and could call and ended when the na

ture of the incident and the location to which an officer should be dispatched 

were understood by the dispatcher. 

The dispatch interval began when the nature and location of the incident 

were understood by the dispatcher and ended when a) the car with the observer 

was officially assigned to the call or b) when the car with the observer had 

begun responding to the incident, whichever came first. The end of this inter

val was operatianalized in these two ways because dispatchers sometimes broad

cast sufficient information about an incident before assigning a specific car 

so that an officer might begin responding to the scene before being assigned to 

the call. Im.y time spent in response to the call belonged with the travel in

terval, even though part of that time may have occurred before the officer was 

officially assigned to the call. 

The travel interval, therefore, began when the officer was officially as

signed to the call or had begun to respond, whichever came first, until the 

investigation of the incident began. An investigation was considered to have 

begun when the officer arrived at the incident scene or when the officer began 

getting infonration fran a citizen who was involved in or had discovered the 

crime. 

Analysis of variance was used to assess possible differences among types 
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Table 2 - 3. -- Time statistics for response time intervals for the categories of all 
Part n crimes, Part n involvement crimes, and Part IT discovery crimes. 

Crime 

Category 
Reportjng Dispatch Travel Total 

Md 7:03 2: 13 4:20 15:55 
X 5:39:06 3:50 5:22 5:48:43 

All SD 37:27:56 4:59 3:44 37:28:42 
Part II Min. 1 : 05 0: 21 0:20 4:05 

Max. 456:00:11 37:33 29:58 456: 06: 15 
Crimes N 285 352 359 285 

0/0 51.7 19.0 29.4 100.1 

Md 5:39 2:07 4:09 14:37 
X 1 : 01 :49 3:27 4:59 1 : 10: J34 

Part n SD 8:25:04 4: 11 3: 16 8: 25:34 
Involvement Min. 1 :05 0: 21 0:20 4:05 

Crimes 
Max. 106:53:27 37:33 29:58 107: 11 : 37 

N 223 286 292 223 
0/0 48.5 19.9 31.5 99.9 

Md 20:16 2:40 5:25 35:01 
X 22: 16:27 5:31 7 :01 22:29:13 

Part IT 
SD I 76:55:50 7: 19 5:00 76:56:30 

Discovery Min. 1 :05 0: 21 1 : 45 5:31 

Crimes 
Max. 456: 00: 11 35:20 24: 31 456: 06: 15 

N 62 66 67 62 
0/0 62.9 15.4 21.7 100.0 
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of Part II crime in the time taken for each of the three intervals. Reporting 

and travel.· tl1re were strongly affected by the type of crimes to which officers 

were called. The t:i.ma taken by the dispatcher to assign a car to the call was 

only slightly influenced, although the effect was statistically significan~ 

(Appendix B, Tables B-IO through B-l2}. 

T-tests of the mean time differences bebween types of crime were performed 

(Appendix B, Tables B-13 through B-lS). The average reporting time was longer 

for forgeries, frauds, and embezzlements that were discovered than for any other 

type of Part II crime. Citizens who discovered cases of vandalism also tended 

to take more time to report the incident than citizens reporting involvement 

crimes. These two types of Part II discovery crimes also resulted in longer 

travel times than cases of w~~pon possession, drunkenness, and disturbing the 

peace. Officers' field responses to incidents of weapon posseSSion ~'ver:e also, 

on the average, more rapid than for the other types of llr~olvernent crbnes. 

There were few differences in average dispatching time between crime categories, 

and these few differences occ~~ed in no pattern. 

Surmary 

The time taken by the public to contact the police department concerning a 

Part II crime was, on the average. lor.ger than that required to dispatch the 

call or to travel to the incident scene. Reporting time, in fact, corrprised 

approximately one-half of the total response time. and was rrore than 6 minutes 

in over 50 percent of the Part II incidents observed. Generally, discovery in-

cidents took longer to report and had longer travel times than involvement inci

dents. hdditionally, incidents of weapon possession tended to produce the fas

test travel times. Dispatch time did not appear to be strongly or consistently 

related to the type of Part II crime. 
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ARREST 

One of the rrost fundarrental and widely held assunptions concerning police 

response is that reducing dispatching and field offi.cer travel tiIre increases 

the probability of apprehending a suspect. Such an asstlIlption, however, is 

largely tmtested. Further, the potential effect of the tine taken by the citi-

zen to report the incident has not been systematically a'Camined. This section 

will focus on the roles reporting, dispatch, and travel tines have in influencing 

the probability of an on-scene arrest in a Part II criIre incident. 

The Arrest Sample 

The effect of varying response times on the probability of an arrest could 

be tested only for the Part II crimes of nonaggravated assault, 

forgery, fraud, and embezzlement (54.6 percent of the sample). 

vandalism, and 

These are the 

only crimes in the sample in which an offense report was filed whether an arrest 

was IM.de or not. Unless ari arres t is IM.de, no offense reports are filed for dis-

turbing the peace, weapon possession, cirunkermess, and disorderly conduct. Since 

it each of these incidents in the sample was acc~anied by an arrest on scene, 

was not possible to analyze the effect of response time on arrest. 

For the purposes of this study, arrest was d~f;i.ned as the transporting of 

a suspect to a specific location for the purpose of booking, questioning, or 

identification. Referrals to other agencies such as alcohol detoxification or 

mental health centers were excluded. This volume is limited to on-scene arrests 

or those arrests made before the conclusion of the initial investigation con

ducted by a dispatched officer. Apprehensions of suspects in flight from or 
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adjacent to the incident scene were included if they were made during the initial 

investigation. Also, on-scene arrests were included only if they were directly 

related to the Part II crime involved. 1m. arrest made on a previous warrant, 

for example, was not included since it was not directly related to the Part II 

crime. Of the 196 nonaggravated assault, vandalism, and forgery, fraud, and em

bezzlement incidents, 61 or about 31.1 percent resulted in one or rrore arres ts 

on scene. 

To asSllIle that response time was the primary detenninant of all on-scene ar

rests seem:d tmtenable. Many on-scene arrests ~uld likely be made even if re

sponse time was much longer than observed, as other factors could be cited as 

primarily responsible for the apprehension. Establishing an arrest subsample 

which did not include those incidents had two potential benefits. First, it 

could nnre clearly specify the approximate proportion of on-scene arres ts which 

could be attributed to the response process. Secondly, by excluding those ar

rests resUlting from other explicit causes whicl'1 might be acc~anied by long 

reporting, dispatch, or travel delays, the relationship between response time 

and arrests could be rrore clearly revealed. 

To establish a response-·related arrest subsarnple, four criteria were estab

lished to identify arrests due primarily to factors other than response. Arrests 

were excluded from the response-related arres t subs ample if a) the suspect was 

apprehended by a private citizen or security guard prior to police involvement, 

b) the suspect IS name or exact address was known by a victim or witness, and 

this information was given to the responding officer, c) the suspect was rendered 

totally innnbile by injuries received during the! cornnission of the crime, or 

d) the suspect voltmtarily turned himself over to the police. 
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Of the 196 Part II incidents in the arrest sample, 11, or 5.6 percent, 

resulted in one or more response-related arrests. The small n-size, especially 

of the response-related arrests, make the results questionable. However, the 

small n-size has a substantive implication, i.e., response-related arrests occur 

in a very small proportion of the cases. Although the small n-size presents a 

IIEthodological weakness, analysis has still been conducted to obtain whatever 

value cautious interpretation might provide. To pennit comparisons between the 

arrest and response-related arrest samples, the results for both are presented. 

Table 3-1 illustrates the distribution of the arrest and response-related 

arrest samples by type of Part II crime. Analysis of variance indicated syste

matic differences in the arrest rate by type of crime. Both arrest samples var

ied significantly among the crime categories (Appendix C, Tables C-l and C-2), 

and t-tests specified these differences (Appendix C, Tables C-3 and C-4). 

In general, involvement crimes were rmre likely to result in arrest than 

discovery crimes. As a group, involvement calls shCMed an arrest rate of 44.0 

percent, while that of Part II discovery incidents was only 3.2 percent. Cases 

of vandalism which were witnessed by a victim or another person resulted in ar

rests in 18.5 percent of the cases; those discovered had an arrest rate of only 

4.0 percent. No discovery forgery, fraud, or embezzlement cases produced an ar

rest, while over one-half (57.1 percent) of the same types of crime when wit

nessed resulted in a suspect being apprehended on scene. Involvement vandalism 

also shCMed a significantly lower arrest rate than either of the other two types 

of Part II involvement incidents. 

Involvement forgery, fraud, and embezzlement incidents tended to have a 

higher response-related arrest rate than any other type of Part II incident. 
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TIPE OF CRll1E 

Involvement 

Nonaggravated Assault 
Vandalism 

Forgery J Fraud J and 
w FIrbezzlement 
lJ1 

Discovery 

Vandalism 

Forgery J Fraud J and 
Eirbezz1anent 

All Part II Crimes 

TABLE 3-1 

Distribution of Arrest and Response-Related Arrest Incidents 
By Type of Part II Crime 

N 

134 

59 
54 

21 

62 

50 

12 

196 

NUMBER WI1H 
ARREST(S) 

59 

37 
10 

12 

2 

2 

a 

61 

",. 

PERCENT HITH 
ARREST(S) 

44.0 

62.7 
18.5 

57.1 

3.2 

4.0 

0.0 

31.1 

NUMBER HI'IH 
RESPONSE-RELATED 

ARREST(S) 

11 

4 
1 

6 

0 

a 

a 

11 

PERCENT HI'IH 
RESPONSE-RELATED 

ARRESf(S) 

8.2 

6.8 
1.9 

28.6 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

5.6 
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Over one-fourth (28.6 percent) of these calls produced a response-related arrest, 

while the response-related arrest rates of the other categories did not exceed 7 

percent. The relatively high proportion of cases with a :i:.~sponse-related arrest 

for involvement forgery, fraud, and embezzlement calls was probably due to sev

eral factors. First, because these were involvement incidents, the victim was 

aware of the suspect's fraudulent actions while the crime was occurring. * 
Second, another employee or a bank or credit card ccmpany anployee, whom the 

victim had contacted to verify the crime, was able tb contact the police while 

the incident was still in progress. In such cases, the suspect would be unaware 

he had been detected, and that the police had been called. 

As the type of Part II crime influenced both the probability of ruking an 

arrest and the time taken to report, dispatch, and travel to the incident, this 

factor was considered in the relationship of response time to the probability of 

arrest. The difference between involvement and discovery crimes appeared to be 

more pervasive, affecting both the probability of on-scene arrest and the speed 

of response. Although differences armng types of involverrent or discovery inci

dents occurred, they were rmre rare and less consistent than between involvement 

and discovery crimes. Consequently, the role of response as a determinant of 

the probability of arres t was firs t tes ted for involvement-discovery differences 

through analysis of covariance. Where differences between involvement and dis-

covery categories were identified, further possible differences in the 

arrest-response relationship among types of crime were examined. 

"if( 

If the victim was unaware the crline was occurring and discovered the crime later, 
it was considered,a discovery incident. 
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Arrest-Response TiIoo Relationships 

Reporting Time. While reporting time was not in itself sufficient to pre

dict an arrest, it did influence the effect of travel time on response-related 

arrests for involveIIElt cases (Appendix C, Tables C-S through C-7). This influ

ence is illustrated in Figure 3-2. 

Involvement crimes which were reported pranptly, within 1 minute of their 

occurrence I were UDre susceptible to the effect of rapid field response than 

incidents reported in 5 or 10 minutes. Even the shortest observed travel times 

resulted in response-related arrests in only about three-fourths as many inci

dents when they were reported 5 minutes after occurrence rather than within the 

first minute. Additional tiIoo taken to report the incident further reduced the 

possible impact of even the UDst prOlJl>t officer arrival. 

Dispatch Time. The time taken to dispatch infonnation concerning a Part II 

crime incident did affect the chance of making an on-scene arrest in involvemmt 

cases. but not discovery cases. and shcMed no effect on the probability of mak

ing a response-related arrest (Appendix C, Table C-B). Further, dispatch tiIoo 

affected the on-scene arrest probability of each of the three types of involve

ment crimes, nonaggravated assault, involvement vandalism, and involvement for

gery, fraud, and errhezzlement (Appendix C, Table C-9). These relationships are 

depicted in Figure 3-3. 

Dispatch time had a similar effect on the probability of all Oil-scene ar

rests for each type of involvement criIoo. The effect was greatest for the 

shortest delays. The chance of apprehending a suspect dropped over B percent 

when dispatch time was increased from 1 to 2 minutes, it dropped nearly 20 per-
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cent when dispatch time increased from 1 to 5 minutes, and approximately 8 per

cent again when dispatch time increased from 5 to 10 minutes. 

The probability of m:lld.ng an on-scene arrest was greater for involvanent 

forgery, fraud, and embezzlement and nonaggravated assault than for involvement 

vandalism at all lengths of the dispatch interval. There was no significant 

difference between the dispatch time-arrest curves for involvement forgery, 

fraud, and embezzlement and nonaggravated assault incidents. 

It should be noted, however, that dispatch tine was faster for cases L'r} 

which the arrests were attributable to factors other than rapid response, e.g., 

the suspect being held on scene by a security guard, the suspect I s identity 

being provided by the \.'iCtLl!1 or a witness, etc. For cases in which the arrests 

were related to rapid response, dispatch time was no faster than it was for all 

other cases. Consequently, while dispatch time was related to the arrest prob

ability, it appeared to play an insignificant role in apprehensions made through 

rapid response. 

Travel Time. Travel time influenced the likelihood of making an arrest 

on-scene in involvement, but not discovery, incidents (Appendix C, Table C-IO). 

The probability of a response-related arrest in involvement cases was also af

fected by how quickly the field officer arrived at the incident scene (Appendix C, 

Table C-ll). The relationship between arrest and travel time was also found to 

differ among the types of involvement crimes for all arrests and 

response-related arrests (Appendix C, Tables C-12 and C-13). 

The probability of arrest for each type of involvement crbne dropped rapid

ly, then leveled off with incre.asing lengths of travel time. If the delay in 

arriving at the incident scene increased from 1 to 2 minutes, the probability 
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of arrest dropped 12 percentj at 3 minutes, the probability dropped by an addi

tional 7 percent, at 4 minutes an additional 5 percent, and when travel time 

was quite long, the inpact on arrest of arriving a IT',inute sooner or later was 

negligible. 

The relationship of travel time to arrest for nonaggravated assault, in

volvanent vandalism, and involvanent forgery, fraud, and embezzlanent is illus

trated in Figure 3-4. The curves for nonaggravated assault and involvement 

forg€r'j, fraud, and errbezzlement did not differ significantly, while the proba

bility of arrest in incidents of involvement vandalism was 40 percent lower at 

all lengths of travel time. 

Figure 3-5 depicts the relationship between the travel interval and the 

probability of response-related arrest for each type of involvement crime. No 

difference between the curves for nonaggravated assault and inVolvanent vandal

ism was found. Unlike the arrest curves, hcMf:ver, the probability of a 

response-related arrest was greater for involvement forgery, fraud, and embez

zlement than the other two types of involvement crimes at all lengths of travel 

time. 

The impact of travel time on response-related arres t also differed anrJng 

the types of crime. The chance of rraking a response-related arrest in. inc i·

dents of nonaggravated assault and involvt'!ment vandalism was small, about 

one-in-four, even with very rapid response to the incident scene. The proba

bility fell gradually, reaching 0 percent at about 5 or 6 minutes of travel 

time. The likelihood of apprehending a suspect due to quick officer arrival in 

cases of involvement forgery, fraud, and embezzlement was quite high, nearly 90 

percent, when travel time was I minute or less. However, with additional delay 
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in arriving, the probability dropped rapidly, falling a1,m:)st 30 percent at 2 

minutes of travel time. The chance of response time producing an arrest in 

these cases was essentially nil after 8 or 9 minutes of travel. 

Surmm-y 

The possible influence of reporting, dispatch, and travel times on 'the' 

probability of arrest was examined for nonaggravated assault, involVeIlalt and 

discovery vandalism and forgery, fraud, and enbezzlement. Incidents that in

volved a citizen during crime commission resulted in significantly more arrests 

than discovery incidents. The tirne taken to report a Part II invol va:nent crime 

was found to influence the effect of travel time on the probability of 

response-related arrests. Rapid reporting enhanced the likelihood of suspect 

apprehension at all lengths of the travel interval, while longer reporting de

lays reduced the probability of a response-related arrest even with prompt offi

cer arrival. Both rapid dispatching and travel were fO'L1nd to enhance the proba

bility of apprehending a suspect on scene in involveIIEI1t, but not discovery-, inci

dents. Nearly 82 percent of the on-scene arrests in these cases could be primari

ly attributed to factors other than response tirre, such as the apprehension of a 

suspect by a private citizen or a security guard prior to police involvement. 

Incidents of involverrent forgery, fraud, and errbezzlernent resulted in the highest 

proportion of cases with arrests that could be attributed to response time, and 

no discovery incident resulted in a response-related arrest. Prompt officer ar

rival at involverrent forgery, fraud, and embezzlerrent calls greatly enhanced the 

chance of suspect apprehension due to response tirre, while the probability of 

response-related arrests in the other types of involvement crirre were less af

fected by travel time. 
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rnAP'IER FOUR 

WI'lNESS AVAIIABILITY 

This chapter will assess hCM rrru.ch effect, if any, reporting, dispatch, and 

travel times have in determining the probability of locating a witness at the 

scene of a Part II cr:iIoo incident. The importance of this analysis rests upon 

the assumption that if witnesses are not contacted on scene, there is less chance 

that they will be subsequently found, and pertinent information" will be lost. 

The Witness Sample 

For this study, a witness was defined as any person other than the victim 

(complainant) or suspect who saw, heard, or became involved in an incident at 

any time while it was 'occurring. The sample for Part II crimes included. all wit

nesses who were contacted by a field officer during initial investigation of the 

* call. Of the 359 Part II crimes, witnesses were contacted in 75 incida1ts (20.9 

percent). 

Table 4-1 illustrates the distribution of incidents with witnesses contacted 

according to the type of Part II crime. Analysis of variance indicated systematic 

differences in the probability of locating a witness on scene aroong the cTime 

categories (Appendix D, Table ~l). T-tests of the proportio~l difference be

tween types of Part II crirnes were perform:d (Appendix D, Table D-2). 

Incidents of drunkenness, disturbing the peace, and disorderly conduct had 

a significantly smaller proportion of cases with witnesses c~tacted than nonag

gravated assault and involvement forgery, fraud, and anbezzlem:mt, but are the 

types of crirne in which officers seldcm seek witnesses to support their arrests 

.;, 
Wi~esses identified through neighborhood canvasses by officers not accompanied. 

by f~eld observers may not have been recorded for analysis. 
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TABLE 4-1 

Distribution of Incidents with Witness Contact 
By TYpe of Part II Crime 

NUMBER WIlli 
TYPE OF CRIME N WI'INESSES 

Invo1v~t 292 68 

Nonaggravated Assault 59 20 
Vandalism 54 14 
Forgery, Fraud, and 

10 Einbezzle.ment 21 
Weapon Possession 17 3 
Drunkermess 37 5 
Disturbing the Peace 58 8 
Disorderly Conduct 20 2 
Other 26 6 

Discovery 67 7 

Vandalism 50 2 
Forgery, Fraud, and 

Einbezz1ement 12 4 
Other 5 1 

All Part II Crimes 359 75 
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23.3 

33.9 
25.9 

47.6 
17.6 
13.5 
13.8 
10.0 
23.1 

10.4 

4.0 

33.3 
20.0 

20.9 
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f. 

in court. Additionally, witnesses were identified in a smaller proportion of 

discovery vandalism calls than cases of nonaggravated assault, involvement van

dalism, and involvement forgery, fraud, and enbezzlanent. Discovery forgery, 

fraud, andenbezzlement calls did not differ significantly fran invo1vE!IBlt 

cases in the proportion of cases with witnesses contacted. This lack of dif

ference was due to the fact individuals witnessed a forgery, fraud, or enbez

zlanent without being aware at the time that the transaction was illegal; when 

the crime was later discovered and reported to police, they ra:rsrbered having 

witnessed the incident. 

The relationship between response time and the probability of contacting a 

witness on scene was expected to differ between involvement and discovery crimes. 

This difference was expected SinCf~ witnesses to involvement cr:fmo..s could usually 

be contacted on scene while witnesses in discovery crimes would have often left 

the scene and would be required to return for police to make contact with them. 

This possible relationship was tested through analysis of covariance. Based 

upon these results, further differences am:mg crime categories were sought when 

appropriate. 

Witness Availability-Response Time Relationships 

Reporting Time. The tim;! taken to report a Part II incident did influence 

the probability of contacting a witness on scene. This relationship varied be

tween discovery and involvement cri~s (Appendix D, Table D-3). However, no 

differences were fmmd between types of involvanent or types of discovery crimes. 

Figure 4-2 illustrates the effect of reporting tllne on the probability of 

contacting a witness in involvE!!rent and discovery incidents. With increasing 

reporting time in an involvement crime, the probability of locating a witness 
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decreased gradually. At 1 minute of reporting time, witnesses were contacted 

in al.toost 30 percent of the cases. This probability dropped to less than 25 

percent at 10 minutes, with very little further change with additional reporting 

delay. For discovery crimes, the probability of having a witness present at the 

incident scene increased as the time taken to report the criroo increased. Vir-

tually no witnesse.3 were contacted in discovery criroos reported in less than 5 

minutes; however, with further delay, the probability of witness contact in

creased to just over 7 percent at 20 minutes reporting time. Additional time 

taken to report a discovery incident had little further impact. 

Dispatch and Travel T~. The time taken to dispatch an incident and to 

travel to the scene did not influence the probability of contacting a witness 

on scene in either involvement or discovery incidents. 

Stmnary 

Reporting, dispatch, and t.ravel times w€!re tested as possible determinants 

of the probability of contacting a witness on scene in a Part II crime. Inci

dents of nonaggravated assault and involvement forgery, fraud, and anbezzlene1t 

resulted in a larger proportion of cases with witnesses contacted than most 

other types of Part II crime. The probability of contacting a witness on scene 

was affected by the time taken by the reporting party to call the police, and 

the effect differed according to whether the crime was discovered by or involved 

a citizen. fure time taken to report an involvanent cr~ decreased the chance 

of identifying a witness, mile additional time to report discovery crimes in

creased the probability of having a witness on scene. Neither dispatch nor 

travel time influenced the likelihood of witness availability. 
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ClIAPI'ER FIVE 

CITIZEN INJURY 

One of the benefits rapid response has been thought to provide is the reduc

tion of the frequency and severity of injuries to citizens. It has been assuned 

that by arriving quickly, officers may intercept a violent cr:iIre in progress or 

settle a dispute before it escalates. Additionally, when an injury is sustained 

before the police are contacted, Kansas City, lli., officers are often called upon 

to determine the need for an ambulance, render emergency first aid, and expedite 

the handling and transporting of the injured party. Consequently, it has also 

been assured that if two injuries are equal in seriousness, the one receiving 

this service IIDre quickly should result in IOOre rapid recovery, faYer chronic 

impairments, and less specialized medical treatment. 

This possible relationship was to be sought by assessing the effect of re

sponse time on the type and length of hospital stay for injuries of equal seri

ousness. As might be expected by the nature of Part II cr:iIres, there was only a 

small nunber of cases in the semple- in which injuries were sustained during the 

conmission of the crime. Further, the incidents with injuries requiring hospi

talization were a minority, and the type and length of hospital stay varied lit

tIe. Because of these restrictions, the analysis was limited to a description 

of the frequency and severity of injuries sustained and a carparison of the re

porting, dispatch, and travel times for these incidents with injuries. 

The Injury Sample 

Injuries were sustained in 79 (22.0 percent) of the Part II crime cases 

and involved 86 individuals. The types of incidents resulting in injury were 

55 nonaggravated as saul t incidents, 1 case of vandalism. 1 sax offense incident, 
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2 cases of narcotics violations, 4 incidents of drunkermess, 12 di.sturbing the 

peace cases, 3 disorderly conduct cases, and 1 ins tance of nonpaynent.. In 42 of 

these cases, or 53. 2 percent, one or IOOre of the inj uries was inflicted by a 

weapon, 

Of the total injury semple, only 19 cases involved inj"qries that required 

hospitalization (24.1 percent). In two of these instances, the injured party was 

hospitalized prior to contacting the police. Consequently, officers responded to 

field injuries in 77 Part II incidents with injuries in 17 of these requiring 

subsequent hospitalization. Data concerning the type and length of hospital stay 

were obtained for each of the 17 field injury incidents. For 16 of these, only 

emergency roan treatm:mt was required. The injured party in the remaining case 

was admitted for overPight observation and released the follc:w.i.ng day. 

The seriousness of field injuries at the tiIre the officer arrived at the 

incident scene was operationalized along two dimensions. First, the observer 

indicated the degree of injury based upon the citizen's reported and apparent 

irrpaiInBlts. Secondly, the type of field treatment aclni.nistered by the officer 

to the injured party was noted. The correlation between these two measures was 

.558. A seriousness index was developed by adding these two variables, both of 

which could 1:ange from one, indicating minor injury, to four. The seriousness 

index could thus range fran allo to eight, though no Part II incident had a ra.ting 

of eight (an L1'1jury resulting in death prior to hospitalization). A minor injury 

for which no field treatment was given (an index score of two) occurred in 53 

cases, or about 68.8 percent of the semple. The average seriousness index rating 

was 2.73. 
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Injury .. Response Time Relationships 

Although the measure of the injury outcane based upon the type and length of 

hospitalization did not yield sufficient variation in Part II crime incidents to 

assess the effect of time, the response time of the public, dispatchers, and of

ficers to field injuries of varying degree could be eY...amined. Correlations be

tween the seriousness index and the time taken to report, dispatch, or travel to 

the incident scene indicated that response time was unaffected by injury serious

ness. Incidents involving serious injuries were not reported more rapidly, ~is

patched more promptly, or responded to more quickly by field officers than inci

dents involving only minor injuries. However, caution should be used in inter

preting this finding since very little variation in seriousness among Part II 

crimes with injuries was noted. 

Summy 

This section ~I{F.nined the effect of response time on the length and type of 

hospitalization for injuries of equal seriousness. HCMever, due to the small 

number of the 77 field-injury incidents involving hospitalization (17) and the 

fact that virtually all of these required only emergency roan trea.tment (16), 

analysis of this relationship was not possible. Although no relationship be

tween the seriousness of the injury and the response time of the reporting party, 

the dispatchers, or the field officers was found, the lack of variation in seri-

ousness may have contributed to the absence of effect. ivbre than two-thirds of 

the Part II injury cases involved only minor injuries. 
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CEAPI'ERSIX 

CITIZEN SATISFAcrION 

As public service agencies, police departmmts ITn..lS t be concerned not only 

with the control of crime but also with the satisfaction of their citizens. It 

is a widely held assumption among police administrators that rapid police re

sponse helps sustain a high degree of citizen satisfaction. The relationship 

between response time and citizen satisfaction with response time is examined 

in this chapter. 

Citizen Satisfaction Sample 

In order to rreasure satisfaction with response time, citizens were asked, 

'BOWl satisfied were you with the time it took the police officer to arrive after 

you called? Were you .. , very satisfied, rroderately satisfied, slightly satis

fied, slightly dissatisfied, moderately dissatisfied, very dissatisfied?" Re

sponses were obtained for 75 percent of the Part II cri.m=s (Appendix E, Table E-l). 

In general, citizens were. very satisfied with police response time. Approx

imately 87.9 percent indicated some degree of satisfaction. Of those, 72.3 per

cent were very satisfied; 12.4 percent were moderately satisfied; and 3.2 per-

cent were slightly satisfied. Only 4.4 percent were very dissatisfied; 3.2 per

cent were moderately dissatisfied, and 4.4 percent were slightly dissatisfied. 

Because citizens are generally satisfied with response time, police administrators' 

prime focus could be on those factors which decrease satisfaction with response 

time for those few cases. 

A Causal MJdel 

In addition to police dispatch and travel times, several factors were con-
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sidered possible detenninants of citizen satisfaction. For exaIl'ple, if citizens 

think response time took longer than expected, they may be less satisfied. 'They 

may also be less satisfied when they think faster response tiIm could have bene

fitted the outcome. If citizens delay reporting the incident tmtil inmediate 

police response could not affect the outcorre, they may be IIDre tolerant of slower 

police response time. Finally, if citizens can accurately discriminate incidents 

in which response time could alter the outcane, they may remain satisfied with 

slCMer response time to some types of crimes than to others. Social characteris-

tics were included :in the preliminary analysis, but none of the variables were 

significantly related. Other variables which could have potentially affected 

citizen satisfaction were not analyzed (Appendix E, Section E-2 and Table E-3). 

These factors were organized :in a causal nndel illustrated in Figure 6-1. 

'The nnde1_ is recursive and can be formally stated as a series of equations 

(Appendix E, Section E-4). The rrodel was analyzed through successive least 

squares multiple regression analysis of each equation. The equations were then 

TIDdified to exclude the nonsignificant variables and obtain the final path coef

ficients. By examin:ing the path coefficients, it was possible to obtain the to

tal effect that an independent variable had on citizen satisfaction, including 

* both its direct and indirect effects through other variables. The results of 

the final individual equations are as follows. 

Response Time. In order to assess the relationship of ~e of crime and 

response time to citizen satisfaction, it was necessary to examine the relation-

ship of the type of crime to response time. Assuming tha~ respon,se time affected 

~k 

See Appendix A for an elaboration on path analysis. 
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citizen satisfaction, the total impact of the type of crime on citizen satistac

tion could only be corrpletely determined by also examining the indirect effect 

of type of crime on respqnse time. The indirect effect of reporting time on cit

izen satisfaction through dispatch and travel times was also examined (Appendix E, 

Tables E-5, E-6, and E-7). 

Reporting and travel times were both slightly affected by type of crime. 

Reporting time was significantly shorter for involvement forgery, fraud, and em

bezzlement than for other types of crimes (Appendix E, Table E-5). Travel time 

. was significantly longer for both involvement and discovery vandalism cases 

(Appendix E, Table E-6). Dispatch time did not vary by type of crime (Appendix E, 

Table E-7). Both dispatch and travel times were shorter when reporting time was 

shorter. 

Irrportance of Response Time. It is reasonable to assune that citizens who 

think faster response time might have made a difference in the outcome 'of their 

call are likely to be less satisfied with response time than citizens who think 

it could have made no difference. Also, if citizens are able to discriminate 

the types of calls in which rapid police response can affect such outcomes as 

arrest, witness availability, or citizen injury, police administrators can be 

assured that rapid response to these types of calls will also sustain a high 

level of citizen satisfaction. 

Citizens' opinions on the importance of resprn1se time were obtained from 

the question, "If the police had arrived rrore quickly, do you think it would have 

made a difference in the outcome of the incident?" Of the 329 Part II crimes in

cluded in this analysis, responses were obtained for 248 cases (Appen~tx E, 

Table E-8). Of these, 19.0 percent thought faster response time could have made 
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a difference. The primary reasons included the following: 1) the suspect may 

have been apprehended (68. 1 percent); 2) there was potential for inj ury (12.8 

percent); and 3) the suspects were still at the scene (8.5 percent) (Appendix E, 

Table E-9). The retn9.ining respondents (8l.0 percent) did not think faster re

sponse time could have made a difference. The major reasons included the follow

ing: 1) the ;incident was alrea·1y comnitted and the suspects were gone (35.5 per

cent); 2) the incident was not a rush situation (2l. 3 percent); 3) the suspects 

were still at the scene when police arrived (10.2 percent); and 4) the incident 

occurred earlier and was tmdetected for a period of time (8.6 percent) . 

The only factor analyzed which significantly affected whether citizens said 

faster response time could have made a difference to the crime outcorres was the 

type of crime. Reporting, dispatch, and travel times were not significantly re

lated (Appendix E, Table E-lO). With the exceptions of drunkermess and disturb-

ing the peace incidents, citizens who were involved in the incidents were rrore 

likely to think fas ter response time could have made a difference to the outcome. 

MJst citizens thought faster response tirne would not have made a difference for 

cases of discovery vandalism; discovery forgery, fraud, and embezzlement; drunk

ermess; and disturbing the peace. 

Perceptions and Expectations of Response Time. If citizens thought police 

response tirne took longer than they expected it to take, they may have been less 

satisfied. To test this assumption, it was necessary to find out how long citi

zens had expected police response to take, and haw long they thought it took. 

To rreasure their perceptions of police response time, citizens were asked, 

"About haw long did it take the police to arrive after the call was made?" On 

the average, citizens thought police response time took about 12 minutes. Fifty 

percent said it took less than 8 minutes (Appendix E, Table E-ll). 
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Citizens' expectation of hON long response time would be was measured by 

asking, "About hoo long did you expect it to take the police to arrive after the 

call was made?" Citizens expected police response to take about 12 minutes J on 

the average. Fifty percent expected it to take less than 8 minutes. 

Whether response time was faster or slower than citizens expected could be 

measured by calculating the difference in the perceived minus the expected time. 

In addition, the index was weighed by dividing by the expected time. The weigh

ing was based upon the aSSUlTlition that the affect of a perceived delay would be 

detennined by what proportion that delay made up of the citizens' expected time. 

If a citizen expected police to arrive in 40 nrlnutes and perceived that they took 

45 minutes, the citizen might be dissatisfied with the response. This dissatis

faction would probably be greater, however, if the citizen expected police to 

arrive in 10 minutes and perceived that they took 15 minutes. In both cases 

there is a 5 minute perceived delay, but in the first case, the delay made up 

about l3 pcrC2Ilt of the expected time while in the second, the delay made up 50 

percent of the expected time. 

The ~an of the index was .318, indicating that on the average the perceived 

response time was 1.318 times longer than the expected response time. However, 

the !redian of 0 indicates that in 50 percent of the cases, perceived response 

time was less than or equal to the expected time. 

The perceptions-expectations ratio was affected by several factors (Appen

dix E, Table E-12). Citizens' perceptions of response times were not accurate 

but generally followed actual response times; the length of perceived response 

t:i.mes increased as actual response times increased (Appendix E, Table E-13). 

Therefore, as dispatch or travel time increased, citizens were more likely to 
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perceive response time to be longer than they expected it to be. Citizens also 

perceived response time to be longer than expected when they thought faster re

sponse time could have made a difference to the outcome of the crime. 

Citizens expected police response time to be faster for involvement than 

for discovery crimes (Appendix E, Table E-14). Citizens who reported Part II 

cr:i.mes quickly also expected faster response times than citizens who delayed be

fore reporting. When expected response time is short, police can meet those ex

pectations only if actual response t"ime is quick enough to make perceived re

sponse time less than expected response time. 

Citizen Satisfaction. Citizen satisfaction with police response ti..m= was 

affected by several factors. The three directly related factors were the percep

tions and expectations index" the :irrportance of response time, and reporting time 

(Appendix E, Table E-l5). The effects of police response time and type of crime 

were indirectly related to citizen satisfaction. The total effects of those 

variables on citizen satisfaction are presented in Table 6-2.* 

The perceptions and expectations index was the most important factor affecting 

citizen satisfaction. Citizens were satisfied when they thought the officer ar

rived as soon or sooner than expected. When citizens perceived that the officer 

arrived later than expected,. satisfaction with response time began to wane. If 

a citizen expected response time to take a long time and thought that the officer 

arrived a little late, the citizen was not too annoyed, but if the citizen expect-

ed quick response, slight delays seem=d moYf~ serio1..!s, and satisfaction dropped, 

* To compute the effect coefficients, the regression equations were rerun, calcu-
lating only the significant path coefficients. For reporting and travel times 
the equations did not change. Coefficients for the remaining equations which 
were used in Table 6-2 are in Appendix E, Tables E-16 through E-21. 
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TABLE 6-2 

Effects of Si~cant Variables 
on Citizen. tisfaction 

Independent Variables Simple r 

Direct 

Perceptions and Expectations Ratio .518 .454 

Fas ter Response Time Could Have 
Made a Difference . 375 .259 

Travel Time .051 0 
Dispatch T~ .100 0 
Reporting Time (reciprocal 

transfonnation) .203 .144 
Involvanent Vandalism .082 .0 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement -.062 0 
Weapon Possession -.074 0 
Drunkermess -.015 0 
Disturbing the Peace -.112 a 
Disorderly Conduct .150 0 
Discovery Vandalism .017 0 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Einbezzlanent -.106 a 
Nonaggravated Assault * * 

*Reference group 
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Causal 

Indirect Total 

0 .454 

.104 .363 

.107 .107 

.069 .069 

-.032 .112 

.019 .019 

.021 .021 

a a 
-.057 -.057 

-.091 -.091 

a a 
-.064 -.064 

-.061 -.061 

* * 
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1. 
Perceptions and expectations had the greatest impact on citizen satisfaction of 

all of the variables. 

The second factor affecting satisfaction with response time was whether cit

izens thought fas ter response time could have made a difference to the outC!Ol"lE 

of the incident. The effect was both direct and indirect. Citizens who thought 

faster response t:i.rre could have made a difference to the outcOllE of the crime 

were less satisfied than those who thought it did not matter. In addition, citi

zens who thought response time was important also thought the police took longer 

than expected to arrive, which further contributed to dissatisfaction. 

The final factor directly affecting citizen satisfaction was reporting time . 

Ci::..izenB who took longer to report the crime were IlDre satisfied with police re·~ 

sponse time. The longer citizens took to report the crime, the longer they ex

pected police to take to arrive; the longer the expected time was, the easier it 

was for police to arrive when expected. This advantage was slightly reduced be

cause dispatch and travel times tended to be longer when reporting time was long. 

HCMever, the direct effect was substantially stronger. Citizens seemed to recog

nize the conseq:uences of their CMI1 delays, and they tended to be rrDre tolerant 

of police response time when their own actions rendered it ineffective. 

Dispatch and travel time affected citizen satisfaction indirectly through 

their effects upon citizens' perceptions and expectations. When police response 

was short, citizens' perceptions of response time were short, and it was IlD-re 

likely citizens' perceived times would be shorter than expected t:im2s. As po

lice response time increased, citizens perceived the delay, their expectations 

were not met, and their satisfaction decreased. This relationship was identical 

for both dispatch and travel time. 
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Citizen satisfaction also varied indirectly by type of criIre. Police re

sponse time was less satisfactory for involvement forgery, fraud, and embezzle

ment cases than for other categories of Part II crimes. Reporting time was 

shorter for involvf'.ltBlt forgery, fraud, and embezzlement cases, which increased 

dissatisfaction for them. Travel t:ime was longer for vandalism incidents, there

by increasing the discrepancy in perceptions and expectations which decreased 

citizen satisfaction. Incidents such as discovered crimes and drunkenness or 

disturbing the peace incidents had nnre citizen satisfaction with police response 

t:ime. Citizens thought that faster response titre could not affect the outcom: of 

those incidents. Consequently, even though the police tended to take longer to 

arrive, citizens were nnre satisfied. 

SUl1lM.ry 

The final nndel of factors affect~1g citizen satisfaction with police re-

sponse time is displayed in Figure 6-3. The findings indicate that citizen sat

isfaction was not strongly dependent on police response tirne. Rather, citizens 

were most satisfied when they thought response time ~ appropriate to the situa-

tion. When they thought police arrived as soon or sooner than expected, citizens 

were most satisfied. When they did not think response time was irrportant to the 

outcome, they expected the police to- take longer and were just as satisfied with 

slower response. Citizens thought response time was less important for discovery 

crimes than involvement cr:imes, and therefore were not dissatisfied with slower 

response to those types of calls. When citizens delayed reporting tmtil the po

lice could do nothing, they recognized the consequences of their inaction and 

were nnre tolerant of slower police response. 

In general, citizens thought rapid response was :important to the same types 
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of criIre which analysis had indicated response time could make a difference. 

Therefore, if police administrators consider the type of crime which has occurred 

the delay in reporting, and any other factors affecting the potential effective-

ness of rapid responsej they can respond appropriately while maintaining good 

relations with the citizens they serve. 
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CHAPl'ER SEVEN 

PROBlEMS AND PATIERNS IN REPORTOO 

Delays by citizens reporting Part II crimes were found to be substantial. 

On the average, it took citizens about as much time to report an incident as it 

did for police to bot:h dispatch the information and travel to the call. Over 

one-h.'3.lf of the cases were not reported withiri 7 m:hrutes of the time the citi

zen knew of the incident and was free to call. Several Part II crimes were not 

reported within hours of their occurrence or discovery. 

The act of telephoning police and relaying infonnation about an incident 

could not account for the length of the reporting interval. Actually, this 

time canponent was found to be insignificant canpared to the time which elapsed 

. before a citizen was able or had decided to call the police. A nunberof fac

tors were identified which contributed to this delay by citizens before calling 

the police and were divided into two categories. They were proplans, uncontrol

lable hindrances that an individual encounters in reporting an incident, and pat-

t~ll.S. voluntaI"j actions taken prior to reporting ~ the attitudes which affect 

the decision to report. The problans and patterns ~mich were faund to result in 

significant reporting delays for the cases in this sample are discussed in this 

chapter. 

The Problan and Pattern S§nple 

Eight patterns and five problans in reporting were identified as contribu

tors to reporting delay in Part II crime incidents. The patterns, in order of 

their frequency, were as follows: 

1. Delay due to talking to another person. This pattern was reported in 

39.5 percent of the Part II .incidents.·. In rrore than one-half of the 
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cases with this pattern (56.5 percent), citizens indicated that 

they had talked to others prior to calling the police in orc;ler 

to get advice, assistance, or addition3l information concerning 

the incident. An additional 22.9 percent reported talking to 

other persons to get them to call the police or to ask to use 

their phone. 

2. Delay due to apathy. With 10.9 percent of the cases, apathy was 

the second most frequently cited pattern that might have influ

enced the delay :in reporting an incident. Responses indicative 

of this pattern included feeling that the incident was PDt per-· 

sonally important (19.5 percent); feeling that the responsibility 

of reporting the crime was too great (24.4 percent); or being un

sure that the situation warranted contacting the police (56.1 

percent) . 

3. pelay due to telephoning another person or receiving a call. '!his 

pattern was identified in 9.1 percent of the cases. As with talk

ing to another person, the most crnm::m reasons given for taking 

this action was to obtain advice, assistance, or additional infor-

mation (61.5 percent). 

4. Delay due to chasing the suspect. Citizens reported chasing the 

suspect of a Part II crime in 8. 2 percent of the incidents. In 

the vast majority of cases (83.3 percent), the suspect was not 

caught by the citizen. 

5. Delay due to being unsure about police assistance. In 7.9 percent 

,of the cases, respondents expressed scme uncertainty as to the 

need for police assistance. Three explanations for this pattern 
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were given in 92 percent of the cases: first, that the incident 

was a private, not a police matter (41.2 percent); second, that 

there was no proof or evidence of the crime, so the police could 

not help (29.4 percent); and t.1-tird, that the poJ.ice might think 

the matter was unimportant and would not want to help (20.6 per

cent) . 

6. Delay due to investigating the incident scene. This pattern gen

erally occurred when citizens assessed property loss or damage 

prior to contacting the police. Respondents recalled this action 

in 6.1 percent of the incidents. 

7. Delay due to waiting or observing the situation. Typically, citi

zens reported waiting or observing the situation in an attempt to 

gain additional infonnation as to the seriousness of the inciderlt 

and the need for the police. This type of uncertainty occurred in 

only 3.3 percent of the Part II crirres. 

8. Delay due to contactq security. This was the least frequently 

identified pattern in the Part II crime sBIIl>le, occurring in 2.7 

percent of the incidents, In nearly one-half of these cases (45.5 

percent), respondents indicated that it was company policy to con

tact a supervisor or security guard before calling the police. 

The five problems that delayed reporting, in order of their frequency, were 

as follows: 

1. Delay due to public ccmnunications problems. This problan, which 

was reported in 18.2 percent of all Part II incidents, largely 

stenmed from a single difficulty. In 90.5 percent of the cases, 

the problan with public cOIIITILmications was due 'Co not having a 
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telephone :i.IIlrediately available to report the crime. The only 

other difficulties mentioned were not having the correct change 

for a pay phone, not having a telephone directory I having 

trouble dialing the nunber, and not knowing the correct proce

dures or agency to call. None of these problems were reported 

by Irore than 5 percent of the respondents. 

2. Delay due to fear or erootional upset. The problem of fear of 

suspect reprisal or emotional upset was noted in 13.4 percent 

of all Part II crimes. Delay due to emotional upset was some

what Irore prevalent, being cited in slightly Irore than one-half 

of the cases with this problem (56.7 percent). 

3. Delay due to not being in£o~d or being misinformed about the 

incident. This problem was reported in 9.4 percent of the calls. 

Respondents who noted that delay occurred because they had not 

been :irrJ:"redie.tely infonned of the incident predominated (96.9 

percent). Ll1 only an additional 3.1 percent of the cases was 

the problem due to mistakenly believing the police had been 

called (i.e., being misinfo~d about the incident). 

4. Delay due to police cOl1lI1LU1ications problems. Police carmunica

tions problems were reported in slightly fewer than 1 in 20 cages 

(4.9 percent). The Irost corrm:m complaint was that the police did 

not respond to the ~_.litial call for assistance (45.0 percent). 

Other difficulties cited as part of this problem were the depart

ment's telephone was not an.swered prorrptly (20.0 percent); the 

line was busy (10.0 percent); and the respondent had difficulty 

cOl'IlI1ln1icating with the dispatcher (10.0 percent). 
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5. Delay due to injm:y. This problem was considered to have oc

curred when 'an injury or the necessity of achninistering first 

aid or transporting an individual to the hospital precluded 

immediate reporting of the incident. Injury-related delays 

occurred in only 2.2 percent of the Part II crimes. 

The Effects Identified 

The pr~ purpose of this analysis was to identify the problems and pat

terns which contributed to citizen reporting delay and to assess the effects of 

th:>se problems and patterns on the reporting interval. Havever, the identified 

problems and patterns could not be considered the only factors which could con

tribute to reporting delays by citizens. The type of Part II crime, a factor 

already found to influence reporting time, may have affected the type of prob

lem encotmtered or the type of pattern follaved. The social characteristics of 

the respondal1t may have had a direct effect upon reporting time or indirectly 

affected it by affecting the problems and patterns involved. 

To assess the possible effects of all of these factors, several analyses 

were perfonned. First, the covariation of the type of crime and the respondent's 

social characteristics was investigated to determine if citizens with certain 

socioeconomic traits were more likely to be involved in or to discover certain 

types of crime. Secondly, the type of crime and the respondent's social charac

teristics were assessed to determine if systematic variations in problems or pat

terns occurred along these dimensions. Finally, an exploration was made of the 

possible direct effects each of these factors (problems and patterns, type of 

Part II crime, social characteristics) had on the time taken to report a Part II 

criloo. 

Social characteristics and the type of cril-re. Analysis of variance was 
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employed to determine if systematic variation in the respondents' social char

acteristics occurred aroong the types of Part II criIre. Ten of the 12 socio

economic indicators varied according to the type of incident (Appendix F, 

Tables F-l through F-lO). T-tests of the mean or proportional differences in 

these social characteristics between types of Part II cr:iIre were perfonned 

(Appendix F, Tables F-ll through F-20). The results presented suhsequently are 

based upon the m.nrner of tim=s the lD2an or proportion of a socioeconanic varia-

ble for a partictuar type of crime was statistically different from the other 

types of crilD2. Differences in the sa:rre direction between a type of cr:i.r!:e and 

at leas t four of the other eight categories is reported as a trend for a socio-

economic measure. 

Respondents who had discovered or reported cases of forgery, fraud, and 

anbezzlarent differed from respondents in other types of crime on a greater nun-

ber of socioeconomic lD2asures than any other category. These persons were lIDre 

often married and male, had higher inC(Jl'OOS, and held jobs with higher ratings 

on the Dtmcan socioeconomic index than other respondents. They also were nnre 

likely to own their horne than to rent or board. 

Respondents in cases of nonaggravated assault were roore often younger, 

black, and not married. Respondents in cases of discovery vandalism had, on 

the average, lived longer at their present addresses and were nnre likely to 

own their hrnres than to rent or board. Also, they nnre often worked at jobs 

with higher ratings on the DLmcan socioeconomic index and had higher inCOlD2S. 

Respondents in cases of involvenent forgery, fraud, and amezzlarent ,,,ere 

lIDre often married and male, but did not show the SalD2 trends in :i.nc~, type 

of work, or home' ownership as persons discovering these types of crim=s. Final

ly, the average level of education attained by respondents in cases of disorderly 
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conduct was lCMer than that of other groups. 

Statistically significant differences between respondents in cases of dis

covery and involverrent vandalism and between discovery and involvanent forgery, 

fraud, and enbezzlen-alt occurred on several socioeconanic ~sures. Respondents 

in cases of discovery forgery, fraud, and embezzlel.1leI1t were nnre likely to CMn 

their hc:m:s and to have higher average incomes than citizens involved in these 

types of incidents. Respondents to incidents of discovery vandalism had higher 

average i..'1CCJIreS, worked at jobs rated higher on the Thmcan index, and tended to 

be disproportionately male compared to the respondents to cases of involvement 

vandalism. 

~e of crilD2 and problE!II5 and patterns. Analysis of variance indicated 

that the probability of encountering four problems and of following three pat

terns was influenced by the type of Part II crime (Appendix F, Tables ,F-21 

through F-27). To specify the differences between each crime category, t-tests 

of the proportion of cases with each of these problems or patterns were per

fonned (Appendix F, Tables F-28 through F-34). 

The pattern of telephoning another person or receiving a call prior to 

calling the police occurred more frequently in incidents of discovery forgery, 

fraud, and enbezzlement than any other type of Part II crime. In nearly 60 

percent of these cases, respondents indicated they had telephoned or received 

calls concerning the incident prior to contacting the police. 

'The delay due to talking to another person was identified in a greater pro

portion of the incidents of nonaggravated assault, and. involvelD2nt and discovery 

vandalism, than cases of weapon possession, drunkenness, disturb:ing the peace, 

or disorderly conduct. This pattern also occurred nnre frequently in involve

ment and discovery forgeries, frauds, and embezzlem:mts. and cases of disturbing 
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the peace than incidents of weapon possession. Talking to another person pr~or 

to calling the police was a pattern. followed in a smaller proportion of inci

dents of weapon possession than in six of the other crime categories. 

Cases of vandalism and forgery, fraud, and embezzlement generally resulted 

in rrore instances of delay due to investigating the incident scene than other 

types of cr:i.m=. This pattern was roore frequent in involvement vandalism inci

dents than the nonaggravated assault, dnmkenness, dis turbing the peace, and 

disorderly conduct categories. In addition, the proportion of disturbing the 

peace cases with this action was smaller than for incidents of discovery vandal

ism and involvezrent and discovery forgery, fraud, and errbezzlenent. Reporting 

delays due to citizen investigations were also roore common for discovered for

geries, frauds, and errbezzlements than weapon possession or disorderly conduct. 

The problem or delay due to injury was limited solely to cases of nonaggra

vated assault. Fear of suspect reprisal or emotional upset as a problem contrib

uting to reporting delay was also largely limited to incidents of nonaggravated 

assault. This type of crime resulted in this problem in a greater proportion of 

cases than any of the other crime categories. The delay due to fear or errotional 

upset was also rrore prevalent for incidents of involvemmt vandalism, disturbing 

the peace, and disorderly conduct than cases of discovery vandalism. 

Incidents of nonaggravated assal.Jlt and involvement vandalism resulted in a 

greater proportion of cases with public conmuni.cations problems than incidents 

of weapon possession, drunkenness, or involvement or discovery forgery, fraud, 

and embezzlem:nt. This problem in reporting was also identified in a larger 

proportion of the discovery vandalism incidents than cases of weapon possession 

or involvement forgery, fraud, and errbezzlement, and in roore cases of disturbing 

the peace than involvement forgery, fraud, and anbezzlement. 
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Finally, the problem of being misIDformed or not being infonred about the 

incident was reported roore frequently in the categories of nonaggravated assault, 

drunkenness, involvement and discovery vandalism, and involvement and discovery 

forgery, fraud, and E!Ilbezzlerrent than in the crime category of disturbing the 

peace. Additionally, this problem occurred in nonaggravated assaults and dis

covery forgeries, frauds, and errbezzlements roore often than in incidents of dis-

orderly conduct. 

Social characteristics and problems and patterns. Multiple regression anal

ysis was utilized to assess the possible L~luence of the respondents' social 

characteristics upon the types of problems they encOtmtered and patterrs' they 

follaved. The probabilities of occurrence of three of the patterns and one of 

the problems were influenced by the socioeconomic characteristics of the respond

ents (Appendix F, Tables F-35 through F-38). However, in no case could the rela-

tionship between the social characteristics of a citizen and the likelihood of a 

problem or pattern occurrir.g be considered to be strong since the variance ex

plained was rather small. 

Tne patterns found to be influenced by socioeconomic characteristics we~e 

the delays due to apathy, due to chasing the suspect, and due to investigating 

the incident scene. The probability that a citizen chased the suspect of a 

Part II crirre was found to decrease with increasing ratings of the respondents' 

type of work on the Duncan socioeconomic index. The reported occurrence of 

apathy was influenc::ed by whether the respondent owned, rented, or boarded. Cit

izens who CMIled their hClIre were less likely to report delay due to apathy than 

those who rented, and renters less frequently noted this pattern than boarders. 

Finally, respondents who considered themselves the head of the household also 
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reported investigating the incident scene prior to contactiP~ the police more 

frequently than nonheads of households. 

The single problem affected by the respondent's social characteristics was 

delay due to public corrm.mications problem:;. Blacks who were not narried (in

cluding those who were single, divorced, widowed, and separated) more often re

ported public coom.mications problerrs than married blacks, or whites who were 

either married or not married. 

The determinants of reporting time. The possible effects of type of crime, 

G~e problems or patterns involved, and the respondent's social characteristics 

on the delay in reporting a Part II crime were assessed by rrrultiple regression 

analysis. Significant variation arrong the type$ of crime and the effect of a 

single problem and a single pattern were identified (Appendix F, Table F-39). 

No socioeconomic indicator proved to be a significant determinant of the time 

taken to report an incident. 

The pattern found to significantly delay initial contact with the police 

was apathy. Respondents expressing this attitude incur.ced delays dispropor

tionately long compared to citizens report~~ similar typ~s of crimes but not 

expressing apathy toward the incident. The problem of not being infonned or 

being misinforuwad about the incident also resulted in significant reporting de

lays across the types of crime. Additionally, forgeries, frauds, and embezzle

ments that were discovered were not reported as promptly as other types of Part 

II crimes. Though thq problem and patterns of these cases nay have explained 

some of the delay involved, discovery forgery, fraud, and embezzlement l..."1cidents 

resulted in lengthy reporting intervals inconsistent with the difficulties, 

alternative actions, or attitudes identified in them. 
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StllTl11ary 

Tr~s sec~ion identified some of the important determinants of citizen re

porting delays from the problems ~d patterns in reporting, the social charac

teristics of respondents, and the type of crime. Eight patterns in reporting 

were identified including six types of voluntary actions typically taken by 

respondents prior to contacting the police, and two attitudes concerning the 

need for assistance. Five problems or uncontrollable hindrances to reporting 

were also identified. Analysis assessed relatior~hips among these possible de

terminants, as well as their effect on reporting delay. 

Respondents to cases of nona.ggravated assault tended to be younger, black, 

and not married; respondents to cases of discovery vandalism had lived longer at 

their present addresses, ~vned their homes, and had rmre prestigious and higher 

pay:ing jobs; disorderly conduct respondents had less formal education; and re-

spondents to incidents of forgery, fraud, and embezzlement were rmre often male 

and married, while the respondE'!l:1ts of these types of cr:i.m: when discovered tended 

to OWl! their homes and have more pres tigi.ous and higher paying jobs corrpared to 

respondents in other crime categories. 

The problem and patterns in reporting were more strongly influ...O[Iced !-'y 

situational factors (the type of crime) than by the type of individual ll1volved 

in or discovering the incident. The pattern of telephoning another person prior 

to contacting the police was larg~ly limited to cases of discovery forgery, 

fraud, and eIPbezzlement, and the delays due to injury and due to fear or erno ... 

tional upset were found primarily in incidents of nonaggravated assault. Public 

conmmicatitms problems, which were largely limited to the difficul ty of finding 

a telephone to contact the police, were prominent in cases of nonaggravated as

sault and l..'t"lvolvernent vandalism, but largely absent from incidents of involverrent 
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forgery, fraud, and errbezzlement. Forgeries J frauds I and errbezzlements and cases 

of vandalism tended to produce delay due to investigating the incident scene, 

since respondents often assessed loss or property'darmge. Talking to another per

son prior to calling the police, a delaytlSually sterrmi.ng fran a need to obtain 

infonnation concerning the incident, was identified rrore regularly in nonaggra-

va ted assault and vandalism incidents and was largely absent from cases of weapon 

possession. Finally, the problem of not being infonned or being rnisinfonred about 

the incident was nnre prevalent for crime categories other than disturbing the 

peace. 

The social characteristics found to relate to the frequency of problems and 

patterns in reporting included findings that respondents with rrore prestigious 

jobs were less likely to chase the suspect of a Part II crllrej homeowners less 

frequently reported delay due to apathy; heads of households were rrore likely to 

investigate the incident scene; and public corrrnunications problems were mre 

prevalent for l.mrnarried blacks. The latter result is not unexpected since pub

lic communications problems were more frequent in cases of nonaggravated assault, 

a crime category which disproportionately involved black, unmarried individuals. 

The time taken to report a Part II crime was unaffected by the individual's 

socioeconomic standing but was influenced by the type of incident and the type 

of problems or patterns involved in reporting the incident. Citizens reporting 

apathy concerning the i.'1.cident and those noting the problem of not being infonned 

or being misinfonned about the incident spent rrore time in contacting the police 

than individuals not experiencing these factors for thE: same'types of crime. Re

spondents to incidents of discovery forgery, fraud, and ernbezzlsAent also took 

disproportionately longer to report the crime for the types of patterr~ involved 

and problems encotmtered. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

'!HE PROCESS OF REPORTING 

In addition to the patterns citizens followed and the problems they encotm

tered before or during the process of reporting Part II ~rimes to the police, 

there are certain processes which are constant to each incident reported to the 

police. Variables in these processes are the relation of the citizen who called 

to the incident, the telephone used, the telephone number used, and haw the citi

zen knew the number. 

The socioeconomic traits of the citizen calling police and the urgency of 

the situation were considered factors which might influence the process utilized 

by citizens When contacting police. This chapter will discuss the processes used 

in calling the police and the effects these two factors had on the processes used, 

The Factors Examined 

The following four processes in reporting variables were identified for 

analysis: 

1. Who called the police? 

2. Whose telephone was used? 

3. What telephone nurrber was used? 

4. How did the citizen-caller know the number used? 

Who called th~ police? Citizens interviewed because they had reported Part 

II crimes were classified as victim-callers, witness-callers, or callers. For 

the purpose of clarity, the term "citizen-caller" will be used for all citizens 

interviewed who had called police. The term "caller" applies to citizen-callers 

who were not victims or witnesses to crimes but who reported the crimes to poli.ce 

after being infonred of them by a victim or a witness. 
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The citizen-caller was interviewed in 234 of the 359 Part II crimes observed 

(65.2 percent). As illustrated in Table 8-1, UDre than one-half of the incidents 

(58.1 percent) were reported by the victim. An additional 23.1 percent of the 

Part II crimes were reported by witnesses, and in 18.8 percent of the cases, a 

victim or t.,itness to the crime notified a second party who called the police. 

TABLE 8-1 

Type of Citizen-Calle~ Intervia.,ed 

~e of Citizen-Caller 

Victim-caller 

\\1itne.ss-caller 

Caller 

No citizen-caller interviewed 

Frequency 

136 

54 

44 

125 

Relative Percentage 

58.1% 

23.1% 

1.8.8% 

Missing 

Whose telephone was used? Each of the 234 citizen-callers interviewed uldi

cated using a pay telephone, a personal telephone, or a business telephone. Per

sonal telephones u.sed were either the citizen-caller' s CMt1 telephone or a phone 

belonging to someone else. Table 8-2 illustrates the distribution of the types 

of telephones used to report Part II crim2s. 

TABlE 8-2 

Type of Telephone Used 

Type of Telephone 

Citizen-caller's telephone 

Business telephone 

Someone else's telephone 

Pay telephone 

No citizen-caller interviewed 

- . 
Freqtiel"lSY 

98 

85 

31 

20 

125 

Relative Per~entage 

4l.9io 

36.3% 

13.2% 

8.5% 

Missing 

vlliat telephone number was used? Of the 234 citizen-callers, 210 reported 
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using one of three telephone numers to contact the police. First, a 

citizen-caller may have used the "CrinE Alert" nunber. This nurrber is a direct 

line to the police dispatchers which the public has been urged through advertis-

ing to use to report a need for emergency assistance. Second, a citizen-caller 

may have dialed the police departmmt ad:ninistrative nUfI'ber and had the call 

transferred to a dispatcher. The third option was to dial "0" for the telephone 

sys tEm operator who then routed the call through the Cri.rre Alert number. The 

relative use of each of these nmbers to report Part II cri.Ires is depicted in 

Table 8-3. The Crime Alert nurber was the Irost frequently used, follotved by the 

police administrative number, and then the telephone system operator. 

Telephone Number 

Crime Alert 

Police administrative 

Telephone system operator 

Not recalled 

TABLE 8-3 

Telephone Number Used 

Frequency 

99 

65 

L~6 

No citizen-caller inteT\Qewed 

24 

125 

Relative Percentage 

47.1% 

31.0i(> 

2l.9io 

Miss:ing 

Missing 

How did the citizen-caller know the number used? Citizen-callers wh.) used 

the Crime Alert or police administrative nmbers were asked how they knew the nurrr 

ber they had used to contact the police. Four sources of the nurrIDer were given by 

the 188 citizen-callers asked ~hi.s question, and the frequency of their responses 

are given in Table 8-4. 'Recalling the nmber from II~II()ry was the nost conmm 

source of the telephone murber used. In nearly one-half of the cases, 

citizen-callers or someone with them knew the nurber.c from nerory. Having the 
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number written down by t.~e telephone, on a piece of paper carried by the 

citizen-caller, or on a Crtrne Alert decal printed by the department was the sec

ond roos t carmm response. The two remaining sources from which the telephone 

number was pbtained were the telephbne directory and directory assistance. 

TABLE 8-4 

Sources of the Telephone Number Used 

Source 

Memory 

Nunbd~r written down 

Directory assistance 

Telephone directory 

Does not apply (dialed "Oil) 

Frequency 

92 

41 

28 

27 

46 

No citizen-caller interviewed 125 

The Eff~~ts Identified 

Relative Percentage 

48.9% 

21.8% 

14.9% 

14.4% 

Missing 

Missing 

Social characteristics. T-tests of the mean or proportional differences in 

the socioeconomic traits of citizen-callers r~vealed significant variation be

tween groups using different types of telephones, dialing different telephone 

nli11bers, and having different sources of the telephone number they used. HCMever , 

the three types of citizen-callers, victim-callers, witness-callers, and callers 

differed for only a single socioeconomic measure. 

Income was the only social characteristic to differ among the types of 

citizen-callers. Victim-callers and callers had higher average incones than 

witness-callers. No difference in average incane between victim-callers and 

callers was found (Appendix G; Table G-l) . 

Citizen-callers using differing types of telephones to report Part II crimes 
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differed in a number of socioeconomic measures (Appendix G, Tables G-2 and G-3). 

Those using business telephones were nore likely to be married, to ~ve· higher 

paying and nore prestigious jobs than citizen-callers using a pay telephone. 

They were nore likely to be married and male, and have higher levels of educa

tion and income compared to citizen-callers using a personal telephone, either 

their own or som=one else's. They were also nore likely to own their hClm3 and 

to have lived in their residence longer, to have more prestigious jobs, and to 

be older than citizen-callers using someone else's personal telephone. 

Citizen-callers using their own personal telephone had more prestigious jobs than 

those using a pay telephone, while citizens using SClm30ne else's personal tele

phone were younger, IIDre often not married, and nore often female compared to 

citizen-callers using a pay telephone. Mbreover, citizen-callers Who used their 

own personal telephone were nore often married and older, owned their own homes 

and lived there lonaer had IIDre education, and had nore prestigious and higher 6 , . 

paying jobs than citizen-callers using SClm30ne else's personal telephone. 

Two socioeconomic traits of citizen-callers differed according to the tele

phone nunber they had used to contac.t the police (Appendix G, Table G-4). 

Citizen-callers using the Cri.rre Alert nunber had higher incomes and were nore 

often males than those dialing either the telephone system operator or the de-· 

par~..nt's administrative number. Also, those using the administrative number 

were IIDre frequently male than citizen-callers relying on the telephone system 

operator to place the call. No difference in family inc.ome between those using 

the administrative number and the telephone system operator was noted. 

The sources of the telephone number that a citizen-caller had used to 

contact the police also varied with the respondent's social characteristics 
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(Appendix G, Table (',.-5). Citizen-callers obtaining the number fran a telephone 

directory or having the nurrber written down had more prestigious jobs and higher 

levels of education than those obtaining the number fram directory assistance. 

They also had more highly rated jobs canpared to citizen-callers who knew the 

nurriber from l1l6'IDry. 

Finally, citizens recalling fram me:rory the number they had used ~lere more 

frequently male and had attained higher levels of education than those using 

directory assistance. 

Urgency of the incident. Analysis of variance was used to detennine if the 

nature of the incident affected the process by which it was reported. Specifi

cally, an examination was made of the possible effect of the urgency of the inci

dent on the telephone number the citizen-caller used to contact the police and 

how this number was obtained. An urgency index was operationalized according to 

the following criteria: 

1. (MOst urgent) All Part II crimes reported in progress or involving 

citizen injury (53.0 percent). 

2. All Part II crimes involving a victim (canplainant) or witness 

during crime occurrence but not reported in progress and not in-

volving injury (34.4 percent). 

3 (Least urgent) All Part II crimes discovered after occurrence 

(12.6 percent). 

Additionally. a second urgency index was based on the response of the field 

officer to the call: 

1. (tbst urgent) The field officer utilized lights and sjrens in 

response to the call and proceeded directly to the dispatcbed 

location (0.6 percent of the Part II incidents). 
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2. The field officer utilized lights and sirens in response to 

the call but did not respond directly to the dispatched loca

tion (0.0 percent). 

3. The field officer saw the incident as urgent and proceeded 

directly to the dispatched location (19.2 percent). 

4. The field officer saw the incident as urgent but did not re

spond directly to the dispatched location (1.1 percent) . 

5. The field officer saw the incident as routine and proceeded 

directly to the dispatched location (74.1 percent). 

6. The field officer saw the incident as routine but did not re-

spond directly to the dispatched location (5.0 percent). 

The urgency of a Part II crime, as reflected by either the nature of the 

incident or the field officer's response to the call, did not affect how the 

crime was reported. Neither the number used by the citizen-caller to report 

the crime nor the source of that mnnber was affected by the urgency of the in

cident. It should be noted that indices based upon either the incident's nature 

or the necessity of rapid field response do not necessarily correspond to the 

citizen's perception of urgency. From the callers' perspective, they may have 

chosen the most appropriate means of reporting the crime. Regardless, the proc

ess of selecting and obtaining a nurriber to call the police was based less on the 

urgency of the call and more on socioeconanic factors which mayor my not have 

affected the citizen's perception of urgency. 

Process of report!!¥!; and reporting tii"ile. The type of citizen-caller was 

entered into aTlalysis of variance to determine if th'is factor affected the time 

taken to report Part II crimes. The ranaining three process variables were not 

assessed. The difference in reporting time attributable to the telephone number 
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used was fully examined in the Test Call Experin.ent, reported in Volune II, 

Part I crime analysis. The type of telephone and the source of the telephone 

number were not further analyzed as the difficulty in locating a telephone or 

obtaining a nunber was addressed i.p Chapter Seven of this voltIlle, "Problems 

and Patterns in Reporting." That witness-callers might be in a rrore favorable 

position to report a crime quickly, or that the process of passing information 

concerning an incident an to a caller might significantly delay crime reporting, 

however, has not been previously assessed. 

Witness-callers were fmmd to report Part II crime incidents more quickly 

than either victim-callers or callers (Appendix G, Table (',-6). However, when 

the difference in time due to the type of incident being reported was considered, 

victim-callers, witness-callers, and callers took approximately the same amrnmt 

of time to report similar types of incidents (Appendix G, Table G-7). 

Sunm:try 

This section identified four processes in reporting variables, including 

1) who called the police; 2) whose telephone was used; 3) what telephone number 

was used; and 4) how the citizen-caller knew the telephone number used. Sane of 

the possible determinants of these alternative elements of the reporting process 

were assessed along with their effect on response time. 

'TIle process followed in rp.porting a Part II crime was largely detennined by 

the types of citizens (their socioeconomic characteristics), rather than the 

types of incidents (their urgency). The urgency of an incident based either on 

the type of crtrne or the officer's response to the call did not predict what 

telephone nunber a citizen used or how this number was obtained. The social 

characteristics of the reporting party did vary with these factors, however. 
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Citizens USing the "Crime Alert" 1 .... .:r generally had higher incanes and were 

more frequently male compared to those using either the administrative number 

or the telephone system operator. Citizen-callers obtaining the number they had 

used to call the police fran a telephone directory, recalling it frem maoory, or 

having it written dCMn had lIDre formsl education than those using directory as

sistance. 

Furthermore, citizens using different types of telephones to report the in

cident differed on a rrumber of socioeconomic traits. Those citizens reporting 

a Part II crime on a business telephone generally exhibited what might be con

sidered to be more stable social characteristics. For example, these individ

uals were roore often married, had more education, and had higher paying jobs 

than citi.zens using either a payor a personal telephone. The social charac

teristics of citizen-caller~ also differed according to the type of personal 

telephone used. Citizens using their own telephone were roore frequently married 

and male, were older, had better paying and more prestigious jobs, had IIDre edu

cation, mare frequently owned their hane, and had lived in their hcrnes longer 

than those who used saneone else 1 s personal telephone. 

Finally. for citizen-callers reporting similar types of Part II crime, 

victim-callers. witness-callers, and callers did not differ in the time they 

took to initially contact the police dispatcher. 
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0iAPl'ER NINE 

DISPATCHING AND PATROL Dln'ERMINANI'S OF TRAVEL TIME 

The time taken by an officer to travel to the scetie of a Part II involvanent 

crime influenced the probability of making an on-scene arrest, and travel time 

was one of the DDS t $ignificant factors affecting the probability of making a 

response-related arrest. The effect of travel time on arrest was particularly 

great for involvemant forgery, fraud, and enbezzl~t cases where a delay of 

just minutes increased the chance a suspect would becOOE suspicious of being de

tected and flee. This pivotal influence of travel tiloo on the probability of ar

rest emphasized the importance of identifying some of the dispatching and patrol 

determinants of travel time. 

The Factors Examined 

Obviously, the distance which nust be traveled to the scene of a crime could 

be expected to affect the time taken to get there. Therefore, any dispatching or 

patrol procedures affecting distance could be expected to exert an influence over 

travel tine. Systematic differences in the distance traveled were first sought 

annng the categories of Part II crime. Then the follcw.i.ng three factors were 

examined for possible effects on distance: 

~. I 

1. Whether the officer was in the assigned beat at the time of dis

patch. Officers acccrrpanied by observers were in their assigned 

beats when dispatched in nearly one-half of the incidents (49.2 

percent). 

2. Whether the. incident to which the accoopanied officer was dis

patched was in the assigned beat. Accompanied officers were 

dispatcned to incidents in their assigned beats in 38.9 percent 
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of the cases. 

3. Whether the officer Was located in the beat of the incident at 

the time of dispatch. This factor would include cases in which 

the incident and the acci:Jnpanied officer were both in the sarre 

beat at the time of dispatch. whether it was the assigned beat 

or not. When dispatched, accorrpanied officers were located in 

the beat of the incident in 30.6 percent of the calls. 

In addition to distance and the possible predictors of distance, five other 

dispatching and patrol variables were assessed as determ:j,nants of' travel time. 

1. Whet.her the officer was in the vehicle at the time of dispatch. 

Acconpanied officers were in their vehicles 'When dispatched in 

89.1 percent of the Part II incidents. Officers not located in 

their vehicles were dispatched via walkie-talkies. 

2. Whether the vehicle was stationary or m::>bile at the time of dis

patch. Of the cases in which the acconpanied officer was in the 

Vehicle at the time of dispatch, the vehicle was stationary in 

37.2 percent of the calls. 

3. Whether the accCllpBl'lied vehicle was manned by one or two officers. 

4. 

Approximately 89.4 percent of the accompanied vehicles were manned 

by a single officer. 1Wo one-officer, vehicles are dispatched. to 

calls which may in'lTOl ve risk to officers. Such a procedure may 

involve longer travel t:i.nes if the officer nearer the incident 

scene delays his ,arrival in order for the cars to arrive s:innJl.

taneously, as prE::scribed by departmental procedures. 

If two one-officer vehicles were dispatched, whether the officer 
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· w..-rivlng first waited for the back-up tmit. If the officer ar-

riving first did not wait for the assisting car J in Kansas City, 

MiSSOUI.i.. Police Departrrent ven1acular, the call was ''busted.'' 

Busted calls occurred in 21. 7 percent of the Part II incidents. 

5. Whether the incident occurred in patrol view. While this factor 

was not expected to directly affect travel time, it could affect 

whether the call was busted. Therefore, this variable was as

sessed in interaction with whether the call was busted. Nearly 

orie-half (47.3 percent) of the Part II incidents occm.-red in 

patrol view. 

The Effects Identified 

Distance Traveled. Multiple regression analysis was employed to assess the 

inpact of the predictors of distance traveled (Appendix H, Table H-I). Whether 

the officer was in the assigne~ beat and whether the officer was in the beat of 

the incident both affected the distance traveled. In general, officers who were 

not in their assigned beats at the time of dispatch traveled greater distances to 

Part II incidents than officers located within the assigned beat. Also, officers 

not located in the beat where the incident occurred, not surprisingly, had to 

travel greater distances than officers within the incident beat at the time of 

dispatch. No systanatic variation am:mg the types of Part II crimes was found 

for the distance traveled. 

Travel Time. 'Ihe results of the truld.ple regression analysis of the pre

dictors of travel time are presented in Appendix H, Table H-2. CA:1ly distance 

c:md type of crime affected traveltime. As was expected, the distance that had 

to be traveled to reach the incident scene strongly affected travel time, with 
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greater distances producing longer delays in arriving. Additionally, incidel1cs 

of discovery 9.Janda.lism resulted 1..'1'} longer field response times than other types 

of Part II crime. This finding is especially interesting since the relatively 

lOi.lger travel times for this type of crime cannot be attributed to differences 

in the average distance tr,aveled. 

It is noterNOrthy to consider the factors which did not significantly affect 

travel times. The potential or real delays :i.Irqx>sed by an officer being out of 

his vehicle at the time of dispatch, dispatching one-officer vehicles, or wait

ing for an assisting vehicle did not significantly lengthen travel time. 

Stmnary 

This section identified some of the important dispatching and patrol deter

minants of travel time. As the distance to be traveled was expected to affect 

field response times, several variables were assessed as predictors of distance, 

as well as travel time. It was found that officers located in their assigned 

beats (carq:>ared to those not in their assigned beats) and officers located in 

the beats of the incidents (coopared to those not in the beats of the incidents) 

generally were required to travel less dist:m.ce. FurtherIlDre, distance was the 

primary determinant of travel time, with only incidents of discovery vandalism 

resulting in field response ttmes disproportionately I~Dger for the distance 

traveled. 
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TABLE A-1: Citizen Interview Conp1etion rates 

VICTIM-CAILER 

N = 156 
mwJ.El'E = 136 

~LEITCN RATF, = 87.2% 

., 

No On-Scene 
Contact - -
Unable to 
locate 13 65% 

Citizen Unable 
to ReneIber 
Incident 4 2rJ% 

Ineligible 2 10% 

Refused to be 
Intervial7ed 1 5% 

t No Citizen 
Information 
from Cbserver 

•. ~.' 

Intervia17 
Voided 

Interviewer 
Error 

rorAL 20 !t'tcaql1ete 

VICID1 

N = 125 
<n1PLETE = 75 

cx:M?"IETIrn RATE = 60% 

18 36% 

8 16% '. 

-. 

.. .. 

10 20% 

- .. 
, 

11 22% 

3 6% 

50 IncaIp1ete 

WI.'INE.SS-CAILER 
OR CALLER 

N = 202 
<n1PLETE = 98 

CDMPLETION RATE = 48.5% 

72 69.2% 

14 13.5io 

3 2.9% 

13 12.5% 

1 1.010 

1 1.0% 

104 In!:xJotI1ete 
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SECI'ION A-2 

The follCMi.ng is to provide additional detailed infonnation concerning sane 

of the specific statistical and analytical techniques used :in this vol~. 

Multiple RegressiOI!. Multiple regression was used to assess the effects of 

many of the predictors of the outcanes addressed in this volume. Sane special 

variations on multiple regression, including analysis of yariance, analysis of 

covariance, and path analysis that were used in the evaluation of sane outcanes 

are discussed in 11Dre detail in the sections that follCM. 

Several of the dependent variables examined in this report, e.g _, arrest, 

witness availability, each of the problems and patterns, etc., were dichotaoous, 

coded "1" if they were present, "0" if they were not. Using the incident as the 

tnrl.t of analysis, regression involv:ing this type of dependent variable would in

dicate the effect of each of the predictors on the probability of the dependent 

variable being present. This is a discr:iminant function analysis technique. 

This analysis yields similar infonnation to what 'Vv"Ould be obtain,~d by grouping 

cases by the independent variable without the resulting loss of precision in the 

independent variable or the severe limitations on the nunber of predictors that 

could be assessed. On the other hand, grouping cases would have helped to rerrove 

extraneous variation and to increase the variance explained.' HcMever, due to the 

number of factors that were considered relevant, the incident was chosen as the 

unit of analysis. 

Because of the large number of factors that were considered possible deter

minants of many of the outcuIieS examined, an analysis paradigm was established 

to systematically assess their effects. When a large group of independent varia

bles, such as the 12 social characteristics or the 13 problans and pattemsin 
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reporting were to be evaluated, four steps were taken: 1) each independent vari

able was entered separately into regression; 2) all two-\wa:j interactions of the 

factors that were found to be significant predictors in Step 1 were entered into 

regression with the factors ID"v'Olved; 3) all polynClllial fonns of continuous inde

pendent variables were entered separately into regression to test for possible 

nonlinearity; and 4) all significant predictors fran Steps 1, 2, or 3 were 

entered concurrently into II1.1ltiple regression. The results of these Step 4 mul

tiple regressions are cited in the text and their sunnary statistics are found 

in the appendices that follow. 

Regressions involving such a potentially large nUlber of variables are vul

nerable to the problems of high nulticollinearit'j, especially when intercorrelated 

variables typical of social characteristics are involved. To assess possible dif

ficulties, a correlation matrix of the socioeconanic maasures was caIIputed. Only 

the correlations between length of residence in Kansas City, fu., and age (r = 

.549) and between marital status and inc<:Xre (r = -.521) exceeded the .5 level. 

Further, only the interaction of rrarital status and inCCll:re was ever fotmd to be 

a significant predictor of any outcane examined. This interaction correlated 

.709 with marital status and .661 with incane. In no case did the interaction, 

which was always entered in a later step, appear to obscure the effect of the 

separate factors. 

Analysis of Variance. When possilile systenatic differences in an outCCJll"e 

were to be assessed according to group traIbership, e.g., type of crime, durrmy 

variable regressicm analysis was used. All categories except one, the reference 

group, were represented by a dunmy variable coded "1" if the case was a merrber of 

the categoty, "0" if not. The Fls given in the appendix tables of st.llIlla.ty statis

tics indicate if the mean or the proportion of the category differed significantly 
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fran tlvit of the reference group. To assess differences between groups other 

than the reference group, a pOJ."teJt.-i.oJU contrasts utilizing t-tests were performed. 

Analysi.s of Covariance. The analysis of variance teclurl.que above was chosen 

as it lended itself well to obtaining predictive equations fram analysis of co

variance. A continuous variable, the covariate was entered into nultiple regre'.S

sion with the group factors as above, and factor-covariate interactions were can-

puted and entered into the equation. This analY$,is Was arployed to indicate the 

relationship between a dependent variable and a continuous independent variable 

(e.g., probability of arrest by travel time), and whether this relationship dif

fered aroong groups (e.g., types of crime). 

Path Analysis. Analysis of citizen satisfaction with police response time 

had ~ mjor objectives: 1) to identify the factors significantly affecting 

satisfaction, and 2) to assess the total impact of potential policy variables on 

citizen satisfaction. Path analysis provides a way to achieve both of these ob

jectives. 

Path analysis is a techP;~~ to dete..rw;~e t~e total effect of a given inde-

pendent variable on a selected depe..,dent variable. It is roore thorough than 

other analysis techniques for identifying significant relationships in that it 

considers indirect as well as direct relationships. A direct relationship refers 

to the effect a change in a single independent variable has on a dependent varia

ble. An indirect relationship refers to the effect on a dependent variable re

sulting fram changes in intervening variables which were also results of the 

change in the given independent variable. By considering the indirect as -well 

as direct effects, path analysis my reveal relationsl1ipswhich would othe..-rwise 

appear insignificant. 

In addition, when the indirect relationships are identified, they my be 
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added to the direct effects to give the total effect of a change in the indepen

dent variable on the dependent variable. Thus, it pennits the identification of 

complex causal processes and the assessment of effects that a change in any vari

able within the system would have on other variables in the system. 

Path analysis requires several steps. First, the causal order of the vari-

abIes rrust be established a ptU.otU. and the potential relationships identified. 

Second, the regression F-tests can be used to identify the significant relation

ships. Third, to compute the effect coefficients, which include the direct and 

indirect effects J the regression coefficients were reconputed with only the sig

nificant variables included in each equation. Standardized regression coeffi

cients seemed most appropriate for citizen satisfaction because they peTImit the 

l!anparison of the effects of variables with different measurement scales. HcM-

ever, to avoid unnecessary controversy. the unstandardized regression coefficients 

were also included in the statistical tables for those who wish to use them. 

T-tejts. T-tests were used to assess the significance of the difference be

tween two categories in the group proportions (for dichot<JlIDUS dependent variables) 

m:- the group means (for continuous dependent variables). Because of the experi

~nt's rather high TYPe I error rate of the t-test. significant variation among 

categories was generally established by analysis of variance before this test was 

applied. The assurption of equal group variances was assessed by an F-test in 

all cases, f1I1d where the variances were found to differ significantly, a 

separate-variance estimate was employed rather than the pooled variance nOnMlly 

used. '!Wo-tailed tests were applied in all cases. 
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Operational Definitions'and Summary 
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Sectioo. B-1: Operationalization of the Seven ResJXmSe Tima Carponents. 

, , 

. The seven t:i.Ioo canponents used in this study were operationalized as follows: 

1. Fran the time a citizen was free frOOl involva:nent in a c~ or 

discovered a crime until initial conn.ectioo between the citizen 

and a police dispatcher. If the crime was reported by a witness 

mo had been on scene, then the witness' involVSIelt was consid

ered over men the witness left the scene. If it was reported 

by a witness who was not on scene, the witness' involvement was 

considered tenn:i.nated I minute after the witness first witnessed 

the crine. If police were contacted during the coomission of the 

c~, either by a victim or a witness on scene, the total CL'l..!!PO

nent was arbitrarily estimated to take 1 minute. When police 

were notified by IOOBIlS of a privat.e alann canpany, this interval 

could not be obtained. 

2. Fran the tima of initial connect.ion until the dispatcher under

stood the nature of the incident and 1000-Cltion to which the offi

cer should be dispatched. 

3. Fran the time when the di...,patcher understood the nature of the 

incident and the locatioo to which an officer should be dispat~hed 

. until the end of the transmission in which the dispatcher requested 

the location of a specific car with an observer or any car in the 

vicinity, and a car with an observer answered that call by giving 

its location. 

4. Fran the end of this initial transmission until a specific car 

with an observer was assigned to the call. The end of this inter

val was determined by when the dispatcher gave the time over the 
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air, terminating the dispatch. 

5. Fran the time a car was assigned to a call until the officer 

began responding to the call. Because information conceming 

a call was often broadca$t before the dispatcher called for a 

specific car or before the dispatch tenninated, an officer 

could have begun respooding to a call before either of these 

tines. Consequently, negative values for this interval indi

cated the officer responded to the incident before being offi

cially dispatched. 

6. Fran the time an officer began responding until arrival at the 

dispatched location. '!his caxponent was considered over when 

an officer exited fran the car at the dispatched location. If 

the officer rema:ined in the car, the caxponent was considered 

over when the officer had contact with a citizen with sane know

ledge of the c~ or whEn the officer was at the actual scene 

of the crilre. 

7. Fran the tiIm when the officer arrived at the dispatched loca

tion, until the investigation of the incident was initiated. 

The investigation was considered initiated if the officer con

tacted any citizen directly involved with the incident, or when 

the officer arrived at the incident scene, whichever came first. 

'Ibis cooponent could also result in negative values if another 

officer arrived at the scene and began an investigation before 

the observed officer. 'Ibis situation is known in Kansas City, 

Missouri, Police Department vemacular as a "busted call." 
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Table 8 - 2. - - Time stati sti cs for response ti me components. 

o 
o 

Crime 

Category 

All 

Part II 

Crimes 

Part IT 

Involvement 

Crimes 

Part II 

Discovery 

Crimes 

Md 
X 
SD 

Min. 
Max. 

N 
0/0 

Md 
X 
SD 

Min. 
Max. 

N 
0/0 

Md 
X 
SD 

Min. 
Max. 

N 
010 

occurrence:\ Discovery 
Crime or End of 
Begins to Involvement 
Detainment to Initial 
Ends Connection 

1 :57 6:01 
3:09 5: 37: 35 
5:56 37:24:04 
1 :00 1 :00 

45:00 456: 00: 00 
57 286 

- 49.6 

1 :57 5:01 
3:09 1 :01 :13 
5:56 8: 23:56 
1 :00 1 :00 

45:00 106: 53:00 
57 224 I 
- 46.3 I 

- 19:50 
- 22:16:06 
- 76: 55:49 
- 1 :00 
- 456:00:00 

- 62 

- 61.5 

I nitiol Information Dispatcher 
Connection Available Calls Car 

to to to 
I nforrnation Dispatcher Dispatch 
Available Calls Car Terminates 

0:14 1 :54 0:19 
0:20 3:33 0:21 
0: 19 5:01 0:13 
0:04 0:10 0:06 
3:28 37:13 2:48 

352 334 337 
2.1 17.0 2.5 

0:14 1: 51 0:19 
0:19 3:08 0:22 
0: 19 4: 10 0: 13 
0:04 0: 10 0:06 
3:28 37: 13 2:48 

286 268 271 
2.3 17.8 2.8 

0:15 2:25 0:18 
0:20 5:15 0:20 
0: 15 7:20 0:10 
0:05 0: 16 0:10 
1 : 31 35:41 1 : 10 

66 66 66 
1.3 14.2 1.5 

~ Data are for nonaggravated assault only. 
**Occurrence time estimates were not included in total response times. 

. . 
~";-'I""'V'/""~ ._~c._,,·,-

Dispatch Off i cer 
Terminates Responds 

to to 
Officer Arrival 
Responds 

0:03 3:44 
0:23 4:32 
1 :24 3:21 

- 1: 21 0: 11 
15:58 29:45 

353 359 
1.5 25.2 

0:03, 3:35 
0:21 4:13 
1 : 16 2:52 

- 1: 21 0: 11 
15:58 29:45 

288 292 
? .4 27.1 

0:03 4:28 
0:33 5:54 
1: 53 4:42 

- 0:34 1 :08 
13:55 23:45 
65 67 
1.6 18.3 

... - '1 

" 

Arrival 
~*Total 

to Response 
Investigation Time 
Initiated 

0:17 15:55 
0:22 5:48:43 
0:46 37:28:42 

- 5:45 4:05 
5: 10 456:06: 15 

359 285 
2.1 100.0 

0: 15 14:37 
0:20 1: 1 0: 34 
0:48 8:25:34 

- 5:45 4:05 
5:10 107:11 :37 

292 223 
2.2 99.9 

0:21 35:01 
0:31 22:29:13 
0:37 76:56:30 
0:00 5:31 
3:42 456:06: 15 

67 62 
1.6 100.0 

I 
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Table B-3. -- Time statistics for response time components. 

Occurrence: Discovery Initial Information Dispatcher Dispatch Officer Arrival 
Crime Crime or End of Connection Available Calls Car Terminates Responds *Total 

Begins to Involvement to to to to to to Response 
Category Detainment to Initial Information Dispatcher Dispatch Officer Arrival Investigation Time 

Ends Connection Available Calls Car Terminates Responds Initiated 

Md 1: 57 8:06 0:15 2:05 0:18 0:04 3: 31 0:16 16:06 
X 3:09 22: 14 0:21 3:27 0:20 0:19 4: 12 0:23 31 :14 

Non- SD 5:56 56:57 0:28 3:58 0:10 0:45 2:34 0:39 57:41 

aggravated Min. 1 :00 1 :.00 0:06 0:38 0:06 - 0: 28 0: 11 - 2:00 4:41 
Max. 45:00 6:00:22 3:28 20:24 1 :06 4:24 11: 23 2:46 6:14:00 

Assault N 57 54 59 54 54 59 59 59 54 
0/. - 49.4 1.9 17.7 2.3 1.5 25.3 1.6 99.7 

Md - 4:59 .0:15 2: 15 0:17 0,02 3:55 0:11 14:02 
X - 11: 24 0:21 5:06 0:20 0:41 4:47 0:22 23:27 

Involvement SD - 22:42 0:20 7: 17 0:08 2:25 2:42 0:27 27: 31 
Min. - 1 :00 0:06 0:28 0:08 - 0:45 1: 07 - 0:25 6:04 
Max. - 2: 27:00 1: 58 37: 13 0:44 15:58 14;,38 1: 52 2:52:49 

Vandalism 
N - 52 54 50 50 53 54 54 52 
"10 - 37.1 2.6 22.7 2.4 2.6 30.1 2.2 99.7 . 

~,,!d - 3:20 0:15 2:19 0:24 0:00 3:03 0:22 11 :20 
X - 5: 1 0: 37 0:16 3:06 0: 25 0: 11 4:10 0:39 5: 19:24 

I nvolvel'T'le.'l1t SD - 23: 18: 15 0:09 2:55 0:13 0:43 2:41 0:48 23: 20: 31 
Forgery, Min. - 1 :00 0:05 0:10 0: 11 - 0:42 1: 14 - 0: 14 4:26 
Fraud, Max. - 106: 53:00 0:38 1 1 : 11 1 :09 2:58 11 :56 2: 19 107: 11: 37 
Embezzlement N - 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 

0/. - 38,0 2.6 113.7 4.1 1.1 31.2 4.3 100.0 
.'-'* Occurrence time estimates were not included in total response times. 

-
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Tab I e B - 4 . - - Ti me st at i st i cs f or response time components. 

o 
I\) 

Crime 

category 

Weapon 

Possession 

Drunkenne~ 

Disturbing 
the 

Peace 

Md 
X 
SD 

Min. 
Max. 

N 
0/0 

Md 
X 
SD 

Min. 
Max. 

N 
0/0 

Md 
X 

SD 
Min. 
Max. 

N 
0/0 

Occurrence: 
Crime 
Begins to 
Detainment 

lEnds 

-
-
-
-
-
-"-

-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Discovery Initial 
or End of Connection 
Involvement to 
to Initial Information 
ronnection AvailabLe 

6:30 0:18 
13:40 0:21 
11 :42 0: 11 

2:00 0:07 
30:00 0:44 
6 17 

60.7 2.0 

4:36 0:14 
7:3-2 0:21 
8:49 0:20 
1 :00 0:09 

30:00 1 :58 
19 34 

40.4 3.1 

5:00 (l: 14 
11 : 26 0: 19 
14:41 0:18 

1 :00 0:05 
1:05:00 1 :39 

44 58 
50.2 2.4. 

Information Dispatcher Dispatch 
A'vailable Calls Car Terminates 

to to to 
Di spatcher Dispatch Officer 
IC~11 s-.Ca r iTerminate<; Re<;Donds 

1 : 53 0:25 - 0:05 
1: 59 0:27 0:01 
1 : 01 0: 13 0:29 
0:43 0: 14 - 0:36 
5: 18 1 :03 1 : 12 

15 15 17 
16.4 2.5 0.6 

1 : 42 0:17 0: 11 
2:21 0:19 0: 17 
1 : 35 0:09 0:35 
0: 18 0:09 - 0:23 
6: 11 0:54 2: 17 

33 34 35 
22.0 2.9 2.0 

1 :32 0:20 0:01 
1 :59 0:23 0: 10 
1 :24 0:10 0:36 
0:20 0;07 - 1: 21 
7: 17 0:53 1: 56 

54 54 58 
14.3 3.4 0.4 

~ . ,:"." -.: 
, 

f 

Officer. Arrival 
Responds Total 

to to Response 
Arrival Investigatbl Time 

Initiated 

2:49 0:00 12 :47 
2:43 0: 10 19: 16 
1 : 21 0:32 11: 38 
0:26 - 1 : 22 8:29 
4:58 1 : 11 34:08 

1 7 . 17 6 
18.7 2.0 102.9 

3: 13 0: 16 11 :33 
4: 17 0:05 15:57 
4:42 1: 09 13: 21 
0:46 - 5:45 5:43 

29:45 1 :05 1:03:19 
37 37 19 
25.6 3.9 99.9 

3:01 0:26 12: 18 
3:38 0: 27 18:08 
2:22 0:57 15:50 
0:33 - 1: 54 4:05 

14: 30 5: 10 1: 18: 26 
58 58 44 
26.3 2.6 99.6 
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Table B - 5. -- iime statistics for response time components. 

Occurrence: Discovery Initial Information Dispatcher Di spatch Officer 
Crime Crime or End .of Connection Available Calls Car Tt>rminates Responds 

category 
Begins to Involvement to to to to to 
Detainment to Initial Information Dispatcher Dispatch Officer Arrival 
lEnds ',.., ion :Available ICalls Car Terminates C .. """n.-i" 

Md - 6:30 0:10 1 :31 0:17 - 0:01 4: 12 
X - 24:42 0:13 2:53 0:19 0:10 4:20 

i Di sorderly SO - 54:47 0:09 3:24 0:08 0:50 2:08 
Min. - 2:00 0:04 0:40 0: 10 - 0:43 1 : 14 

Conduct Max. - 3:00:00 0:40 14:07 0:38 3:00 10:00 
N - 10 18 16 17 19 20 
0/0 - 56.7 1.4 13.6 2.7 0.1 27.2 

Md - 14:38 0: 16 1 :55 0:18 0:05 4:06 
X - 3:48 :59 0:20 5: 17 0:21 0:40 5:39 

Di scovery SD - 12:46: 36 ' 0: 15 8:03 0: 11 2;08 4: 19 
Min. - 1 :00 ,0:05 0: 16 0: 10 0:34 1 : 11 

Vandalism Max. - 69: 25:00 1 : 31 35;41 1; 10 13:55 21 :56 
N - 49 50 50 50 49 50 

"10 - 54.4 1.6 16.8 1.8 1.9 21.8 

Md - 26:45 :00 0;12 3;46 0; 16 0;03 4:33 
X - 105;41; 33 0;17 5:21 0: 17 0: 11 5:59 

Discovery SD - 161:11 :27 0:14 5:05 0:04 0:27 4; 15 
Forgery, Min. - 5:00 0:08 0:22 0: 10 - 0: 12 1 :08 
Fraud, Max. - 456:00: 00 0:59 19 :02 0:25 1: 23 13:27 
Embezzlement N - 11 12 12 12 12 12 

% - 86.4 0.3 5.2 0.4 0.8 5.5 

-._---

, 

\ 

Arrival 
Total 

to Response 
Investigation Time 
Initiated 

0:23 10:30 
0: 17 30:48 
0:51 55:35 

- 2:42 6:14 
1: 27 3:07:51 
20 10 
0.7 102.4 

0: 17 2'5;05 
0:24 4:01 :51 
0:28 12:46:41 
0:00 5:31 
2;33 69;35: 17 

50 49 
1.7 100.0 

0;45 26;53:31 
1 :04 105:53 :46 
0:56 161;13:51 
0: 17 15:00 
3:42 ~56:06: 15 

12 11 
1.5 100.1 
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Table B - 6. -- Time statistics for response time intervals. 

Crime 

Category 
Reporting Dispatch Travel Total 

Md 7:03 2: 13 4:20 15:55 
X 5: 39:06 3:50 5:22 5: 48 :43 

All SO 37:27:56 4:59 3:44 37:28:42 
Part II Min. 1: 05 0:21 0:20 4:05 

Crimes Max. 456: 00: 11 37:33 29:58 456: 06: 15 
N 285 352 359 285 

% 51.7 19.0 29.4 100.1 

Md 5:39 2:07 4:09 14 :37 
X 1: 01 :49 3:27 4:59 1 : 10:34 

Part IT SD 8: 25:04 4: 11 3: 16 8: 25:34 
Involvement Min. 1 :05 0:21 0:20 4:05 

Crimes Max. 106: 53: 27 37:33 29:58 107: 11 : 37 
N 223 286 292 223 

% 48.5 19.9 31.5 99.9 

Md 20: 16 2:40 5:25 .35:01 

Part II 
X 22: 16: 27 5:31 7:01 22: 29: 13 

SD 76:55:50 7: 19 5:00 76:56:30 
Discovery Min. 1: 05 0: 21 1 : 45 5:31 

Crimes Max. 456: 00: 11 35: 20 24:31 456: 06: 15 
N 62 66 67 62 

% 62.9 15.4 21.7 100.0 

\' 
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Table B - 7. -- Time statistics for response time intervals. 

Crime 

Category 
Reporting Dj spatch 

Md 8: 10 2:24 
X 22:36 3:38 

Non- SO 57:05 3:49 
aggravated Min. 1 :08 0:40 

Assault Max. 6: 00: 31 20:32 
N 54 59 
0/0 51 .. 4 19.8 

Md 5:24 2:30 
X 11 : 46 5:31 

Involvement SO 22:39 7:23 
Min. 1: 06 0:47 

Vandal ism Max. 2: 27: 12 37: 33 
N 52 54 
0/0 39.7 24.7 

Md 3:38 2: 51 
Involvement X 5:10:53 I 3:26 

Forgery, 
SO 23: 18: 17 2:53 

Min. 1 :05 0: 21 
Fraud, Max. 106: 53: 27 1 1 : 25 

Embezzlement N 21 21 
% 40.6 21.9 

Travel 

4 :16 
4:58 
2:50 
0:20 

12: 37 
59 
28.9 

4:42 
5:54 
3:35 
1 :07 

20:38 
54 
35.6 

3:45 
5:05 
3: 19 
1 : 20 

14: 15 
21 
37.4 

Total 

16:06 
31 : 14 
57:41 
4:41 

6: 14: 00 
54 

100.1 

14:02 
23:27 
27:31 
6:04 

2:52:49 
52 

100.0 

11 : 20 
5:19:24 

23: 20: 31 
4:26 

107: 1 1 : 37 
21 

99.9 

:} 

.1 
1 
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Table B - 8. -- Time statistics for response time intervals. 

Crime 
Reporting Dispatch Travel 

Category 

Md 5: 21 2: 18 2:49 
X 13: 58 2:26 3:03 

Weapon SD 11 : 42 1: 1 0 1: 26 
Min. 2: 14 1: 10 0:45 

Possession Max. 30: 12 5:49 5:09 
N 6 17 17 
0/0 62.7 16.5 20.8 

Md 5:09 2:01 3:25 
X 7:54 2:34 4:41 

SD 8:44 1 : 37 4:34 
Drunkenness Min. 1 : 10 0: 25 1 : 16 

Max. 30: 19 6: 25 29:58 
N 19 34 37 

0/0 43.5 24.4 32.1 

Md 5: 17 1: 53 3:54 
X 11 : 45 2: 18 4:23 

Disturbing SD 14:46 1 : 23 2: 31 
the Min. 1 : 07 0: 29 0:48 
Peace Max. 1 : 05: 54 7:34 14: 30 

N 44 58 58 
% 52.6 16.5 30.9 

Total 

12:47 
19: 16 
11 : 38 

8:29 
34:08 

6 , 

100.0 

f 11 :33 
15:57 
13:21 

5:43 
1 :03:19 
19 

100.0 

12: 18 
18:08 
15:50 
4:05 

1 : 18: 26 
44 

100.0 

i 

i 

I 
i 

, 
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Table B - 9. -- Time statistics for response time intervals. 

Crime 
Travel Reporting Dispatch. Total 

Category 

Md 6: 13 1 :58 4:59 '10:30 
X 24:53 3: 10 4:54 30:48 

Disorderly SD 54:46 3: 17 2:44 55:35 
Min. 2:08 0:36 1 : 05 6: 14 

Conduct Max. 3:00:07 14: 30 11 : 35 3: 07: 51 
N 10 18 20 10 

% .58.1 14.3 27.6 100.0 
1---', 

Md 15: 10 2: 16 5:08 25:05 
X 3: 49:20 5:33 6:47 4:01:51 

Discovery SD 12: 46: 39 8:01 4:46 12: 46: 41 
Min. 1 :05 0:21 1 : 45 5:31 

Vandalism Max. 69: 25: 14 35:20 22:34 69:35:17 
N 49 50 50 49 

% 56.1 18.3 25.7 100.1 

Md 26: 45: 10 4:01 5:28 26:53:31 
Discovery X 105: 41 :51 5:35 7: 17 105: 53 :46 

Forgery, SD 1 61 : 1 1 : :;';0 5:07 4:08 161 : 13 : 51 
Min. 5: 13 0:40 1 : 51 15:00 

Fraud, Max. 456: 00: 11 19: 18 14: 23 456: 06: 15 
Embezzlement N 1 1 12 12 1 1 

0/0 86.7 5.5 7.9 100.1 



TABIE B-10 .. - MJltiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crima en 
reporting tima. 

Dependent Variable: Reporting Time, logarithm 

Independent Variables B Beta F Sinp1e r 
Invo1VE1IBlt Vandalism -0.18387 -0.09524 2.105 -0.15088 
Inve1 VE!IlBlt Forge:y, 

-0.18058 -0.06360 1.159 -0.08835 
. Fraud, and Ehbezz1E!IBlt 

Weapon Possession 0.04942 0.00959 0.031 -0.00021 
Drunkenness -0.21179 -0.07124 1.481 -0.09501 
Disturbing the Peace -0.11378 -0.05522 0.738 -0.09551 Disorderly Conduct -0.00290 -0.00072 0.000 -0.01378 
Discovery Vandalism 0.30351 0.15367 5.561 0.15705 Discovery Forge:y, 

0.48865 75.817 0.49604 
Fraud, and Ehbezz1€1IBlt 1.87903 

Constant 1.14977 
MJltiple R: 0.54641 Saup1e: All Part II Crime R Square: 0.29856 N: 266 F: 13.67393 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABLE B-11 -- Mlltiple regressien analySis of the effect of type of crime on 
dispatch tima. 

Dependent Variable: Dispatch Time, logaritlun 

Independent VaIjables B Beta F Sinp1e r Involvement Vandalism 0.09032 0.09501 1.899 0.12366 Inve1 V'E!IEnt Forge:y, 
Fraud, and Ehbezz1E!IBlt -0.01782 -0.01238 0.040 ··0.00756 Weapon Possession -0.06846 -0.04309 0.509 -0.04040 Drunkenness -0.09061 -0.07839 1.460 -0.08019 Disturbing the Peace -0.11915 -0.1.2894 3.430 -0.14698 Disorderly Conduct -0.05106 -0.03301 0.296 -0.02972 Discovery Vandalism 0.05952 0.06069 0.791 0.08099 Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and EiIbezz1aoont 0.17659 0.09414 2.554 0.10199 Constant 0.63770 
MJltiple R: 0.23306 Sanp1e: All Part II Cr~ R Square: 0.05432 N: 

324 F: 2.26154 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 

109 



TABLE B-l2 -- lhltiple regression analysts of the effect of type of crime on 
travel tm. 

Df~endent Variable: Travel Tm, logarithm 

Independent Variables B Beta F Sinl>le r 
Involvement Vandalism 0.08865 0.11871 3.115 0.11101 
Invo1vem:mt Forgery, 

0.00536 0.00474 0.006 -0.01321 Fraud, and Ehbezz1em:mt 
Weapon Possession -0.19026 -0.15225 6.686 -0.17688 
Drunkenness -0.02736 -0.03125 0.239 -0.06011 
Disturbing the Peace -0.04545 -0.06261 0.850 -0.10838 
Disorderly ConchJct -0.00096 -0.00083 0.000 -0.01868 
Discovery Vandalism 0.12388 0.16078 5.837 0.15997 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Eirbezz1ement 0.18129 0.12286 4.583 0.11390 
Constant 0.83759 

Mlltiple R: 0.29739 Semple: All PaXt II clime R Square: 0.08844 N: 329 F: 3.88085 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABLE B-13 -- T-test of the mean difference in reporting time (logarithn) between types of PInt II 
c:rine. 

Involvement Involvement Weapon Disturbing Disorderly Discovery Discovery 
""~ "'."' ..... Orunkenness Type of Crime 

Forgery.F~ ""orgery, Fi"o..Iq 
Assault Vandalism 

~mbeZzlerrent 
Possession the Peace Conduct Vandalism 

~fTb:ozzlem!nt 

Nonoggravated 1.91 0.97 -0.23 1.67 1.14 0.02 -2.12 -4.61 
Assault p < .059 p < .339 p < .818 p < .099 p < .256 p < .987 p < .037 p < .001 

Involvement -0.02 -1.12 0.22 -0.71 -1.05 -3.41 -5.07 
Vandalism p < .986 p < .269 p < .823 p < .481 p < .299 p < .001 p < .001 

I nvolvemeflt -0.68 0.16 -0.36 -0.64 -2.17' -4.71 
Forgery, Fraud, p.< .505 P < .873 p < .723 p < .530 p < .034 p < .001 
Em~zzlement 

Weapon 1.39 0.'79 0-.19 -0.69 -4.14 
, . 'p <: .1-79' p < .433 p < .850 p < .493 p < .001 Possession 

Drunkenness -0.79 -1.17 -3.34 -5.08 
'p < .433 p < .250 p < .001 p < .001 

Disturbing -0.64 -2.88 -4.89 
the Peace p < • 52~' p < .005 p < .001 

Disorderly -1.05 -4.28 

Conduct 
p < .297 p < .001 

Discovery -4.85 

Vandalism 
p < .001 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Em~lZlement : 

'.--'J 
; 

, 

I 
, 
J 
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TABlE B-14 -- T-test of the trean difference in dispatch tinE (logaritlm) between types of Part II 
crim:. 

Nonaggravote:J Involvement Involvement Weapon 
Drunkenness 

Disturbing Disorderly Discovery Discovery 
Type of Crime Forgery,Frduq Forgery, Froud, 

Assault Vandalism 
~mbezzlem:nt 

Possession the Peace Conduct Vandalism 
~rntezilerrent 

Nonoggravated 1.91 0.19 1.09 1. 31 2.21 0.56 -0.78 -1.63 
Assault p < .059 p < .849 p < .280 p < .193 p < .029 p < .578 p < .435 p < .107 

Involvement 1.04 2.22 2.42 3.24 1. 31 0.36 -5.07 
Vandalism P < .301 p < .030 p ~< .018 p < .002 P < .194 p < .719 p < .001 

I nvo!vement 0.55 0.82 1.17 0.29 -0.69 -1.41 
Forgery, Fraud, p < .585 p < .417 p < .252 p < .770 p < .493 p < .167 
Embezzlement 

Weapon 0.29 0.81 -0.20 -1.65 -2.00 
PossessIon p < .773 P < .420 p < .847 p < .105 P < .066 

Drunkenness 
0.51 -0,,45 -1.86 -2.50 

p < .608 p < .655 p < .067 p < .016 

Disturbing -0.96 -2.50 -2.49 
the Peace p < .338 p < .015 p < .027 

Disorderly -0.95 -1. 71 
Conduct P o!. .348 p < .099 

Discovery -0.82 
Vandalism p < .416 

"Disc~~ery . . .. ";" _. , .. - .... -.. ~ 

~ -

Forgery. Fraud, 

~ Embezz I ement 

--1 
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TABlE B-lS -- T-test of the mean difference in travel interval (logaritlnn) between types of Part II 
crime. 

~CMJte:: Involvement Involvement Weapon 
Drunkenness 

Disturbing Disorderly Discovery Discovery 
Type of Crime Forgery, Frauq Forgery, Fraud, 

Assault Vandalism 
jEmbezzlerrerrt. 

Possession the Peace Conduct Vandalism iErntJtwzz lerrent 

Nonoggravated -1. 76 -0.09 2.41 0.46 0.86 0.00 -2.25 -2.00 
Assault P < .081 p < .931 p < .019 p < .647 p < .392 p < .999 p < .026 P < .049 

Involvement 1. 27 4.06 2.26 2.78 1. 34 -0.68 -1.18 
Vandalism p < .208 P < .001 P < .026 p < .006 p < .183 p < .497 p < .243 

Involvement 2.21 0.47 0.74 0.07 -1.61 -1. 78 
Forgery, Froud, p < .033 p < .638 p < .461 p < .943 p < .112 p < .085 
Embezzlement 

,-

We<lpon -2.30 -2.00 -2.12 -4.04 -3.84 

Possession p < .026 p < .049 p < .041 p < .001 P < .001 

Drunkenness 
0.34 -0.38 -2.64 -2.61 

p < .736 p < .708 p < .010 p < .012 

,Disturbing -0.64 -3.21 -2.71 

the Peace 
p < .526 p < .002 P < .008 

Disorderly -1.67 -1.B3 
Conduct P < .100 p < .078 

Discovery -0.64 

Vandalism 
p < .524 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement 

.~. , 
'} ., 
r 
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TABIE C-l -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of tJ7Pe of crime on 
arrests. 

Dependent Variable: Arrests 

Independent Variables 
Involvement Vandalism 
Involvement Forgery. 

Fraud. and Enbezz1emmt 
Discovery Vandalism 
Discovery Forgery. 

Fraud. and Ehbezz1ement 
Constant 

M.Utip1e R: 0.55641 
0.30959 

21.41221 
R Square: 
F: 

B Beta F S:inp1e r 
-0.44193 -0.42645 36.258 -0.16787 

-0.05569 -0.03720 0.316 0.19468 
-0.58712 -0.55278 61.428 -0.34282 

-0.62712 -0.32473 25.822 -0.17166 
0.62712 

Sanple: Nonaggravated Assault. Vandalism, 
Forgery. Fraud. and Eirbezz1enE1t 

N: 196 
Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 

~LE C-2 -- MUltiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime on 
resJXmSe-related arrests. . 

Dependent Variable: Response-Related Arrests 

Independent Variables B Beta F S:inp1e r 
Invo1vetrent Vandalism -0.04928 -0.09566 1.454 -0.10075 
Involvement Forgery. 

Fraud, and Eirbezzlement 0.21792 0.29285 15.615 0.34556 
Discovery Vandalism -0.06780 -0.12841 2.641 -0.14270 
Discovery Forgery. 

Fraud. and ErIDezzlenent -0.06780 -0.07062 0.973 -0.06227 
Constant 0.06780 

Multiple R: 0.36545 Sanple: Nroaggravated Assault. Vandalism. 
R Square: 0.13355 Forgery. Fraud. and ElIbezzlement 
F: 7.36018 N: 196 

P.eference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TI~ C-3 -- T-tests of the proportional differences in arrest. 

Type of lNonaggravated tnvolvement Involvement 

Crime Assault Vandalism Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement 

Nonaggravated. 5.28 0.44 
Assault p < .001 p < .658 

I nvo!vement 
-3.52 

Vandalism p < .001 

Involvement 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzl ement 

Discovery 

Vandalism 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezz lement 

" . 

Discovery Discovery 
Vandalism Forgery,Fraud, 

Embezzlement 

," 8.46 4.43 
P < .001 p < .001 

2.41 3.47 
p < .018 p < .001 

4.66 3.88 
P < .001 p < .001 

0.70 
p < .489 

I 
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~LE C-4 -- T-tests of the proportional differences in response-related arrest. 

Type of 

Crime 

Nonaggravated 

Assault 

I I nVOlv~ment 

~andallsm 

Involvement 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezz lement 

DIscovery 

Vandalism 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement 

Nonagg ra vated I nvo!vement 
Assault Vandalism 

1.30 

p < .196 

Involvement Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, Vandalism 
Embezzlement 

-2.05 2.05 
p < .051 P < .045 

-2.60 1.00 
p < ;017 p < .322 

4.41 
p < .001 

.,.-"") 

, 

Discovery 
Forgery,Fraud, 
Embezzlement 

0.92 
p < .360 

1.00 
p < .322 

2.12 

P < .042 

0.00 

p < .500 
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TABLE C-5 -- M.lltiple regression analysis of the effect of 
~olvement-discavery on arrests. 

Dependent Variable: Arrests 

Independent Variable 

Involvement-Discovery 

Constant 

Beta 
0.40985 

F 

39.165 
Sinp1e r 

0.40985 

Mlltiple R: 
R Square: 

0.40985 
0.16797 

39.16549 

B 

0.40804 
0.03226 

Sample: Nonaggravated Assault, Vandalism, 
Forgery, Fraud, an::i Einbezz1ement 

F: N: 
Reference Group: 

TABlE C-6 -- Mlltiple regression analysis of the effect of 
involvement-discovery on response-related arrests. 

Dependent Variable: Response-Related Arrests 

Independent Variable 

Involvement-Discovery 

Constant 

Beta 
0.16586 

F 

5.488 

196 
Discovery 

Sin1>1e r 

0.16586 

M.lltip1e R: 
R Square: 

0.16586 
0.02751 
5.48814 

B 

0.08209 
0.00000 

Sample: Nonaggravated Assault, Vandalism, 
Forgery, Fraud, and Einbezzlenent 

F: N: 
Reference Group: 
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TABIE C-7 -- lli1tip1e regression analysis of the effect of reporting, 
dispatch, and travel time on response-related arrests. 

Dependent Variable: Response-Related Arrests 

Independent Variables 
(1) Reporting Time, logarithm 
(2) Dispatch Time, logarithm 
(3) Travel Time, logarithm 
Interaction of 

Variables 1 and 2 

Interaction of 
Variables 1 and 3 

Interaction of 
Variables 2 and 3 

Constant 
Multiple R: 0.43470 

0.18896 
4.65975' 

R Square: 
F: 

B Beta 

-0.45311 -0.03226 

-0.28683 -0.39429 

-0.89258 -0.90701 

0.02625 0.07159 

0.41403 1.00817 

0.21078 0.34L~83 

0.98773 

F Simple r 

7.385 -0.15771 

1.716 -0.18514 

12.986 -0.34506 

0.056 -0.17660 

5.171 -0.24219 

1.008 -0.25295 

Sample: Nonaggravated Assault, Involvement 
Vandalism, Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and Ewbezzlement 
N: 127 

TABLE C-8 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of dispatch time and 
invo1vement--discovery on arrests. 

Dependent Variable: Arrests 

Independent Variables 
(1) Dispatch Time, logarithm 
(2) Involvement-Discovery 

Interaction of 
Variables 1 and 2 

Constant 

Multiple R: 0.46882 
0.21979 

18.02926 
R Square: 
F: 

B Beta F Simple r 

0.05219 0.04460 0.191 -0.18214 

0.67336 0.67634 29.174 0.40985 

-0.39172 -0.37093 6.550 0.13285 

-0.00531 
Sarnple: Nonaggravated Assault, Vandalism, 

Forgery, Fraud, and Embezzlement 
N: 196 
Reference Group: Discovery 
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TABlE C-9 -- lli1tip1e regression analysis of the effect of dispatch time and 
type of invo1VE!IElt crime on arrests. 

Dependent Variable: Arrests 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 

Dispatch Time, logarithm -0.27372 -0.20544 6.932 -0.25483 

Involvement Vandalism -0.41688 -0.41191 24.455 -0.42221 

Involvement Forgery, 
Fraud, and Flri:>ezzlement -0.06024 -0.04411 0.284 0.11387 

Constant 0.80134 

Mlltip1e R: 0.47037 Sample: Nonaggravated Assault, Involvement 
R Square: 0.22124 Vandalism, Invo1venent Forgery, 
F: 12.31099 Fraud, and Einbezzlement 

N: 134 
Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 

T.bJ3IE C-10 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of travel time and 
involvement-discovery on arrests. 

Dependent Variable: Arrests 

Independent Variables 

(1) Travel Time. logarithm 
(2) Involvement-Discovery 

Interaction of 
Variables 1 and 2 

Constant 
l1ultip1e R: 0.46405 

0.21534 
17.56441 

R Square: 
F: 

B 

0.00672 
0.67922 

-0.02844 
-0.04488 

Sample: 

N: 

Beta F Simple r 

0.09144 0.955 -0.18139 

0.68223 33.380 0.40985 

-0.37371 8.826 0.12758 

Nonaggravated Assault, Vandalism, 
Forgery, Fraud, and Ei!lbezzlement 

Reference Group: 
196 

Discovery 
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TABlE C-ll -- M.lltiple regression analysis of the effect of travel time and 
involvement-discovery on response-related arrests. 

Dependent Variable: Response-Related Arrests 

Independent Variables 
(1) Travel Time, logaritI-m 

(2) Involvement-Discovery 

Interaction of 
Variables 1 and 2 

Constant 

M.1ltiple R: 0.40090 
0.16072 

12.25566 
R Square: . 
F: 

B Beta F S:i.trple r 

0.00000 0.00000 0.000 -0.32444 

0.40728 0.82292 l2.l02 0.16586 

-0.37221 -0.75162 9.732 -0.03223 

0.00000 

Sarrq>le: Ncmaggravated Assault, Vandalism, 
Forgery, Fraud, am Finbezzlement 

N: 196 
Reference Group: Discovery 

TABIE C-12 -- M.lltiple regression analysis of the effect of travel time ani 
type of involvement crime on arrests. 

Dependent Variable: Arrests 

Independent Variables 

Travel Time, logarithm 

Involvement Vandalism 

lnv'olvanent Forgery, 
Fraud, and EIrbezzlanent 

Constant 

M1ltiple R: 0.47865 
0.22911 

12.87852 
R Square: 
F: 

B Beta F S:i.trple r 
-0.40935 -0.22507 8.328 -0.28652 
-0.40521 -0.40038 23.103 -0.42221 

-0.05306 -0.03886 0.223 0.11387 
0.96955 

Semple: Nonaggravated Assault, InvolVEment 
Vandalism, Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and EnDezzlanent 
N: 134 
Reference Group: Nonaggrava ted Assault 
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TABlE C-13 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of travel time and 
type of involvement cr:ime on response-related arrests. 

Dependent Variable: Response-Related Arrests 

Independent Variables B Beta F S:inple r 

(1) Travel Time, logarithm -0.31227 -0.31050 8.9,56 -0.37010 

(2) Involvement Vandalism -0.21714 -0.38800 1.939 -0.190.27 

(3) Involvement l"orgery, 
Fraud, and Einbezzlanent 0.78233 1.03608 17.318 0.31978 

Interaction of 
0.17087 Variables 1 and 2 -0.66720 -0.79057 9.899 

Interaction of 
Variables 1 and 3 0.21147 0.36941 1.591 -0.19829 

Constant 0.32902 

M.lltiple R: 0.55833 Sample: Nonaggravated Assault, Involvement 
R Square: 0.31173 Vandalism, Involvement Forgery, 
F: 11.59476 Fraud, and Einbezz1ement 

N: 134 
Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABlE 0..1 -- Mlltip1e regression analysis of the effect of type of crime on 
witness availability. 

~ 

Dependent Variable: Witness Availability 

. Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 
InvolvE!!lreI1.t Vandalism -0.07972 -0.07293 1.169 0.05688 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and EiIbezz1enent 0.13721 0.08285 1.902 0.17347 
Weapon Possession -0.16251 -0.08887 2.273 -0.01779 
Drunkenness -0.20385 -0.15908 6.163 -0.06349 
Disturbing the Peace -0.20105 -0.18922 7.711 -0.07933 
Disord2r1y Conduct -0.23898 -0.14106 5.564 -0.06746 
Discovery Vandalism -0.29898 -0.26510 15.780 -0.17504 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Ehbezz1ement -0.00565 -0.00262 0.002 0.06058 
Constant 0.33898 

t-iJ1tip1e R: 0.30443 SCJIlll1e: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.09268 N: 328 
F: 4.07295 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABIE 1}.2 -- T-test of the proportional. difference between types of Part II criIre for witness 
availabili ty . 

Norlcqjrawta::l Involvement Involvement Weapon 
Drunkenne~s 

Disturbing Disorderly Discovery 
Type of Crime ForgerY,Frauq 

Assault Vandalism 
Embezzl€fTa1t 

Possession the Peace Conduct Vandalism 

Nonaggravated 0.92 -1.11 1. 28 2.42 2.61 2.58 4.39 
Assault P < .360 p < .270 p < .204 p < .018 p < .010 p < .013 p < .001 

Involvement -1.82 0.69 1.43 1.62 1.48 3.30 
Vandalism p < .072 p < .492 p < .156 p < .108 p < .143 p < .001 

Involvement 1.99 2.72 2.80 2.87 3.79 
Forgery, Fraud, p < .055 p < .011 p < .009 p < .007 p < .001 
Embezzlement 

Weapon 0.39 0.39 0.66 1. 37 
Possession p < .698 p < .698 p < .511 p < .185 

DrunkeMess -0.04 0.38 1.50 
P < .970 p < .706 p < .140 

Disturbing 0.43 1.83 

the Peace 
p < .667 p < .071 

Disorderly 0.81 
Conduct p < .427 

---

Discovery 

Varoalism 

Discovery 
Forgery. Froud, 
Embezzlement 

, 

Discovery 
C"orgery,Frauq 

Errt:ezzlernent 

0.04 
p < .970 

-0.51 
p < .609 

0.78 
p < .440 

-0.95 
p < .349 

-1..55 
p < .129 

-1.64 
p < .105 

-1.66 
p < .108 

-2.02 
p < .066 
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TABIE D-3 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of reporting time and 
involvement-discovery on witness availability, 

Dependent Variable: Witness Availability 

Independent Variables 

(1) Reporting Time, logarithm 

(2) Invol VeID2nt-Discovery 

Interaction of 
Variables 1 and 2 

Constant 

Multi.ple R: 0.22970 
0.05276 
4.86443 

R. Square: 
F: 

B 

0.12090 

0.42060 

-0.17145 
-0.11062 

128 

Beta F Simple r 
0.22279 6.809 0.01669 
0.42312 13.284 0.15823 

-0.26092 5.742 0.06862 

Sample: All Part II Crime 
N: 266 
Reference Group: Discovery 
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TABIE E-l 

Levels of Citizen Satisfaction 

FREQUENCY PERCENT 

Very Satisfied 180 54.7 

MOderately Satisfied 31 9.4 

Slightly Satisfied 8 2.4 

Slightly Dissatisfied 11 3.3 

MOderately Dissatisfied 8 2.4 

Very Dissatisfied 11 3.3 

Missing Cases 80 24.3 

Total 329 100.0 
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ADJUSTED PERCENT 

72.3 

12.4 

3.2 

4.4 

3.2 

4.4 
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Section E-2: Effects of Social Characteristics and Potential Error on Citizen 
Satisfaction. 

' .. 
Although they were not included in the final rwdel, the possible effects of 

socioeconomic characteristics of the respondents on their satisfaction with po

lice response ti.nE were rigorou'3ly examined. Variables bivariately related were 

initially identified. Where multicollinearibJ was absent, interaction effects 

moong the significant bivariately related variables were tested. Signifi~t 

bivariate and interaction effects were examined with other variables in the cit-

izen satisfaction roodel controlled. Because of substantial missing data, nonsig

nificant variables were excluded from analysis to permit test:ing of significant 

relationships with a larger sample. In addition to citizen satisfaction, the 

same analysis was conducted for whether citizens thought faster response time 

could make a difference in the outcClD2 or not, for the perceptions and expecta

tions index, aT.1d for perceptionS and expectations separately. None of the vari

ables in the roodel were significantly affected by any of the social characteris-

tics. 

Prel~ry correlation analysis of citizen satisfaction indicated that the 

Duncan socioeconomic status, education, whether or not the respondent was the 

head of the household, race, and sex affected citizen satisfaction with response 

tiloo. Age also was significantly related when the Duncan index was controlled, 

and whether the citizens CMned, rented, or boarde~; their living quarters was re

lated when the type of crim: was controlled. The interaction effects were calcu

lated and the variables were organized into tnlcorrelated groups. Analysis of 

these groups indicated that only age and type of living quarters were related to 

citizen satisfaction. When these two factors were included in the roodel and 

tested on a larger sample, the relationship disappeared. Thus, no socioeconomic 

characteristics directly affected citizen satisfaction with response tim:. 
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Initial analysis of the perceptions and expectations index indicated that 

the population of the city where the respondents lived mst of their lives, 

education, whether the respondent was the head of the household, and incorre all 

were significantly related. When the groups of uncorrelated variables were ex

amined, :inCOJ:Te and whether or not the respondent was the head of the household 

were related. HCMever, when both variables 'tvere examined together, both rela

tionships disappeared. Only by enter:ing a nonsignificant interaction term was 

their relationship significant. HCMever, since the interaction tenn was not 

significant, this difference had to be attributed to chance. Therefore, no 

indirect effect on citizen satisfaction through the perceptions and expectations 

index could h· def:initively identified. 

The corrponents of the perceptions and expectations index were also analyzed 

separately. No significant bivariate or suppressor effects could he identified 

for perceptions, and therefore further analysis was unnecessary. Expected police 

response time :initially seemed to be affected by marital status, Duncan socio

economic status, education, and income. Of these, only marital status and educa

tion remained related after controlling for other uncorrelated socioeconomic 

characteristics. HCMever, upon controll:ing for type of crime, these relation

ships also disappeared. 

The socioeco~omic characteristics of respondents also did not appear to af

fect whether they thought faster response tm could have made a difference to 

the outcome of the incident or not. Marital status, education, and race initial

ly appeared related. HCMever, upon controlling for each other and testing for 

interactions, the relationship disappeared. The interaction of marital status 

and race was bivariately significant, but this relationship proved spurious when 

tested with the full rrodel. 
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The conclusion of this analysis is clearly that socioeconcrnic characteris

tics do not affect citizen satisfaction with response time, directly or indirect

ly. Although bivariate correlations were identified, they were all spurious. 

Other variables which have been identified by the rodel are l1U.lCh rore :inportant 

determinants of citizen satisfaction. 

It is possible other variables which were not included in the original re

s~ch design affected citizen satisfacti.on. Although a respectable arrount of 

the variance was explained, a substantial arrount remains tmexplained. Sane of 

the additional variance may be explained by citizens' prior experience with po

lice, such as receipt of a traffic ticket shortly before occurrence of the Part 

II incident included in the sample. In addition to their CMl1 experiences, citi

zens' general attitudes toward police may be acquired through friends, neighbors, 

or roodia, and these attitudes may affect hCM they interpret police perforrIla.'1ce 

for a particular call. Additionally, citizens' levels of satisfaction with of

ficers'over-allperforrnances on-scene could partially affect their satisfaction 

with the response times to their calls. Data for these variables were rot col

lected. 

Part of the tmexplained variance may also be due to error in the m.~urement 

of variables in the undel. Variables depending on citizen recall fr)"£ values are 

especially susceptible to distortion. Citizens may think differently during the 

coIIlI!ission of a criIOO or irrmediately follCMing it than they did when they were 

:interviewed weeks later. A citizen's recall of hCM long the police were expected 

to take to arrive may be distorted by the tiIOO the police actually took to arrive. 

Also., faster response tirre might have seEmed roore irrportant during the event than 

after it. The extent of the measura:t.~.mt error cannot be detennined, but the po

tential biases should be considered when interpreting the results. 
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!ABLE E-3 -- Pre1~ multiple regression analysis of citizen satisfaction. 

Dependent Variable: Citizen Satisfaction 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 

Perceptions and 
0.41425 0.45622 46.737 0.50722 Expectations Ratio 

Faster Response Time 
0.84168 0.25617 14.342 0.38557 Could Make a Difference 

Invol vanent Vandalism -0.11401 -0.03188 0.164 0.10038 

Invo1v~nt Forgery, 
Fraud, and Embezzlement -0.29058 -0.06137 0.764 -0.06117 

Weapon Possession -0.43609 -0.03919 0.395 -0.06454 

Drunkenness 0.01090 0.00230 O.OOl -0.02231 

Dis turbing the Peace -0.25135 -0.06520 0.736 -0.14234 

Disorderly Conduct 0.68659 0.10516 2.572 0.15428 

Discovery Vandalism -0.10388 -0.02872 0.120 0.01948 

Discovery Forgery, 
-0.47740 -0.06913 1.037 -0.10682 Fraud, and Embezzlement 

CMn-Rent-Board -0.20809 -0.09902 2.133 0.02703 

Age -0.00567 -0.05717 0.778 -0.11026 

Travel Time -1.80112 -0.08324 1.481 0.05247 

Dispatch TiIre 0.56745 0.03664 0.298 0.10317 

Constant 1.32066 

Multiple R: 0.60710 Semple: Al.1 Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.36857 N: 191 
F: 7.33817 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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Section E-4: Citizen Satisfaction Path Analysis Equations. 

The following equations were used in path analysis to analyze the effects 

of certain variables on citizen satisfaction with police response time: 

l. RT = a + b1 TOe + e 

2. IT = a + b2 TOe + b3 RT + e 

3. IYI' = a + b4 TOe + b5 RT + e 

4. IRT = a + b6 me + b7 RT + b8 IT + b9 IJI' + e 

5. (P-E) IE = a + blO 'roC + bll RT + b12 IT + b13 r:rr + b14 IRT + e 

6. CS = a + bl5 'l'<X + b16 RT + b17 'IT + b18 or + b19 IRT 

+ b20 (P-E)/E + e 

where: 'rOC = Type of CriIre 

Rr = Reporting Time (reciprocal transformation) 

TT = Travel Time 

IJI' = Dispatch Time 

IRT = Irrportance of Response T:ilre 
to a positive criIre outcome 

P = Citizens perceived tiIre of police arrival 

E = Citizens expected time of police arrival 

The ~'s represent the regression coefficients, the ~'s represent the con

stants, and the ~'s represent the residual variation. The path coefficients are 

represented in the tables by the betas, and can be calculated by the formula: 

where: 

Sx 
Beta = b -

yx yx Sy 

the standard deviation of the 
independent variable 

S = the standard deviation of the 
Y dependent variable 
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After the nndel was analyzed and the significant relationships were dis

tinguished, the equations could be modified by calculating the coefficients of 

only the significant variables. Those equations were as follows: 

1. RT = a + bl roc + e 

2. TT = a + b2 roc + b
3 

RT + e 

3. IY.I' = a + b4 RT + e 

4. fiT = a + b5 roc + e 

5. (P-E)/~ = a + b6TT + b
7 

IY.I' + b
8 

IRT + e 

6. CS = a + b9 RT + blO (P-E)!E + b
ll 

IRT + e 

The standardized Q.' s (betas) from these equations were used to cOO1Jute .. t~ 
effect coefficients for Table 6-2 (p. 60). 
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TABLE E-5 -- IvIultiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime on 
reporting time (equation 1). 

IA=pendent Variable: Reporting Time (reciprocal transfonnation) 

Independent Variables 

Invol vanent Vandalism 

Involvement Forgery, 
Fraud, and Embezzlement 

Weapon Possession 

Drunkenness 

Disturbing the Peace 

Disorderly Conduct 

Discovery Vandalism 

DiSCOVeLj ForgeLj, 
Fraud, and Embezzlement 

Constant 

B 

5.10594 

9.13774 

1. 61097 
2.58941 

4.75835 
1.09300 

-0.78957 

Beta 

0.141,49 

0.18890 

0.01630 
0.05217 
0.12429 

0.01638 
-0.02140 

-10.31373 -0.14608 

F 

2.603 

5.385 

0.050 
0.416 

2.034 
0.046 
0.059 

3.726 

Simple r 

0.09740 

0.15493 

-0.00744 
0.00569 
0.07530 

-0.01945 
-0.10235 

-0.18672 

lliltiple R: 0.28640 
0.08202 
2.03861 

11.32302 

Sample: R Square: 
F: 

137 

H: 
Reference Group: 

All Part II Crime 
196 

N:maggravated Assault 
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IABLE E-6 -- MUltiple regression analysis o~ the effe7ts of type of crime 
and reporting tim: on travel tune (equatl.on 2). 

Dependent Variable: Travel Tim: 

Independent Variables B Beta F Sinp1e r 
Involvement Vandalism 0.02901 0.18099 4.217 0.06520 
Involvement Forgery, 

0.02461 0.11214 1.931 0.00230 Fraud, and Ehbezz1ement 
Weapon Possession -0.01822 -0.04064 0.324 -0.08134 
Drunkenness 0.01478 0.06565 0.688 -0.01742 
Disturbing the Peace 0.00007 0.00039 0.000 -0.13824 
Disorde~ly Conduct 0.00138 0.00455 0.004 -0.05423 
Discovery Vandalism 0.04978 0.29743 11.893 0.24868 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud and Embezzlement - , 0.01547 0.04830 0.418 0.02769 
Reporting Time (reciprocal 

-0.00088 -0.19474 7.425 -0.19859 transfonmtion) 
Constant 0.08377 

M..l1tip1e R: 0.35763 .SaII¥>le: All Part II Crime 
196 R Square: 0.12790 N: 

Nonaggravated Assault F: 3.03088 Reference Group: 

138 

-- ----- ----

TABIE E-7 -- Ml1tiple regression analysis of the effects of type of crime 
and reporting tiroo on dispatch time (equation 3)... 

Dependent Variable: Dispatch Time 

Independent Variables B Beta F. Si.rnple r Involvement Vandalism 0.03539 0.15713 3.078 0.12026 Involvement Forgery, 
Fraud, and Embezzlement 0.01229 0.03986 0.236 -0.01783 Weapon Possession -0.02418 -0.03839 0.280 -0.05593 Dnmkermess -0.00569 -0.01798 0.050 -0.05856 Disturbing the Peace -0.01988 -0.08144 0.876 -0.16117 Disorderly Conduct -0.02872 -0.06749 0.793 -0.09501 Discovery VandaH.mn 0.03977 0.169Q9 3.722 0.16286 Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement 0.03806 0.08457 1.242 0.08977 Reporting Time (reciprocal 
transfonnation) -0.00092 -0.14499 3.986 ... 0.16124 Constant 0.07006 

Multiple R: 0.31533 Sample: All Part. II Crime R Square: 0.09943 N: 
196 F: 2.28187 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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No 

Yes 

Missing C-~es 

Total 

TABlE E-8 

Frequencies for Fas ter Response Time 
eoulcliMake a Difference 

FREQUENCY PERCEUr 

201 61.1 

47 14.3 

81 24.6 

329 100.0 

140 

AIlJUSTED PERCENT 

81.0 

19.0 

Missing 

100.0 

2 

TABLE E-9 

Reasons for ~ Faster Response Time 
Could Have a Difference -

Could Faster. Response Time 
Have M9.de a Difference te.l t-he Outc~ 

of the Incident 'f 

NO YES 
FREQUENCY PERCENT FREQUEiIJCY PERCENT 

I Incident already ccmni tted _ 
person gone 70 35.5 1 2.1 

Incident occurred earlier _ 
undetected for some time 17 8.6 a 0.0 

Not a rush situation 42 21.3 a 0.0 
Faster response would make 

no difference 5 2.5 0 0.0 
Situation had quieted 4 2.0 0 0.0 
Suspects s till on scene 20 10.2 4 8 . .5 
Officers arrived quickly 15 7.6 1 2.1 
Suspects were apprehended 

on scene 15 7.6 a 0.0 
Incident was in progress 

upbhtheir arrival 4 2.0 1 2.1 
Persons may have been 

apprehended 2 1.0 32 68.1 
Could have IlEde nore 

arrests 0 0.0 1 2.1 
There was potential for 

injury 2 1.0 6 12.8 
Victim tvould have been 

:-:- -. reassured 1 1:\ 1 2.1 .:.. .J -- ~ Total 197 100.0 47 100.0 
Missing Cases: 85 
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TABLE E-I0 __ MUltiple regression analysis of the effects of type of crime 
and response time on fas ter response time could make a 
difference (equation 4) . ' 

Dependent Variable: Fas ter Response Time Could Make a Difference 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 

Livo1vernent Vandalism 0.05802 0.05497 0.387 0.23103 

Involvement Forgery, 
Fraud, and EIr[)ezz1errent -0.09847 -0.06816 0.723 0.04061 

Weapon possession -0.35822 -0.12139 2.958 -0.07766 

Drunkenness -0.24084 -0.16245 4.294 -0.07891 

Disturbing the Peace -0.30179 -0.26392 9.679 -0.16619 

Disorderly Cm~duct 0.08849 0.04439 0.361 0.11565 

Discovery Vandalism -0.28568 -0.25926 8.663 -0.18190 

Discov~xy Forgery, 
Fraud, and Errbezz1errent -0.31842 -0.15100 4.156 -0.11099 

Reporting Time (reciprocal 
trans formation) 0.00284 0.09499 1. 727 0.12703 

Dispatch T:i.Ire -0.05139 -0.01097 0.021 -0.02246 

Travel T:Lrre -0.05006 -0.00760 0.010 -0.04902 

Constant 1. 32598 

lY'Dlltip1e R: 0.39721 Sample: All Part II Grine 

R Square: 0.15777 
(Excluding Miscellaneous) 

F: 3.13352 N: 196 
Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABLE E-11 

Frequencies for Citizen Satisfaction 

STAND. 
INDEPENDENT VARIABIF.S MEAN MED. MIN. M\X. DEVIA. 

~; 

, ' 

Travel T~ 5:17 4:16 :22 29:56 3:36 

Dispatch Ti.Ire 3:50 2:13 :22 37:34 5:06 

Perceived Time 12:11 7:59 1:12 2:00:00 13:).9 

Expected Time 12:11 7:55 1:12 1:30:00 12:43 

Perceptions/ 
Expectations 0.318 -0.000 -0.940 13.286 1.520 

>. 

',I. 
ii ty 

\ 

I 
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i 
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TABLE E-12 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effects of type of crime, 
respor~e time, and faster response tbne could make a difference 
on perceptions and €."'qJectations index (equation 5). 

Dependent Variable: Perceptions and Expectations Index 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 
Involvement Vandalism -0.13401 -0.03480 0.1.59 0.06075 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement -0.38463 -0.07297 0.849 -0.05244 
Weapon Possession -0.24305 -0.02258 0.103 -0.06820 
Dnmkenness -0.02191 -0.00405 0.003 -0.03255 
Dis turbing the Peace -0.04819 -0.01155 0.018 -0.09716 
Disorderly Conduct 0.12506 0.01720 0.056 0.01712 
Discovery Vandalism 0.42330 0.10529 1.402 0.16104 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Errbezzlernent -0.44542 -0.05790 0.614 -0.08474 
Reporting Time (reciprocal 

transfonnation) 0.01246 0.11432 2.546 0.05669 
Dispatch TiL'tIe 2.74746 0.16072 4.727 0.23379 
Travel Time 5.50851 0.22933 9.321 '0.28017 
Faster Response Time 

Could ~~e a Difference 0.84854 0.23258 10.228 0.21450 
Constarit -1. 56116 

Multiple R: 0.42996 Sample: All Part II Crime R Square: 0.18486 (Excluding Miscellaneous) F: 3.45848 N: 196 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABLE E-13 -- MUltiple regression analysis of the effects of type of crime, 
response ttme, and faster response time could make a difference 
on perceived response ttme. 

Dependent Variable: Perceived Response Time 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 
Invol vernent Vandalism 0.01066 0.02310 0.085 0.05765 
Invol varent Forgery, 

Fraud, and Enbezzlement -0.04296 -0.06799 0.896 -0.10631 
Weapon Possession -0.05195 -0.04.025 0.400 -0.10032 
Drtmkermes s 0.00473 0.00729 0.011 -0.04408 
Disturbing the Peace -0.01152 -0.02305 0.088 -0.16:508 
Disorderly Conduct 0.02398 0.02750 0.173 -0.01323 
Discovery Vandalism 0.07343 0.15237 3.572 0.25050 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement 0.12720 0.13793 4.239 0.15195 
Reporting Time (reciprocal 

transfonnation) -0.00063 -0.04807 0.548 -0.18653 
Dispatch Time 0.42903 0.20937 9.756 0.38579 
Travel Time 0.97648 0.33913 24.790 0.46954 
Faster Response Time 

Could Make a Difference 0.04893 0.11188 2.878 0.05355 
Constant 0.01123 

Multiple R: 0.57429 Sample: All Part II Crime R Square: 0.32981 (Excluding Miscellaneous) F: 7.50470 N: 196 
Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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IABLE E-14 -- MUltiple regression analysis of the effects of type of crnne, 
response tiIre, and faster response time could make a difference 
on expected response tiIre. 

Dependent Variable: Expected Response Time 

Independent Variables B Beta F S:i.nq:>le r 
Invo1 veIlElt Vandalism 0.01815 0.03349 0.150 -0.06446 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and EiIDezz1E!IElt -0.02466 -0.03324 0.179 -0.12370 
Weapon Possession -0.01967 -0.01299 0.035 -0.04211 
Drtmkermess -0.01641 -0.02156 0.077 -0.08081 
Disturbing the Peace 0.02812 0.04790 0.317 -0.04275 
Disorderly Conduct 0.03895 0.03806 0.277 -0.00398 
Discovery Vandalism 0.11691 0.20664 5.497 0.20756 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Errbezz1ement 0.31609 0.29195 15.891 0.30693 
Reporting Time (reciprocal 

transfonnation) -0 .. 00280 -0.18264 6.615 -0,27501 
Dispatch Time 0.04447 0.01848 0.064 0.12574 
Travel Time 0.19979 0.05910 0.630 0.15776 
Fas ter Hesponse Time 

Could Hake a Difference -0.01191 -0.02319 0.104 -0.11416 
Constant 0.19799 

M.tl.tip1e R: 0.44617 Sample: All Part II Crime R Square: 0.19907 (Excluding Miscellaneous) F: 3.79031 N: 196 
Reference <i'r.oup: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABLE E-15 -- ~tiple r7gression analysis of the effects of type of criIre, 
respons,e t~, faster resp~e time could malre a difference 
and pe:;eeptlDns and expectatlons index on citizen satisfaction (equatlon 6). 

Dependent Va:riable: Citizen Satisfaction 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r Invo1vertalt Vandalism -0.16809 -0.04785 0.396 0.08231 Involvement Forgery, 
Fraud, and Embezzlement -0.42953 -0.08932 1.671 -0.06179 Weapon Possession -0.35209 -0.03585 0.344 -0.07424 Drunkermess -0.02423 -0.00491 0.005 -0.01492 Disturbing the Peace -0.23941 -0.06290 0.709 -0.11219 Disorderly Conduct 0.65116 0.09814 2.389 0.15045 Discovery Vandalism -0.08990 -0.02451 0.100 0.01663 Discove!}T Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement -0.21178 -0.03017 0.219 -0.10610 Reporting Time (recipn1ca1 
trans fonnation) 0.01625 0.16347 6.779 0.20310 Dispatch Time 0.81313 0.05214 0.640 0.09995 Travel Time -1.00399 -0.04582 0.467 0.05084 Faster Response Time 
Could Make a Difference 0.79567 0.23906 13.509 0.37485 Perceptions and 
Expectations Index 0.40762 0.44681 48.225 0.51750 Constant 0.53734 

Ml1tiple R: 0.62117 Semple: All Part II Crime R Square: 0.38585 
(Excluding Miscellaneous) F: 8.79571 N: 

196 Reference Group: Nona~4avated Assault 
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!ABLE E-16 -- ~llltiple regression analysis of the effect of reporting time 
(reciprocal transformation) on dispatch time. 

Dependent Variable: Dispatch Time 

Independent Variable 

Reporting Time (reciprocal 
transformation) 

Constant 
Multiple R: 
R Square: 
F: 

0.16124 
0.02600 
5.17850 

, B 

-0.00103 
0.08247 

Beta F Simple r 

-0.16124 5.178 -0.16124 

Sample: All Part II Crime 
N: 196 

TABlE E-17 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime 
on faster response ti 2 could make a difference. 

Dependent Vari:JblL.!: . 'aster :~I.?~;ponse Time Could Make a Difference 

Independent VaY.'L'ili1es B Beta F Sirrp1e r 
Involvement Vandalism 0.06970 0.06604 0.586 0.23103 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement -0.07357 -0.05092 0.422 0.04061 
Weapon Possession -0.35135 -0.11906 2.869 -0.07766 
Dn . .Irlkennes s -0.23370 -0.15764 4.096 -0.07891 
Disturbin0 the Peace -0.28684 -0.25085 8.934 -0.16619 
Disorder] y (r'nduct 0.09309 0.04670 0.404 0.11565 
Discovery VandaU ~m -0.29253 -0.26547 9.761 -0.18190 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and r.'ml.,ezz1ement 0.35135 -0.16662 5.228 -0.11099 
Constant 1.35135 

Multiple R: C' .:;d567 Sample: All Part II Crime R Square: 0.14874 N: 196 F: 4.08441 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABLE E-18 -- M.1l.~iple ::egression analysis of the effect of citizen 
sat~sfactl.on rwdel on perceptions and expectations. 

Dependent Variable: Perceptions and Expectations 

Independent Variables B Beta 

Travel Time 5.64117 0.23485 
Dispatch Tim: 
Faster Response Time 

Could Make' a Difference 
Constant 

M.t1tiple R: 

. 2.58027 

0.83695 
-1. 39215 

0.15094 

0.22941 

F 

10.693 
4.425 

11.863 

SiIq>le r 

0.28017 
0.23379 

0.21450 

R Square: 
F: 

0.38768 
0.15030 

11.32045 
Sample: All Part II Crim: 
N: 196 

TABIE E-19 -- ~ltirle regres~ion analysis of the effect of significant 
mdependent varl.ab1es on perceptions. 

Dependent Variable: Perceptions 

Independent Variables 
Travel Time 

Dispatch Ti.JTE 

Constant 
M.lltip1e R: 
R Square: 
F: 

0.52125 
0.27170 

36.00025 

B 

1.08860 
0.50026 
0.06230 
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Beta 
0.37806 
0.24413 

F 

32.559 
13.576 

Sinp1e r 

0.46954 
0.38579 

Sample: All Part II Crim: 
N: 196 



!ABLE E-20 -- MUltiple rc§ression analysis of the effect of significant 
independent variables on expectations. 

Dependent Variable: Expectations 

Independent Variables B Beta F 
Reporting Time (reciprocal 

transfonnation) -0.00305 -0.19910 8.404 
Involvement Vandalism 0.02486 0.04588 0.293 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and Errbez21ement -0.01800 -0.02427 0.098 
Weapon Po~session -0.02015 -0.01330 0.038 
Drunkenness -0.01084 -0.01424 0.035 
D:i.sturbing the Peace 0.03083 0.05252 0.407 
Disorderly Conduct 0.03683 0.03603 0.253 
Discovery Vandalism 0.13208 0.23346 7.934 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement 0.32469 0.29990 17,1+57 

Con1:ltant 0.20214 

Sirrple r 

-0.27501 

-0.06446 

-0.12370 

-0.04211 
-0.08081 

-0.04275 

-0.00398 
0.20756 

0.30693 

Multiple R: 0.44117 Sanple: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.19463 N: 196 
F: 4.99433 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 

TABLE B-21 -- .Multiple regression analysis of the. effect of significant 
independent variables on t:itizen satisfaction. 

Dependent Variable: Citizen Satisfaction 

Independent Variables 

Reporting Time (reciprocal 
trans foI1118. tion) 

Perceptions and 
Expectations 

Faster Response. Til~ 
Could ~1ake a DifferenL:e 

Constant 
Multiple R: 0.60107 

0.361213 
36.20082 

R Square: 
F: 

~.::1 ._~ .~~, ¥~-"'"," <r'~ .' 7 ', ...... ::-~ ,,~,.~.. "',,"'-,,' .~~ 

~. 

B 

0.011136 

0.41392 

l).86261 

0.33112 

150 

Beta 

0.1/-1-446 

0.45371 

0.2)917 

F Simple r 

6.166 0.20310 

58.979 0.51750 

18.995 0.374R5 

S~le : All Part II Crime 
N: 196 

,. 
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TABU: F-1 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime on 
length of residence at present address. 

Dependent Variable: Length of Residence at Present Address 

Independent Variables B Beta F Sirrp1e r 

Invol v~nt Vandalism 1.69234 0.09778 1.586 0.05076 

Involvement Forgery. 
-0.71797 -0.02770 0.157 -0.07121 Fraud, and Embezzlement 

Weapon Possession -1.98113 -0.04039 0.390 -0.06174 

Drunkenness -0.03669 -0.00138 0.000 -0.04152 

Disturbing the Peace 0.07015 0.00371 0.002 -0.05740 

Disorderly Conduct -0.98113 -0.02930 0.191 -0.06148 

Discovery Vandalism 4.29160 0.23789 9.628 0.22251 

Discovery Forgery, 
Fraud, and Embezzlement 0.56432 0.01685 0.063 -0.01320 

Constant 4.98113 

Multiple R: 0.25256 Sample: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.06378 N: 249 
F: 2.04391 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 

.. _ .. _-------
--------------- -"-'-'-- ._._----------- _._--- _._-
TABLE F-2 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime on 

whether t.he cit.izen owned, rented, ur boarded. 

Dependent" Vari.ahle· Whether the Citizen CMned, Rented, or Boarded 

Independent Variables 

1nvo 1 VEID2n t Vanda Usm 

InvolveJT~nt Forgery, 
Fraud, <:md Embezzlement: 

Weapon Possession 

Drunkennefis 

Disturbing the Peace 

Disorderly Conduct 

Discovery VC1I1Jnlifim 

Discover] Forgery, 
Fraud, cmd FJIDez;~lemen t 

ConstMt 

Multiple R: 0.37910 
O. l4372 
5 03521 

R Square: 
F: 

" . 

B 

-0.47093 

-0.24429 

-0.3811.3 

-0.0366Y 

-0.26318 

0.01R87 

-0.59477 

-0.79931 
1. 9811] 

Beta 

-0.28655 

-0.09926 

-0.08183 

-0.01454 

-0.14640 

o 005~3 
-0. :34121 

-0.25139 

F 

14.889 

2.LOI 

1.750 

0.048 

4. ]03 

0.009 

22.425 

15.346 

Simple r 

-0.12766 

0.02557 

-0.01725 

0.11353 
... :. 

0.02588 

0.10572 

-0.20730 

-0.16350 

S;wn 1c: All Par.t II Crime 
N: r 249 
RE,ference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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IAB~~ F-3 -- MUltiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime on 
marital status. 

Dependent Vre:-iable: Marl tal Status 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 

Involvement Vandalism -0.23335 -0.18837 6.357 -0.00552 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and FIrbezzlement -0.48361 -0.26070 15.000 -0.14926 

Weapon Possession -0.44151 -0.12575 4.084 -0.06210 

Drunkenness -0.14151 -0.07441 1.234 0.04894 
Disturbing the Peace -0.17997 -0.13282 3.337 0.04190 

Disorderly Conduct -0.00SI5 -0.00215 0.001 0.09722 

Discovery Vandalism -0.39151 -0.30321 16.898 -0.15395 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Errbezz1errei1t -0.64151 -0.26767 17.190 -0.18057 
Constant 0.64151 

M..l1tip1e R: 0.36518 Sample: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.13336 N: 249 
F: 4.61645 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 

TABLE F-4 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime an 
type of YXlrk. 

Dependent Variable: Type of Work 

Independent Variables B Beta F Shnple r 

Involvement Vandalism -0.83333 -0.01522 0.024 -0.12613 
Invol vernent Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement 3.20000 0.04829 0.279 -0.02820 
Weapon Possession -3.80000 -0.02758 0.126 -0.06437 
Drunkenness 6.14118 0.08824 0.964 0.02043 
Disturbing the Peace -1. 75833 -0.02933 0.096 -0< 12844 

Disorderly Con~ct -5.80000 ·-0.04693 0.354 -0.08885 
Discovery Vandalism 17.11667 0.33510 10.920 0.30392 

Discovery Forgery, 
Fraud, and Embezzlement 14.65455 0.17265 4.1L~ 0.12332 

Constant 32.80000 

Multiple R: 0.36771 Sample: All Part II CriIre 
R Square: 0.13521 N: In 
F: 3.16603 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABlE F-5 -- M.lltip1e regress:i,on analysis of the effect of tyPe of cr~ 
on age. 

Dependent Variable: Agf~ 

Independent Variables B Beta F S~le r 
L.,volvem;mt Vandalism 10.46768 0.27808 13,'420 0.08077 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement 8.27507 0.14933 4.709 0.00517 
We~on Possession 3.41981 0.02924 0.214 -0.03990 
Dnmkenness 7.05870 0.12425 3.292 -0.01809 

• 
Disturbing the Peace 10.61718 0.25931 12.267 0.07535 
Disorderly Conduct 6.98799 0.09763 2.187 -0.01496 
Discovery Vandalism 14.26072 0.36932 24.039 0.19729 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Eirbezzlem:mt 5.89708 0.08239 1.558 -0.03092 
Constant· 28.83019 

MJltiple R: 0.32896 SaI'llJle: All Part II Cr:i.lre 
R Square: 0.10821 N: 245 
F: 3.57965 Reference Group: Nonaggravated'A$sault 

TABlE F-6 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime on 
education. 

Dependent Variable: Education 

Independent Variables B Beta F SiIrple r 
Invo1 vem=nt: Vandalism 0.07701 0.01406 0.035 -0.13753 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzl~'t 0.95134 0.11600 2.917 0.03562 
Weapon Possession 0.65660 0.04231 0.454 -0.00164 
Drtmkenness 1.11216 0.13227 3.830 0.05522 
Disturbing the Peace 0.81976 0.13536 3.427 0.02694 
Disorderly Conduct -0.67067 -0.06330 0.944 -0.13355 
Discovery Vandalism 1.69297 0.29648 15.878 0.21532 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Flri::>ezzl~nt 2.32933 0.21984 11.389 0.16273 . 
Constant 3.94340 

Multiple R: 0.34806 Sample: All Part II Cr:i.lre 
R Square: 0.12115 l'~ : 248 
F: 4.11813 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABlE F-7 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of type of cr~ on 
head of household. 

Dependent Variable: Head of Household 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 
Invo1 vanent Vandalism 0.22729 0.20207 6.781 0.08482 
Invo1 vanent Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement 0.37874 0.22507 10.430 0.14674 
Weapon Possession 0.23137 0.07268 1.280 0.02581 

- Dnmkermess 0.15359 0.08904 1.649 0.00169 
Disturbing the Peace -0.04231 -0.03404 0.205 -0.18382 
Disorderly Conduct 0.24955 0.11481 2.960 0.04752 
Discovery Vandalism 0.24955 0.21289 7.727 0.10251 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement 0.24955 0.11481 2.960 0.04752 
Constant 0.56863 

lliltiple R: 0.30197 Sample: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.09119 N: 246 
F: 2.9"1240 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 

TABlE F-8 _ .. Multiple regresAion analysis of the effect of type of crime on 
incom:. 

Dependent Variable: Income 

Independent Variables B Beta . F Simple r 
Invol vanent Vandalism 1.05897 0.11661 1.566 -0.07'72 
Involvc~t Forgery, 

Fraud ,1 and Errbezzlem=nt 3.24762 0.23396 8.290 0.13256 
Weapon Possession 3.03333 0.10468 2.066 0.05177 
Dnmkenness 1.18718 0.08268 1.053 -0.02813 
Disturbing the Peace -0.00833 -0.00076 0.000 -0.16676 
Diso~derly Conduct -1. 46667 -0.07093 0.886 -0.15177 
Discovery Vandalism 3.48495 0.35250 15.247 0.23845 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement 5.92222 0.34755 19.995 0.27040 
Constant 5.96667 

Multiple R: 0.46332 Sample: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.21467 N: 169 
F: 5.46692 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABlE F-9 -- Ml1tiple regression analysis of the effect of type of cr:inre 
on race. 

Dependent Variable: Race 

Independent Variables B Beta F SiIrple r 

Involvement Vandalism -0.09314 -0.07518 0.979 0.11718 

Involvement Forgery, 
Fraud, and FiIbezz1ement -O.48~13 -0.25335 13.775 -0.15450 

t-leapon Possession -0.20377 -:-0.05910 0.859 0.00194 

Dnmkermess -0.38155 -0.20416 8.859 -0.09891 

Disturb~ the Peace -0.28798 -0.21376 8.312 -0.06827 .. 
Itisorderly Conduct -0.14923 -0.06338 0.919 0.02718 

Discovery Vandalism -0.28559 -0.22476 8.880 -0.07226 
Discovery rorgery. 

Fraud. and FiIbezzlE!lE1lt -0.51286 -0.21783 10.851 -0.13456 
Constant 0.60377 

Mlltip1e R: 0.32990 Sample: All Part II CriIre 
R Square: 0.10884 N: 244 
F: 3.58748 Reference Group: . Nanaggravated Assault 

TABIE F-IO -- fv'Llltiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crnue 
on sex. 

Dependent Variable: Sex 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 
Invol verrent Vandalism -0.07470 ... 0.05950 0.636 0.04974 
Invol vanen t Forgery, 

Fraud, and Einbezzlemmt -0.47964 -0.25503 14.401 -0.20413 
Weapon Possession 0.01509 0.00424 0.005 0.04013 
Dnmkermess 0.(,2621 0.01359 0.041 0.08445 
Disturbing the Peace 0.04009 0.02949 0.164 0.14L149 
Disorderly Conduct -0.03945 -0.01623 0.063 0.03678 
Discovery Vandalism -0.35763 -0.27326 13.762 -0.21581 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement -0.40309 -0.16587 6.624 -0.11974 
Constant 0.58491 

~ltip1e R: 0 . .36457 Sarrple: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.13291 N.:· 250 
F: 4.61784 Reference Grow?: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABLE F-ll -- T-test of the rrean difference between types of Part II criIre for length of residence at 
present address. 

! -I, -·----T- I i 

1

'-""",«1 lo-,olv","",,' Involvement I Wecpoo Drunkenness O"tu,",og O'so,de,'y D"cove,y D"cove'Y I 
I Assault l vanaa'lsm 'I ' PosseSSion' tne Peace Conduct Vandalism Ie. ' 

, IFOrge~FraU~ FOrge~FroUd,~1 

I 1 Embezzlerrem ,'I II=-mbezzlerrer1t 
I: I 

~------------+I--------~-- ~ --------~-----~----~------+-----

i -1.25 ! 0.50 0.81 0.03 j -0.06 ,i 0.58 1-2.69 -0.30 I , 
Nonoggrovated 

Assault i p < .2151 p < .616 p < .420 p < .980 I p < .952 i P < .564'p < .009 p < .762 I 

~------.--t-__ ---L--._-.--+-.-----+----t-----+-----+----+-----+-----; 
Involvement : 1.47 i 2.75 1.07', 1.11 I 1. 79 -1.45 0.44 

, I P < 148 1 P < .0101 p < .292 i!P < • 272 1 P < .0811p < .152 P < .663 

Involvement 1-----------'- . I 0.53 I _0.41
1

, -0.50 ~---2-.-72----+---0-.-5-9---l 
Forgery, Fraud, 1 i P < • 600 p < .684 p < .617 p < .880 p < .009 P < .558 

~E'-m....:b:...:e;.::z..::;z,,;..1 e.c...m_en __ t'--__ . __________________ . .l 1 i 

Vandalism 

! 
Weapon -1.43 I -1.76 -0.65 -3.97 -1.21 

1 P < .167 I P < .092 p < .526 p < .001 p < .249 PossesSion 

~-------~I 

Drunkenness I -0.07 I 0.57 -2.37 -0.26 

I
! p < .946 p < .577 p < .021 p < .796 

~------------+'----------------'------------------~------+-----~----1----,---

I 
Disturbing I 0.57 -2.50 -0.24 
the Peace I P < .568 p < .015 p < .809 

I D"O'd';;~-I----"---'------'-"-'-- -----.---------------- --.1-----+r-_-3 -.0-7--+---0-,-7-0--1 

Conduct -J-----------.-.-.- I p < .003 p < .494 

Discovery 1. 24 I 
--------------~--~~ 

Vonda I Ism ____ +-________ _____ . _________ . __ .'" ~ __________ . _______ . ______ ...1.-
P
_<_._2_2_1-/ 

Discovery 
Forgery, Froud, 

Embezzlement '---=:.....:...:::.=:..::..:...::.c.:..:.;:.;.;..'--_--'-_______ . ______ . _' --------.--- . 

• 

--'J 

" 
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TABLE F-12 -- T-test of the mean difference between types of Part II crime for whether the respondent 
owned, rented, or boarded. 

Nonaggravota:: Involvemen] Involvement Weapon I I Disorderly Discovery Discovery IDrunkenness Disturbing 
Type of C rJ me IFOrge~ Fraud Forgery, Fraucl, 

Assault Vandalism ' Possession the Peace Conduct Vandalism 
EmbezzletTefl1 Emtezzlerrent 
i 

Nonaggravated 
i 

3.61 1. 38 1.19 0.19 1.95 -0.08 4.65 3.68 
Assault P < .001 p < .172 p < .238 p < .853 p < .054 p < .934 p < .001 p < .001 

I Involvement 
I -1.39 -0.31 -2.35 -1.64 -2.37 1.03 1.68 

Vandalism I p < .168 P < .756 p < .022 p < .106 p < .021 p < .307 p < .098 

Involvement 0.49 -0.92 0.12 -1.18 2.34 2.87 
Forgery, Fraud, p < .631 p < .366 p < .905 p < .248 p < .022 p < .008 
Embezzlement 

. Weapon -0.90 -0.44 -1.22 0.8L, 1.72 
PosseSSion P < .380 p < .659 p < .244 p < .405 p < .107 

Drunkenness 1.23 -0.20 2.71 3.39 
p < .223 p < .847 p < .012 p < .002 

Disturbing -1.44 2.75 2.96 
the Peace 

! p < .158 p < .007 p < .005 

Disorderly 3.27 3.61 

Conduct p < .002 p < .002 

Discovery 1.18 
Vandalism P < .244 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement 

, 

I 
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TABIE F-13 -- T-test of the proportional difference between types of Part II crime for marital status, 

NonaggrCNOtJ Involvement 
! ! 

!nvolvement Weapon 
Drunkenness 

Disturbing Disorderly' Discovery Discovery 
Type 01 Crl me 

~orgery""raud, Forgery,Fraud, 
Assault vandalism Pos~sslon I the Peace Conduct Vandalism 

: moeZZierT'ef1t ! I EmbeZZlerrent 

-- ! Nonaggravatea 2.40 3.94 1.96 1.05 

Ip 

1. 73 0.03 4.14 4.37 
p " .018 p < .001 p < .055 p < .295 < .087 p < .975 p < .001 p < .001 Assault 

Involvement 1. 99 0.90 -0.66 -0.50 -1. 37 1.62 2.71 
Vandalism P < .051 p < .373 p < .509 p < .620 p < .175 p < .109 p < .009 

Involvement -0.22 -2.32 -"2.32 -2.97 -0.80 1. 39 
Forgery, Froud, p < 
Embezzlement 

.831 p < .026 p < .024 p < .006 p < .428 p < .176 

Weapon -1.18 -1.10 -1. 66 -0.24 1.55 
PossessIon p < .251 p < .277 p < .120 p < .810 p < .143 

Drunkemess. 0.27 -0.70 1. 94 3.20 
p < .791 P < .491 P < .057 p < .003 

Disturbing -1.01 2.04 3.01 
the Peace P < .316 p < .044 p < .004 

Disorderly 2.54 4.18 
Conduct p < .014 p < .001 

I Discovery L88 
Vanoollsm p < .066 

Discovery 

I Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement 

" 
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TABLE F-14 -- T-test of the mean difference between types of Part II crine for type of work. 

I 

Type of Crime 
Nonoggrcrvut 

Assault 

I I 
~ Involvement Iln'lolvemen~ 

, V d I IFOrgerYFraU , an a Ism 

f-------t--.--
Nonaggravated 

Assault 

, 
l IEmbeLZ~emrt 
I 
I 0.15 I -0.51 
I p < .881 i P < .611 

I ~-----------~-----~ 
Involvement 

Vandalism 

I nvolvem€'flt 

Forgery, Fraud, 
Embenlement 

Weapon 

Possession 

I Drunkenness 

I DI5t~rblng------r-
Ole Peace 

DiSOrderly 

Conduct 

-

I -0.66 , 
I 

I P < ,512 

-

_ .. "-

~----------.. - ----'. ----------
Discovery 

Vandalism 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzfiement 

-----------

I 
Weapon Drunkenness 

PossesSion 

0.35 -0.95 
P < .732 p < .348 

0.27 -1.10 
p < .792 p < .278 

0.59 ·-0.41 
p < .559 p < .681 

-0.82 
p < .420 

I 
• Disturbing Disorderly Discovery 

the Peace I Conduct' Vandalism 

0.33 0.62 I -3.25 
p < .746 p < .544 p < .002 

0.17 0.52 -3.55 
p < .862 p < .609 P < .001 

0.84 0.90 -2.38 
P < .406 P < .380 p < .021 

-0.21 0.16 -1. 93 
p < .838 p < .876 p < .061 

1. 30 1.17 -1. 81 
P < .203 p < .256 P <: .077 

I 0.48 -3.72 
i P < .634

1
P < .001 

L 

-2.43 
P < .020 

, 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 

Embezzlement 

-2.11 I 
p < .042 

-2.22 
P < .032 

1. 53 
p < .136 

-1.70 
P < .113 

-1.11 
p < .276 

-2.59 
P < .014 

-2.37 
P < .033 

0.36 
P < .717 
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TABLE F-1S -- T-test of the mean difference between types of Part II crirre for. age. 

~'" Involvement Involvement Weapon 
I I 

Disorderly Discovery Discovery D k i Disturbing 
Type of Crl me Forgery, Fraud 

run enness 
Forgery, Froud, 

Assault I Vandalism 
I 

PosseSSion the Peace Conduct Vandalism 
iEmbezzlerrent Emt:ez:zlerrent 

Nonoggravat ed -3.83 -2.53 -0.54 -2.06 -3.66 -1.17 -5.05 -1. 52 
Assault P < .001 P < .014 p < .590 p < .043 p < .001 P < .263 p < .001 p < .134 

I 

-- < 

Involvement 0.56 0.91 0.84 -0.04 0.66 -1.18 0.96 
Vandalism p < .576 p < .367 p < .405 p < .964 p < .515 p < .242 p < .339 

Involvement 0.73 0.29 -0.58 0.23 -1.48 0.56 
Forgery, Fraud, p < .474 p < .776 p < .567 p < .823 p < .143 p < .577 
Embezzlement 

Weapon -0.50 -0.91 -0.35 -1. 35- -0.46 

Posses,slon p < .621 p < .370 p < .731 p < .183 p < .651 

-Drunkenness -0.84 0.01 -1. 71 0.26 
p < .405 p < .991 p < .092 p < .800 

Disturbing 0.65 -1.06 0.97 
the Peace p < .517 p < .292 p < .338 

1--. 

Disorderly -1.32 0.17 
Conduct P < .191 p < 0864

1 Discovery 2.39 
Vandalism p < .023 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement 
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", TABLE F-16 -- T-test of the ncan difference between types of Part II criIre for education. 

! ! I . l~ravote:: Involvement Involvement Weapon Disorderly Discovery Discovery I ; Disturbing 
Type 01 Crime ForgerY, Frouq lDrunkennes~ FOrgery,Frou~ Assault '. Vondqllsrn Possession ' the Peace Conduct Vandalism 

EmbeZZI,errent Emtezzlem:nt 

Nonoggravated -0.21 I -1.86 -0.75 ..... 2.20 -1. 73 1.14 -3.96 -3.89 
Assault p < .833 p < .067 p < .459 p < .031 p <.088 P < .261 p < .001 p < .001 

Involvement -1.67 -0.65 -2.00 -1.60 1.24 ·-3~67· -3.68 

Vandalism p < .100 p < .521 p < .050 p < .113 p < .220 p < .001 p'< .001. 

Involvement 0.26 -0.24 0.20 2.18 -1.17 -1.80 
Forgery, Fraud, p < .795 p < .814 p < .845 p < .038 p < .249 p < .082 
Embezzlement 

Weapon -0.43 -0.14 1.31 -0.92 -1.56 
PossessIon P < .668 p < .891 p < .211 p < .364 p < .141 

-- --
Drunkenness 0.44 2.56 -0.91 -1.69 

p < .662 p < .016 p < .364 p < .1021 

Disturbing 1.88 -1. 62 I =1.89 

the Peace p < .066 p < .108 p < .066 

Disorderly -3.12 -4.27 

Conduct p < .003 . p < .001 

Discovery -0.83 
Vandalism P < .410 

~ 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement 

'r I' 'il 
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TABIE F-17 -- T-test of the proportional difference between types of Part II crime for whether the 
respondent was the head of the household. 

NonoggrCMlla:l Involvement Involvement Weapon ! ! Disturbing Disorderly Discovery DISCOVery 
Type of CrIme Forgery, Frauq I Oronkorness I Forgery, Fraud, 

Assault Vandalism 
~mbezzlerrent 

Possession' the Peace Conduct Vandalism 
Emrezzlerrent 

Nonoggravated -2.49 -4.32 -0.99 -1.14 0.39 -1.55 -2.68 -1.55 
Assault p < .015 p < .001 p < .324 p < .257 p < .695 p < .127 p < .009 p < .127 

Involvement -1.93 -0.02 0.63 2.75 -0.16 -0.27 -0.16 
Vandalism P < .059 p < .983 p < .528 p < .007 p < .870 p < .789 p < .870 

Involvement 1.04 1.87 4.32 1.12 1.64 0.97 
Forg~ry, Fraud, 

, 
p < .309 p < .074 p < .001 p < .271 p < .107 p < .347 

Embezzlement 

Weapon 0.34 1.15 -0.08 -0.10 -0.08 
Possession p < .740 p < .257 I P < .937 p < .923 p < .937 

Drunl<e.nness .' 1. 39 -0.57 -0.83 -0.57 
p < .170 p < .574 p < .408 p < .574 

Disturbing -1. 75 -2.95 -1. 75 
the P~ace P < .086 p < .004 p < .086 

Disorderly 0.00 0.00 
Conduct p < 1.00 p < 1.00 

Discovery 0.00 

Vandalism 
p < 1.00 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement . 

• 
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TABIE F-18 -- T-test of the !!ean difference between types of Part II crim2 for inc~. 

r- I - I I I 
Discovery I Nonaggravat~ Involvement Involvement Weapon i Disturbing Disorderly Discovery 

Type of Crime 

I 
Forgery,Frauq 

iDrunkennessi 
Forgery,Frauq 

Assault Vandalism PossesSion . tt~e Peace Conduct Vandalism 
Embezzlerrent. Emtezzlerrent 

i 

I 
, 

Nonoggrava ted -1. 23 
I 

-2.77 -1.40 -1.04 0.01 0.91 -3.93 -7.44 
Assault I p < .222 P < .008 p < .171 p < .305 p < .994 p < .369 p < .001 p < .001 

Involvement 

I 
-1. 97 -0.94 -0.12 1.12 1. 63 -2.93 -6.72 

Vandalism p < .054 p < .354 p < .907 p < .269 p < .111 p < .005 p < .001 

Involvement 0.09 ' "c; 2.50 2.59 -0.21 I -2.44 ~.--

Forgery, Fraud, p < .929 p < .133 p < .017 p < .018 .p < .833 p < .025 
Embezzlement I 
Weapon 0.91 1. 26 1. 72 -0.22 -1. 36 
Possession p < .380 p < .218 p < .129 p < .826 p < .308 

Drunkenness 0.94 1.63 -2.12 -4.86 
p < .353 p < .122 p < .040 p < .001 

Disturbing 0.81 -3.54 -6.39 
the Peace p < .422 p < .001 p < .001 

Disorderly -3.26 -4.65 
Conduct p '< .002 p < .003 

Discovery -3.23 
Vandalism. p < .• 003 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement 

: , 
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TABLE F-19 -- T-test of the proportional difference between types of Part II crime for race. 

! I I 
_""""" Involvemenl nvolvemen\ Weapon Ok' Disturbing Disorderly Discovery 

Type of Crime Forgery, Frouq 
, run enness 

Assault I Vandalism 'errent! Possession ' the Peace Conduct Vandalism 
mbezzl 

I I 
I 

Nonoggravated 0.93 0.87 2.92 2.80 0.90 2.90 , 3.78 
Assault P < .354 p < .001 p < .385 p < .005 p < .006 p < .370 p < .005 

Involvement 2.97 0.46 2.14 1.82 0.33 1.88 
Vandalism l p < .004 p < .646 p < .036 p < .072 p < .743 p < .064 

_. 

Involvement -1.44 -0.80 -1. 57 -2.09 -1.60 
Forgery, Fraud. 

p < .165 P < .427 p < .123 P < .046 p < .114 
Embezzlement -
Weapon 0.78 0.37 -0.19 0.36 
Possession p < .446 p < .714 p < .851 p < .719 

I Drunkenness -0.71 -1.31 -0.75 
p < .478 p < .203 p < .458 

Disturbing -0.84 -0.02 
the Peace p < .405 P < .982 

Disorderly 0.84 
Conduct p < .404 

Discovery 

Vandalism 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement 

.... 

& 

'._-, 

J 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 

~mrezz\erre91t 

. 3.31 
p < .002 

2.64 
p < .011 

0.22 
p < .831 

1.48 
p < .162 

0.89 
p < .382 

1.49 
p < .143 

2.00 
p < .059 

1.52 
p < .135 

" 

1 
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TABlE F-20 -- T-test of the proportional difference between types of Part II cr:ine for sex. 

NonaggrCMlte: Involvement iii'volvement Weapon ! Disturbing Disorderly Discover)( Discovery 
Type of Crime Forgery,Frauc 

, Drunkenness 
Forgery, Fraud, 

Assault Vandal,sm 
~mbez2.lem:i"lI 

PossessIon .. the Peace Conduct VandalIsm 
~f"Ti)ezzlerrent 

Nonaggravated 0.75 3.92 -0.06 -0.19 -0.39 0.24 3.77 2.52 
Assault P < .454 p < .001 p < .949 p < .848 p < .700 p < .813 p < .001 p < .014 

Involvement 3.96 -0.38 -0.73 -1.08 -0.21 2.91 2.01 

Vandalism 
p < .001 p < .708 p < .470 p < .283 p < .836 p < .005 p < .049 

Involvement -2.67 -3.69 -4.21 -2.89 -1.13 -0.58 
Forgery, Fraud, p < .014 p < .001 p < .001 p < .007 p < .265 p < .568 
Embezzlement 

Weapon -0.04 -0.11 0.19 1.81 1. 72 
Possession p < .966 p < .916 p < .851 p < .076 p < .107 

Drunkenness -0.10 0.34 3.07 2.40 
p < .921 p < .739 p < .003 p < .024 

Disturbing 0.47 3.99 2.75 
the Peace p < .640 p < .001 p < .008 

Disorderly 2.13 1.83 
Conduct p < .038 p < .083 

Discovery 0.32 

Vandalism p < .750 

DIscovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezz I ement 
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tABLE F-2l -- MUltiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crUDe on 
delay due to telephoning another person. 

Dependent Variable: Delay Due to Telephoning Another Person 

Independent Variables B Beta F Sirrple r 
Invo1varent Vandalism 0.04175 0.05371 0.660 0.00217 
h,vo1ve!lE1t Forgery,. 

Fraud, and ~z15i1el1t 0.13963 0,11857 4.058 0.09006 
Weapon Possession 0.00798 0.00613 0.011 -0.02624 
Drunkenpess -0.02453 -0.02724 0.187 -0.08143 
Disturbing the Peace 0.01812 0.02398 0.129 -0.03571 
Disorderly Conduct -0.00085 -0.00070 0.000 -0.03640 
Discovery Vandalism 0.02915 0.03636 0.309 -0.01645 
Discove~v Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlerrent 0.53249 0.34676 38.003 0.33263 
Constant 0.05085 

M.l1tip1e R: 0.35604 Sample: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.12677 N: 329 
F: 5.80670 Reference Group: Nanaggravated Assault 

~LE F-22 - MUltiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime on 
delay due to ,talking to another person. 

Dependent Variable: Delay Due to Talking to Another Person 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 
Involve:nent Vandalism -0.14721 -0.11153 2.809 0.06148 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and Errbezzlerrent -0.27684 -0.13842 5.458 -0.03301 
Weapon Possession -0.55135 -0.24965 18.448 -0.16058 
Drunkenness -0.39964 -0.26128 16.975 -0.13646 
Disturbing the Peace -0.33431 -0.26058 15.031 -0.11287 
Disorderly Conduct -0.41017 -0.20047 1l. 555 -0.10155 
Discovery Vandalism -0.07017 -0.05153 0.6l3 0.12544 
Discovery Forgery. 

Fraud, and Errbezz1ement -0.11017 -0.04225 0.557 0.04173 
Constant 0.61017 

M.l1tip1e R: 0.33911 Sample: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.11500 N: 329 
F: 5.19764 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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'!'ABU: F-23 -- M..1ltiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime on 
delay due to investigating incident scene. 

Dependent Variable: Delay Due to Investigating Incident Scene 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 

Involvement Vandalism, 0.15129 0.20416 9.190 0.16649 

Involvement Forgery, 
Fraud, and Embezzlement 0.06134 0.05463 0.830 0.01253 

Heapon Possession -0.03390 -0.02734 0.216 -0.06980 

Dnmkenness 0.01873 0.02182 0.116 -0>03875 
Disturbing the Peace -0.03390 -0.04706 0.479 -0.13833 

Disorderly Conduct -0.03390 -0.02951 0.244 -0.07607 

Discovery Vandalism 0.10610 0.13878 4.339 0.08936 

Discovery Forgery, 
Fraud, and Embezzlement 0.29944 0.20452 12.732 0.17812 

Constant 0.03390 
l-fu1tiple R: 0.30549 Sarrp1e: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.09332 1'1: 329 
F: 4.11711 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 

TABLE F-24 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime on 
delay due to injury. 

Dependent Variable: Delay Due to Injury 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 
I'nvo1vement Vandalism -0.13559 -0.32606 23.988 -0.06996 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement -0.13559 -0.21519 13.176 -0.04122 
Weapon Possession -0.13559 -0.19487 11.228 -0.03685 
Dnmkenness -0.13559 -0.28137 19.664 -0.05705 
Disturbing the Peace -0.13559 -0.33546 24.884 -0.07303 
Disorderly Conduct -0.l3559 -0.21035 12.708 -0.04016 
Discovery Vandalism -0.13559 -0.31603 23.026 -0.06683 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Errbezz1ement -0.l3559 -0.16503 8.484 -0.03072 
Constant 0.13559 

Multiple R: 0.33771 Sample: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.11405 N: 329 
F: 5.14929 ReferenGe Group: Nonaggravated ~sault 
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TABLE F-25 -- MUltiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime on 
delay due to fear or emotional upset. 

Dependent Variable: Delay Due to Fear or Emotional Upset 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 
Involvement Vandalism -0.31419 -0.34190 27.865 -0.05357 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement -0.35916 -0.25794 20.002 -0.06607 
Weapon Possession -0.34796 -0.22630 15.998 -0.05138 
Drunkermess -0.38046 -0.35728 33.497 -0.11405 
Disturbing the Peace -0.25161 -0.28169 18.538 0.02913 
Disorderly Conduct -0.30678 -0.2l536 14.074 -0.02522 
Discovery Vandalism -0.40678 -0.42904 44.837 -·0.16634 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement -0.32345 -0.17815 10.445 -0.02881 
Constant 0.40678 

Multiple R: 0.40181 Sample: All Part II Crime R Square: 0.16145 N: 329 F: 7.70150 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 

_._---- ----.--
LABLE F-26 -- Multiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime on 

delay due to public communications problems. 

Dependent Vari.able: Delay Due to Public Communications Problems 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 
Involvement Vandalism -0.04583 -0.04396 0.411 0.08823 
Involvement Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement -0.25747 -0.16299 7.133 -0.09112 
t.Jeapon Possession -0.30508 -0.17489 8,534 -0.11024 
Drunkenness -0.22614 -0.18718 8.212 -0.09679 
Disturbing the Peace -0.11543 -0.11391 2.708 0.00873 

: 
Disorderly Conduct -0.15508 -0.09596 2,496 -0.02133 
Discovery Vandalism -0.10508 -0.09770 2.076 0.01933 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and Embezzlement -0.30508 -0.14811 6.449 -0.09189 
Constant 0.30508 

Ml1tip1e R: 0.24727 Sample: All Part II Crime R Square: 0.06114 N: 329 F: 2.60503 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABLE F-27 -- Multiple regres~ion analysis of ~~e effect of type of crime on 
delay due to not being infonned or being misinformed .. 

Dependent Variable: Delay I)Je to Not Being Info~ or Being Mis~ontEd 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r 

Involvement Vandalism -0.11237 -0.14247 4.387 -0.03057 

Involvement Forgery, 
Fraud, and atbezzlemmt -0.04358 -0.03647 0.362 0.04347 

Weapon Possession -0.18644 -0.14127 5.653 -0.07529 

Drunkermess -0.08118 -0.08881 1.877 0.01365 

Disturbing the Peace -0.18644 -0.24319 12.527 -0.14921 

Disorderly Conduct -0.18644 -0.15249 6.398 -0.08206 

Discovery Vandalism -0.08644 -0.10622 2.492 0.00837 

Discovery Forgery, 
Fraud, and Embezzlement 0.14689 0.09426 2.651 0.15924 

Constant 0.18644 

t4l1tip1e R: 0.27407 S~le: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.07511 N: 329 
F: 3.24857 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABLE F-28 -- T-test of the proportional difference between types of Part II crime for the delay due 
to telephoning another person or receiving a call. 

I 
-- I ! I I I 

Nonoggr~ Involvement! Invol'oIE'lT'entl Weapon Disturbing Disorderly Discovery Discovery 

I ,Drunkenness 
I Assault I Vandalism Forgery,Fraud Possession ' the Peace Conduct Vandalism Forgery,Fraud, 

Type of Crime 

~ I , !I:,mbezzlerrent ~lTtle'z:zlement ---------+ ; ~:------~------+-------~-----+------4-------~----~ 
I Nonoggravatec 'I I -0.85 ! -1.51 -0.13 0.63 -0.41 0.01 -0.61 -3.52 

I 
Assault I ! P < .398 i p < • 144 1 p < .898 p < .531 p < .683 p < .988 p < .540 p < .004 

1--____ -4--1 --"--L------f--~----4---+-----+---4----+--~ 

/
Involvement I II -1.17 0.43 1.39 0.46 0.59 0.23 -3.19 
Vandalism p < .247 p < .668 p < .169 p < .649 p < .557 p < .822 p < .007 

I In~~ment ------~---~--1-.2-5-+-1-.-7-9-+-1-.-2-9-+-.-1-.3-9-+--1-.-1-5~~--2-.-4-4-~ 
Forgery, Fraud, P < .221 P < .086 p < .208 P < .174 p < .259 P < .021 
Embezzlement I ~~::'::'::'::":':::':":":':~ __ +-_________ . __________ J..._ -----+-------.1f----.-+-----I------+-----l 
Weapon 0.50 -0.15 0.12 -0.28 -3.28 

PossessIOn P < .619 P < .885 P < .909 p < .778 P < .005 

1----------;.-;,. -.~. -+--------------------'-----+----.+----~f_---_+---___l 

Drunkenness 

Disturbing 

the Peace 

Disorderly 

Conduct 

Discovery 

Vandalism 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
E mbezz I ernent 

-1.00 
p < .320 

-0.46 
p < .645 p 

0.29 
P < .769 p 

p 

-1.15 -3.69 
< .255 P < .003 

-0.22 -3.38 
< .829 p < .006 

-0.43 -3.40 
< .665 P < .004 

-3.28 
p < .006 
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TABLE F-29 -- T-test of the proportional difference between types of Part II criIoo for the delay due 
to talking to another person. 

f\bndggrovate:: Involvement Involvement 
I . 

Discovery Discovery Weapon : DIsturbIng DIsorderly 
Type of CrIme Forgery,Fraud Drunkemess Forgery, FratJC\ 

Assault VandalIsm 
~mbezz 1erren1 

Possession - the Peace Conduct Vandalism 
~rT"'b:2:zlement 

Nonoggravated 1.57 2.23 6.34 4.15 3.83 3.35 0.73 0.70 
Assault P < .119 p < .029 p < .001 p < .001 p < .001 p < .001 p < .464 p < .486 

Involvement 1.01 4.48 2.55 2.07 2.09 -0.78 -0.23 
Vandalism p < .315 p < .001 p < .013 p < .040 p < .040 p < .437 p < .820 

Involvement 2.27 1.03 0.49 0.95 -1.60 -0.93 
Forgery, Fraud, p < .030 p < .308 p < .625 p < .348 p < .115 p < .362 
Embezzlement 

Weapon -1. 70 -2.60 -1.30 -5.21 -2.73 
Possession p < .095 p < .012 p < .205 p < .001 p < .016 

Drunl<ennes5 -0.72 0.09 -3.28 -1.98 
p < .475 p < .927 p < .002 p < .053 

DIsturbing 0.66 -2.88 -1.53 
the Peace p < .509 p < .005 p < .132 

Disorderly -2.68 -1.81 
Conduct p < .009 p < .081 

Discovery 0.25 

Vandalism p < .807 

DIscovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement I 

, 
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TABlE F-30 -- T-test of the proportional difference between types of Part II criroo for the delay due 
to llrvestigating the incident scene. 

I'Pnoggravota: I nvolvernent Involvement Weapon ! I Disturbing Disorderly Discovery DIscovery 
Type of Crrme Forgery, Froud I Drunkennessl Forgery, Froud, 

Assault Vandalism 
iEmbezzlerrent 

Possession I ; the Peace Conduct Vandalism 
~mrezzlerrent 

Nonaggravat ed -2.59 -0.88 0.76 -0.45 1.41 0.83 -1.93 -2.08 
Assault P < .012 p < .388 p < .448 p < .655 p < .160 p < .411 p < .058 p < .060 

Involvement 0.95 1.94 2.05 3.60 2.10 0.62 -1.13 
Vandalism p < .347 p < .057 p < .044 p < .001 p < .039 p < .538 p < .263 

I nllolvement 1.30 0.61 2.44 1.42 -0.51 -1. 73 
Forgery, Fraud, p < .201 p < .541 p < .017 p < .165 p < .611 p < .093 
Embezzlement 

Weapon -0.95 0.00 0.00 -1.64 -2.81 

Possession p < .344 p < 1.00 p < 1.00 p < .106 p < .009 

Drunkenness 1. 78 1.04 -1.42 -1.91 
P < .079 p < .305 p < .160 P < .080 

Disturbing 0.00 -3.04 -5.31 
the Peace p < 1.00 p < .003 p < .001 

Disorderly -1. 78 -3.06 
Conduct p < .080 p < .005 

Discovery -1.58 

Vandalism 
p < .119 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezz I ement 
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TABIE F-3l -- T-test of the proportional difference between types of Part II crime for the delay due 
to injury. 

I, I : I I I I 
Nonaggrovat~ I nvolvement I nvo Ivement! Weapon I Dos'u,b'"g ID'SC'de"y Discovery Discovery 

Type of C rJ me Forgery,Frauq , Drunl(enness Forgery, Fraud, 
i Assault I vandalism Possession the Peace Conduc t Vandalism 

I EmbezZlerrent Emrezzlerrent I 

I I .------- ---t----~-
Nonoggravatec ! I 2.88 1. 79 1. 61 2.42 2.99 1.7"5 2.77 1.35 

I r < .005 
I 

.077 .111 .018 .003 .084 .007 .181 Assault Ip < P < P < P <: P < IP < p < 

._._+- ~----.- ._-. I Involvement i 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Vandalism ! 

/p 
< 1.00 p < 1.00 p < 1.00 Ip < 1.00 p < 1.00 p < 1.00 p < 1.00 

I 

--t- ---
Involvement 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Forgery, Fraud, p < 1.00 p < 1.00 p < 1. 00 Ip < 1.00 p < 1.00 p < 1.00 
Embezzlement ---'---
Weapon 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Possession p < 1.00 p < 1.00 p < 1.00 p < l.00 p < 1.00 

; DrunKenness 
--i---

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

I 
p < 1. 00 p < l.00 p < l.00 p < l.00 

,..--., 

Disturbing I 
0.00 0.00 0.00 ! 

the Peace P < 1.00 p < l.00 p < 1.00 

Disorderly 0.00 0.00 
Conduct P < LOa p < LOa 

--

Discovery 0.00 
Vandalism p < ~.OO 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement 

_. , 

, 
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TABlE F-32 -- T-test of the proportional difference between types of Part II crime for the delay due 
to fear or emotional upset. 

NonoggravotJ Involvement I Involvement! Weapon I I Disturbing : IF ~ I Drunkenness orge~rrau , 
I I mbezzl 

Type of Crime 
Dfsorde~ly 

Conduct 

Discovery Discovery 

Vandalism ~~rgery,Fraud, 
f!:.fllbetz:zlerrent 

Assault i Vandalism r 'PossesSion the Peace 

~----------------+--------~----------r--------+i--------4_--------+_--------+---------~------~---------1 
Nonaggravat ed 

Assault 

I nvol yement 

Vandalism 

I nyolvement 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement 

Weapon 

Possession 

4.14 ,4.48 3.99 5.46 3.13 
p < .001 Ip < .001 p < .001 P < .001 p < .002 

! 

I P 
0.64 0.43 1.39 -1.00 
< .526 p < .668 p < .169 p < .321 

_______ ..1..-

-0.15 0.43 -1.59 
P " .882 p < .672 p < .117 

0.59 -1.02 
p < .560 p < .311 

3.25 5.80 2.18 
p < .002 p < .001 p < .033 

-0.10 2.24 0.10 
P < .924 P < .027 p < .921 
.,--------~--------4_------~ 

-0.63 1.56 -0.40 
p < .532 p < .124 p < .690 

-0.45 1. 74 -0.25 
p < .658 P < .086 p < .806 

- .- .... --,----~~------------------------------'--------4_-------+_------+_---------'~-------t 
I Drunkenness 

Disturbing 

the Peace 

Disorderly 

Conduct 

Discovery 

Vandalism 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud, 
Embezzlement 

-2.36 
p < .021 

-1.00 1.15 -0.65 
p < .327 p < .254 p < .525 

0.60 3.00 0.64 
p -< .547 p < .003 p < .524 

2.32 0.15 
p < .023 p < .880 

-2.10 
p < .040 " 
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TABlE F-33 -- T-test of the proportional difference between types of Part II crime for the delay due 
to public ccmruni.cations problems. 

Nonag'jr~ Involvement Involvement Weapon I I Disturbing Disorderly Discovery Discovery 
Type of Crrme Forgery,Fraud I Drunkenness Forgery, Fraud 

Assault Vandalism POSseSSion I the Peace Conduct Vandalism 
!Embezzlerrent El'Tttrzzierrent 

Nonoggravated 0.54 2.44 2.70 2.71 1.45 1. 36 1. 25 2.26 

Assault p < .593 p < .017 p < .009 p < .008 p < .151 p < .179 p < .214 p < .027 

Involvement 2.76 2.40 2.41 0.88 0.99 0.71 2.02 
Vandalism P < .007 p < .019 p < .018 p < .381 p < .328 p < .478 p < .048 

Involvement 0.90 -0.45 -2.02 -1.09 -2.05 0.75 
Forgery, Fraud, p < .375. p < .654 p < .048 p < .281 p < .045 p < .458 
Embezzlement 

Weapon -1.18 -1.97 -1.68 -2.03 0.00 
PossessIon p < .241 p < .053 p < .101 p < .046 p < 1.00 

-1.62 -0.84 -1. 67 0.99 
Drunkenness p < .108 p < .407 p < .098 p < .325 

Disturbing 0.39 -0.13 1. 65 
the Peace P < .695 p < .894 p < .103 

Disorderly -0.48 1.41 
conduct p < .633 p < .169 

Discovery 1. 70 
Vandalism P < .094 

Discovery 
Forgery, Fraud I 
Embezzlement 

• 
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TABLE F-34 -- T-test of the proportional difference between types of Part II cr:i.J.re for the delay due 
to being misinfo~d or not being infonned of the incident. 

~avata:: Involvement Involvement Weapon 
Drunkenness 

Disturbing Disorderly Discovery Discovery 
Type of Crime Forgery, Frouq Forgery, Fraud, 

Assault Vandalism 
~mbezzlerrent 

PossesSion the Peace Conduct Vandalism 
Errrrezzierrent 

-. 

Nonaggravated 1.80 0.45 1.95 1.07 3.61 2.11 1. 27 -1.13 
Assault P < .075 p < .657 p < .055 p < .285 p < .001 p < .038 p < .207 p < .262 

I nvol vement -0.91 1.15 -0.52 2.13 1.25 -0.47 -1.7'7 
Vandalism p ..-:: .365 p < .254 p < .606 p .;: .035 p < .216 p < .642 p < .102 

Involvement 1. 64 0.42 3.07 1. 78 o 1;' ._.L -1. 28 
Forgery, Fraud, p < .110 p < .675 p < .003 p < .083 p < .608 p < .210 
Embezzlement 

Weapon -1.39 0.00 0.00 -1.35 -2.81 
Possession p < .171 p < 1.00 P < 1.00 p < .181 p < .009 

-

DrunKenness 2.58 1.51 0.08 -1.91 
p < .011 p < .137 p < .937 p < .062 

Disturbing 0.00 -2.51 -5.31 
the Peace p < 1.00 P < .013 p < .001 

Disorderly -1.47 -3.06 
Conduct p < .146 p < • 005 

Discovery -1.57 

Vandalism 
p < .140 

Discovery 
Forgery, Froud, : I Embezzlement 

-_.-, 
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V-..BLE F-35 -- Miltip1e regression analysis of the :ffect of social 
characteristics on delay due to chasmg suspect. 

Dependent Variable: Delay Due to Chasing Suspect 

Independent Variables 
Type of Work 

Head of Household 
Consta:it 

B Beta 

-0.00170 -0.17816 

0.05728 
0.05822 

0.11274 

F 

5.530 
2.215 

Sinp1e r 

-0.16955 
0.09913 

M..tltip1e R: 
R Square: 

0.20343 
0.04138 
3.62625 

Semple: All Part II Crime 
N: 171 

F: 

TABLE F-36 -- MUltiple regression analysis of the effect of social 
characteristics on delay due to apathy. 

Dependent Variable: Delay Due to Apathy 

Independent Variables B 

Own-Rant-Board 0.09866 

Marital Status 
CDnstant 

lbltiple R: 0.22458 
0.05044 
6.53338 

R Square: 
F: 

0.04740 
-0.04466 

Beta 
0.18546 
0.06717 

F 

7.001 

Sirrple r 
0.21655 

0.918 0.15302 

Sanp1e: All Part II Cr:i.ne 
N:· 249 

!ABLE F-37 -- MUltiple regression analysis of the effect of social Charac
teristics on delay due to investigating incident scene. 

Dependent Variable: Delay Due to Investigating Incident Scene 

Independent Variable 
Head of Household 
Constant 

M.Jltiple R: 0.15578 
0.02427 
6.06823 

R Square: 
F: 

' .. 

B 

0.10661 
0.02899 

178 

Beta 
0.15578 

F 

6.068 

Simple r 
0.15578 

Sazrple: All Part II Cr:i.ne 
N: 246 
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TABlE F-38 -- M..1l.tiple regression analysis of the effect of social char
acteristics on delay due to public ccmm.mications problems. 

Dependent Variable: Delay Due to Public CcmI1.mications Problems 

Independent Variables B Beta F S~le r 
(1) Marital Status -0.64007 -0.70735 3,210 0.15114 
(2) Type of Work -0.00961 -0.46436 0.929 -0.18303 
(3) Education -0.02009 -0.10397 0.052 -0.16521 
(4) IncorIE -0.01206 -0.09714 0.080 -0.14965 
(5) Race 0.12107 0.13288 0.140 0.32529 
(6) Sex 0.50167 0.57803 1.868 0.18954 
Interaction of 

Variables 1 and 2 0.00135 0.06484 0.066 0.10099 
Interaction of 

Variables 1 and 3 0.08972 0.54795 2.721 0.11586 
Interaction of 

Variables 1 and 4 -0.01266 -0.09715 0.125 0.09332 
Interaction of 

Variables 1 and 5 0.47566 0.39563 4.334 0.31439 
Interaction of 

Variables 1 and 6 0.22660 0.21788 0.955 0.23198 
Interaction of 

Variables 2 and 3 0.00055 0.22766 0.252 -0.18221 
Interaction of 

Variables 2 and 4 0.00036 0.22262 0.209 -0.18723 
Interaction of 

Variables 2 and 5 -0.00557 -0.26350 1.152 0.16399 
Interaction of 

Variables 2 and 6 0.00201 0.10228 0.135 0.06002 
Interaction of 

Variables 3 and 4 0.00074 0.05382 0.009 -0.17858 
Interaction of 

Variables 3 and 5 0.01551 0.08518 0.084 0.25666 
Interaction of 

Variables 3 and 6 -0.09237 -0.59004 3.797 0.08396 
Interaction of 

Variables 4 and 5 0.03399 0.31382 0.843 0.25673 
Interaction of 

Variables 4 and 6 0.00662 0.06419 0.031 0.10559 
Interactioo of 

Variables 5 and 6 -0.36562 -0.33563 3.784 0.22812 
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Constant 
M.lltiple R; 
R Square: 
F: 

~. I 

0.50173 
0.25174 
1.65009 

0.40341 

.. ~ ~. • .... -'..:' '. <"'. 
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Sartt>le: All Part II Crime 
N: 125 

........ ' -

!ABLE F~39 -- MUltiple regression analysis of the effect of type of crime and 
social characteristics on reporting time. 

Dependent Variable: Reporting Time, logarithm 

Iridependent Variables B Beta F Sirrp1e r 
Involvement Vandalism -0.24685 -0.12059 2.223 -0.20197 
Invo1 venent Forgery, 

Fraud, and EiIbezzlenent -0.28186 -0.09008 1.520 -0.08559 
Weapon Possession -0.16831 -0.02577 0.171 -0.00374 
Dnmkermess -0.40506 -0.12515 3.433 -0.08728 
Disturbing the Peace -0.08473 -0.03429 0.203 -0.09677 
Disorderly Conduct -0.03418 -0.00733 0.013 -0.04390 
Discovery Vandalism 0.03144 0.01411 0.029 0.08814 
Discovery Forgery, . 

Fraud, and EiIbezzlenent 1.60456 0.41774 28.594 0.58364 
I Telephoning Delay 0.35565 0.12721 3.322 0.41420 

Talldng Delay 0'.11042 0.06401 1.070 0.09768 
Apathy Delay 0.38492 0.15018 5.586 0.07315 
Not Being Infonned/ 

Being Misinfonned 0.59230 0.23548 14.188 0.31782 
CMn-R.ent-Board 0.06723 -0.04672 0.468 -0.20098 
Marital Status 0.02029 0.01148 0.024 -0.14321 
Education 0.03632 0.09472 1. 765 0.25275 
Income 0.01593 0.07067 0.732 0.30098 
Sex -0.10018 -0.05785 0.761 -0.20742 
Constant 0.91725 

M.l1tip1e R: 0.70817 Semple: All Part II Crime R Square: 0.50150 N: 169 F: 8.93594 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 
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Table G -1. -- T~test of mean or proportional difference between types of citizen
callers by social characteristics. 

Income 

Type Victim Witness 
of Caller Caller 

Caller 

Caller 

Victim 2.97 - 0.26 

Caller p<.004 p<.793 

Witness - 2.59 

Caller p<.012 

Caller 

'-
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Table G -2. -- T-test of mean or proportional difference between types of telephones 
used by soc i a I character i st i cs. 

Type of work Length of residence at present address 

Type of Pay Own Home Business Other 
Telephone Person's 
Used Telephone Telephone Telephone Telephone 

Pay Own Home Business Other 
Person's 

Telephone Telephone Telephone Telephone 

Pay -2.48 -3.25 -0.42 -1.38 -0.71 1.29 
Telephone p<.016 p< .002 p<.677 p<.171 p< .477 p<.208 

Own Home -1.07 2.52 0.99 4.41 
Telephone p<.284 p<.014 p< .322 p<.OO1 

Business - 3.41 -3.03 
Telephone p< .001 p<.003 

Other 
Person's 
Telephone 

Tenure (own-rent-board) Marital status 

Type of 
Pay Own Home Business Other 

Telephone Person's 
Used Telephone Telephone Telephone Telephone 

Pay Own Hqme Business Other 
Person's 

Telephone Telephone Telephone Telephone 

Pay 1.01 1.40 -1.68 0.22 2.19 - 2.16 

Telephone p<.314 p<.165 p<.098 p<.824 p<.031 p<.036 
, 

Own Home 0.53 - 3.28 3.04 - 3.19 
Telephone p< .595 p<.001 p<.003 p<.002 

Business 3.79 5.96 
Telephone p<.001 p< .001 

Other 
Person's 
Telephone 
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Table G - 3. -- T-test of mean or proportional'difference between types of telephones 
used by social characteristics. 

Education Income 

Type of Pay Own Home Business Other 
Telephone Person's 
Used Telephone Telephone Telephone Telephone 

Pay Own Home Business 
Other 
Person's 

Telephone Telephone Telephone Te.lephone 

Pay -1.94 - 3.85 0.71 

Telephone p<.055 p< .001 p< .483 
- 1.04 -4.37 0.56 
p<.301 p< .001 p< .577 

Own Home - 3.08 4.41 -4.95 2.09 
Telephone p<.002 p,<.001 p< .001 p<.040 

Business - 7.33 - 6.22 
Telephone p<.001 p<.001 

Other 
Person's 
Teleohone 

Age Sex 

Type of Pay Own Home Business 
Other 

Telephone Person's 
Used Telephone Telephone Telephone Telephone 

Pay Own Home Business Other 
Person's Telephone Telephone Telephone Telephone 

pay -0.09 1.14 3.39 
Telephone p<.931 p< .256 p < .001 

-1.10 1.90 - 2.86 
p< .271 p<.060 p< .006 

Own Home 1.85 4.90 5.01 - 2.38 
Telephone p<.066 p< .001 p<.001 p< .019 

Business - 3.60 6.70 

Telephone p< .001 p< .001 

Other 
Person's 
Telephone 

• 
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Table G - 4. -- T -test of mean or proportional difference between telephone numbers 
used by social characteristics. 

Income Sex 

TelePhO"~ Crime Police Telephone 
Number 

Alert 
switchboard Company 

Used Operator Operator 
t---
Crime ~.02 -3.97 

Crime Police Telephone 

Alert 
Switchboard Company 
Operator Operator 

- 2.08' 4.93 
Alert p<.046 p<.001 p<.039 p<.001 

f-- --
Police - 1.85 
switchboard 

p<.068 Operator 

2.65 
p<.009 

Telephone 
Company 
Operator 



(l) 
(l) 

Table G -5.-- T-test of mean or proportional difference between ways telephone 
number known by soc i al characteri st i cs. 

Type of work Educat ion 

How Citizen Telephone Number Telephone 
Knew written Memory Company 
Number Di rectory Down Operator 

Telephone Number Telephone 

Directory 
Written Memory Company 
Down Operator 

Telephone 0.39 2.09 3.35 1.03 1.88 3.45 
Directory p<.700 p<.040 p< .002 p<.307 p<.063 p< .001 

Number 2.07 3.23 0.98 2.88 
Written p< .041 p<.002 
Down 

p< .328 p< .005 

Memory 
1.93 

p< .061 
2.02 

p<.046 

Telephone 
Company 
Operator 

Sex 

How Citizen 
Telephone 

Number Telephone 
Knew 

Directory 
Written Memory Company 

Number Down Operator 

Telephone 0.24 1.84 -1.20 
Directory p<.811 p<.069 p <.235 

Number 1.78 - 1.58 
Written 

p<.on p<.120 Down 

Memory 
- 3.53 
p<.OO'l 

Telephone 
Company 
Operator 

'-' , 
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TABlE G-6 -- 11lltiple regression analysis of the effect of type of caller on 
reporting t~. 

Dependent Variable: Reporting Time, logarithm 

Independent Variables 
Victim-Callers 
WitnesS-Callers 
Constant 

Mlltiple R: 0.19004 
0.03612 
4.02799 

R Square: 
F: 

B Beta F Sinple r 
0.01433 0.00871 0.010 0.13040 

-0.35562 -0.18418 ·4.263 -0.18993 
1.30285 

Sanple: All Part II Grim: Cases ~vith 
Citizen-Caller Interview 

N: 218 
Reference Group: Callers 

TABLE G-7 -- Mlltiple regression analysis of the effect of 1:ype of caller and 
type of c~ on reporting time. 

Dependent Variable: Reporting Time, logarithm 

Independent Variables B Beta F Simple r Victim-Callers -0.11080 -0.06732 0.708 0.13040 Witness-Callers -0.21847 -0.11315 1. 995 ·-0.18993 Involvement Vandalism -0.12480 -0.06215 0.681 -0.15969 Involvement Forgery, 
Fraud, and Embezzlem.:nt -0.054·68 -0.01607 0.063 -0.04974 Weapon Possession 0.04705 0.00874 0.021 -0.02235 Drunkenness -0.14415 -0.04922 0 .. 569 -0.10526 

DisturbL~ the Peace -0.09207 -0.04242 0 .. 343 -0.13750 Disorderly Conduct 0.10120 0.02627 0.172 -0.02303 Discovery Vandalism 0.44708 0.21260 8.191 0.19838 Discovery Forgery, 
Fraud, and Elrbezz1arent 1.90877 0.51838 66.887 0.514D4 Constant 1. 22075 

Multiple R: 0.58506 Sanp1e: All Part II Grim: Cases \vith R Square: 0.34229 
Citizen-Caller Interview F: 10.77287 N: 

218 R.eference Group: Callers, Nonaggravated Assault 
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TABLE H-2 --. M.ll.tiple regression analysis of the effect of patrol procedures TABLE H-l -- Mlltiple regression analysis of the effect of patrol procedures on travel tine. and type of crime on distance traveled. 

Dependent Variable: Distance Traveled Dependent Variable: Travel Time, logaritlun 

Independent Variables B Beta F Sinple r Independent Variables B Beta F Sirrple r 
(1) Bus ted Call -0.05140 -0.07883 0.193 -0.40798 Officer In or Out of 

0.21261 6.730 0.05651 (2) Officer Could Viav Assigned Beat 0.38347 
Crime on Routine Patrol 0.08778 0.15897 0.672 -0.05233 Officer's Location Is 

In Beat of Incident 0.99079 0.38633 22.296 0.30369 (3) Officer In or Out of 

Incident Is In Officer's Assigned Beat 0.00503 0.00914 0.020 -0.00489 
0.609 0.02620 (4) Officer's Location is Assigned Beat 0.66816 0.05977 

in Beat of Incident 0.09961 0.12755 3.564 0.27006 Invo1vanent Vandalism -0.17591 -0.06987 0.540 -0.06882 
(5) Incident is in Officer's Involvement Forgery, Assigned Beat 0.02280 0.00670 0.014 0.01756 Fraud, and EnDezz1emmt 0.24675 0.08151 0.821 0.07155 
(6) In or Out of Car 0.03904 0.04477 0.488 0.08741 Weapon Possession -0.55569 -0.15253 3.178 -0.12647 
(7) Car Stationery or Drunkenness -0.22973 -0.08784 0.876 -0.07818 llibi1e -0.00684 -0.01244 0.038 0.03849 

Disturbing the Peace -0.26417 -0.10856 1.261 -0.06616 (8) Distance Traveled 0.16820 0.55232 74.057 0.64783 
Disorderly Conduct 0.15901 0.03931 0.218 0.07727 (9) One or 'lWo-l-1Bn Car -0.00186 -0.00159 0.001 0.02346 
Discovery Vandalism 0.23444 0.08590 0.859 0.14442 Interaction of 

Variables 1 and 2 -0.09987 -0.32075 1.619 -0.332LJ2 Discovery Forgery, 
0.24152 0.05604 0.458 0.08931 Involvanent Vandalism 0.08645 0.11275 2.242 0.04776 

Fraud, and Eirbezz1E!IIElt 
Constant -0.27426 InvolvE!IIElt Forgery, 

Sarrp1e: All Part II Crime FrCiIlld, and Embezz1errent -0.00532 -0.00578 0.007 -0.04198 M...tltip1e R: 0.44197 
R Square: 0.19533 N: 155 Weapcn Possession -0.06732 -0.06070 0.870 -0.23950 F: 3.15579 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 

Drunkermess 0.10252 0.12612 3.258 -0.03738 
Disturbing the Peace 0.07669 0.10349 2.037 0.01323 
Disorderly Conduct -0.04892 -0.03973 0.403 -0.02412 
Discovery Vandalism 0.13539 0.16294 4.837 0.24822 
Discovery Forgery, 

Fraud, and ED:i>ezz1eIIal.t 0.10344 0.07885 1.553 0.12368 
Constant 0.59389 

l-hltip1e R: 0.77082 Sample: All Part II Crime 
R Square: 0.59417 N: 154 F: 10.98046 Reference Group: Nonaggravated Assault 

.. 
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ARREST--The transporting of a suspect to any specific location for the pur

pose of booking, questioning, or identification. 

BEAT--The smallest geographically designated area for the purpose of patrol 

to which one officer is assigned. 

BFAT-WATCH--An 8-hour patrol watch :in a beat. There are three watches per 

day in each beat, making a total of 207 beat-watches for the 69 beats :in the city. 

BUSTED CAU.--Any dispatched call :in which the first of two officers dispatched 

responds to the :incident scene without waiting for the arrival of the backup offi

cer, or any call in which an officer not assigned responds to the scene before the 

arrival of the officially dispatched officer. 

CALLER--Any citizen whose call to the police initiated a response to an inci

dent but who was not involved in the incident as a victim or a witness. 

CITIZEN-CAUER--Any citizen, victim, ~Ji.tness or caller, whose call to the po

lice initiated a response. 

CrrIZEN EXPECTATIONS--The length of time a citizen expects response to a call 

to take. 

CITIZEN PERCEPTIONS--The length of time a citizen has perceived that response 

to a call has taken. 

DISCOVERY CRJl1E--Any crime which occurred unobserved, or if witnessed, the 

witness did not report the crime. 

DISPATGl TIME--The time from when a dispatcher understands the rnLture and lo

cation of a call until an officer aCknowledges the end of the dispatch ass~ 

him to the c3.11 or has begLm response to the call, whichever comes first. 

FIELD INJURY--An injury to a citizen who was not transported to the hospital 

before arrival of police. 

195 
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INITIAL INVESTIGATION BEGINS--When an officer made contact with a citizen 

directly related to a crime incident or ~en the officer arrived at the actual 

scene of the crime. 

INVOLVEMENl' CR.lJ1E--Any criue :in which a citizen saw, heard, or became in

volved between the t:i.me the suspect began comnitting the crime and the citizen 

was free from involvement in the crime. 

NONrAHGET BEAT--Those beats not included in the target area. This involved 

34 of the city's 69 beats. The nontarget beats were excluded frem the target 

area becausE\ none of the three beat-watches within the beat fell within the up

per 27th perc:.entile of beat-watches based upon corril:>ined nunbers of robberies and 

aggravated assaults in 1974. Observers were not assigned to these beats. 

OBSERVER--Any of nine civilia..'1S ellployed by the Kansas City, Missouri, Po

lice Department to accanpany. officers in specially designated beat-watches and 

collect data pert:inent to the study. 

ON-SCENE APPREHENSION--The apprehension of a suspect in flight from, adja-

cent to, or at the scene of an incident before the conclusion of the initial in-

vestigation of the call. The arrest nrust have been directly related to the crime 

for which an officer wrote his offense report. 

PART II CRIME--As categorized in this study, included the crimes of nonaggra-

vated assault; vandalism; weapon possession; drunkenness; disturbing the peace; 

disorderly conduct; and forgery, fraud, and enbezzlement. 

PA'ITERNS n'i REPORl'ING--Those voluntary actions taken prior to or in the 

process of reporting and the attitudes which affected them. 

PROBLEM) IN REPORl'ING--tlncontrollable hindrances encountered prior to or in 

the process of telephoning police. 

REPORTING TIME--The tim:! fran the end of a citizen's involvement in or dis-
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covery of a cri..1re or noncrime :incident until a dispatcher had been contacted 

about the :incident and understood the nature of the :incident and location to 

which an. officer should be dispatched. 

RESPONSE TIME a::t1PONENf--Any of eig?t lengths of tim:! identified as occur

ring within the reporting, dispatch, and travel :intervals and canprising the to

tal response time ContinUlll1. The canponents were 1) crime begins until citizen 

involvE!l1eI1t ends. 2) discovery of a crime or citizen involvem:!I1t ends until 

initial cormection with police dispatcher. 3) initial connection until infor

l'Mtion about the nature and lOCation of the call is understood by dispatcher. 

4) infonnation about the nature and location of the call available until dis

patcher calls for location of a specific car or any car :in the vicinity. 

5) dispatcher calls car until dispatch assigning car to call is terminated. 

6) dispatch terminates until officer begins his response to the call. 7) offi-

L arrival tmtil initial in-cer responds tmtil arrival at dispatched loca.t;on. 8) 

vestigation begins. 

RESPONSE TIME OONI'INUUM--The total length of t:ime elapsed fran the. end of 

citizen involvanent in or discovery or a cr:ime or noncrime incident tmtil a po

lice officer begins his initial investigation of the incident. The time period 

:includes the time necessary for a citizen to report an incident, for a dispatcher 

to assign an officer to the call, and for the officer to travel to the scene of 

the incident. 

RESPONSE TIME lNI'ERVAL--One of three lengths of time which correspond to 

the three processes followed in reporting, dispatching, and traveling to a call 

for police service. The three intervals making up the entire response time con

tinuun are the reporting, dispatch, and travel intervals and are synonymous with 

reporting time, dispatch time, and tLavel time. 
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RESPOOSE-RELATED ARRESf--'Ihe arrests which resulted fran rapid response. 

This excludes arrests made after a citizen apprehended a suspect, when the sus

pect 's n.arre or address was provided by the victim or a witness, when the suspect 

vlas mabIe to leave the scene because of em injury, or when the suspect turned 

himself over to police. 

TARGET AREA--The area included in 35 of the city's 69 beats which contained 

the 56 beat-watches corrprising the upper 27th percentile of beat-watches based 

upon combined numbers of robberies and aggravated assaults for 1974. 

T!l.J~.GEI' BEAT--Any beat which fell within the target area and to which observ

ers were .. deployed for collection of data. 

TRAVEL, Tll1E--The tiri? from when. an officer acknowledged the end of a dispatch 

assigning him to a call, or when the officer began response to a call, whichever 

came first, until the officer begarL his initial jnvestigation of the call. 

VICTTI1-·-The. citizen against whom a crime was corrmitted. Unlike Irost statu-

tory definitions, the victim of a comoorcial robbery I by study criteria, would be 

the clerk held up at the business ar'.' not the individual or cOrfXJrate ooner or 

the business. 

vrCTll1:-CAlLER--The victim of a cr:iJ.re whose call to police also initiated po-

lice respons e . 

WITNESS--Any citizen, other than a victim or suspect, who S8JN, heard, or be-

came involved in a crime or. noncrime incident at any point during its occurrence. 

vIT'INESS AVAILABTI,I'IY--Contact between a field officer and at least one wit-

li-CSB to a criIre other than tL'Le victim, before the conclusion of the initial in-

\'JITNES8-CAIlER--A witness to a crirre whose call to police initiated police 

r\=!sponse, 
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